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Editorial Note

ISSN : 2582-1741

EDITORIAL NOTE

The outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic has become a global challenge. It

has disrupted the social balance, economic growth and academic research in

the country and in the world. This worldwide pandemic has also changed the

human perception in the field of communication research and media

discourse. Media discourse is a multidisciplinary field of enquiry and gets

enriched by linguistic applications mainly through conversational analysis,

critical discourse analysis, ethnography of communication, linguistic

anthropology and pragmatics. The diversity and multidisciplinary approach of

media discourse as a field has assumed importance in communication studies.

One significant thread of research into media studies is preoccupied with

taking a critical position to media discourse, namely critical discourse

analysis.

The current issue of AMU Journal of Language and Media Discourse (AMU-

JLMD) has its own significance in time and space as it is being published as

Centenary year publication because Aligarh Muslim University is completing

100 years of its existence as University in 2020. Papers in this issue dwell on

the diverse academic dimensions from a range of interdisciplinary approach. In

these papers, authors have presented recent findings from their ongoing

research and surveys.

Salman Al-Azami’s paper presents a critical discourse analysis of the

portrayal of the female protagonist in Sarat Chandra’s Devdas and its

adaptations in two Hindi films. Mansuda attempts to deconstruct how

stereotypical narratives are upheld through the medium of exploratory

travel media that remained stagnant throughout recent decades. Md. Anas

analyses the role of William Howard Russell as the first war

correspondent in the Crimean War and the Indian mutiny of 1857.

Arvind’s work highlights the changing pattern of language used in Hindi

newspapers and magazines in India. Ali Hur’s study focuses on the

symbiotic relationship between the ongoing mediatisation process and the

rising tide of Islamophobia among un-informed masses. Pallav Vishnu

highlights the negative impact of Social Media on the younger generation.
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Abdul Aziz’s paper presents an overview of the media industry,

particularly the factors involved in framing the news items. Nazrin and

Alaidi’s study discusses the syntactic patterns and sociolinguistic

relevance of code-switching in monolingual Jordanian Arabic speech

community by drawing evidences from a popular TV talk show.

Shamim’s paper presents a quantitative study of the language use in the

Urdu-Hindi electronic media which is changing gradually under the

English vocabulary. Hiba and Sabahuddin in their paper critically

analysed the language used in the advertisements of beauty products. R.

N. Bhat in his brief paper expresses the need to reconsider the provisions

of ‘language load’ vis-a-vis three-language formula in the states where

language of administration is not Hindi. All these leading papers

undoubtedly open new window to further research in their respective areas

of specialization.

I must admit that it was a challenging task for me as editor-in-chief to

bring out this issue at a time when the world is facing COVID 19

pandemic, the biggest challenge of the century, which has impacted every

aspect of human existence. It would not have been possible to bring out

the journal without the sincere commitment of our editors, Dr Sabahuddin

Ahmad and Dr. Abdul Aziz Khan. Much thanks to our reviewers for their

support and submitting the review in a timely manner. Finally, I would

like to thank all my colleagues and administrative staff who lent their full

support in bringing out the journal.

It is hoped that the selected papers in this journal would become a source

of reference to media researchers, linguists and informed scholars of other

related disciplines.

22
nd

July, 2020 M. J. Warsi

Editor-in-Chief
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Abstract

Sarat chandra Chatterjee (1876 – 1938) is one of the most

prominent novelists in Bangla literature, and the main protagonist

of his 1917 novel Devdas has become the symbol of a fallen tragic

hero in the whole of South Asia. There have been many film

versions of the story in various languages due to its storytelling,

characterization, and dialogues. This paper uses Critical Discourse

Analysis method to investigate the discourse patterns through the

portrayal of its main female protagonist in one of the most

important scenes of the novel to examine whether the language

used in two of its most famous Hindi film versions is changed due

to the social and contextual differences in their respective eras.

Keywords: Discourse, Narrative Style, Film adaptation, Feminism,
Male dominance, Rebellion

There can be several reasons why film adaptations are made: to make

money, to extend the drawing power of a franchise, to borrow the

cultural capital of a more prestigious text or genre, or for political or

personal motives (Hutcheon 2006). Sarat Chandra Chatterjee’s

classic Bangla novel Devdas is one of the most famous literary pieces

of the 20th century South Asian literature. It has all the ingredients of
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a successful film due to its theme, characterization and depiction of

conflict both externally and internally among the characters, and its

main protagonist Devdas remains a symbol of a tragic hero among

South Asian audience. As Dobhal (2016:15) suggests, the story of

Devdas “has all the elements that can be formalized as classic

Bollywood narrative”. Saratchandra’s narrative style in Devdas has

the “impression of reality” and the power to draw crowds (Metz

1974:4), eventually making it a “mythological reference point for

Hindi melodrama” (Rajadhyaksha & Willemen 1994:244).

This study will make a critical discourse analysis of an important

scene in the original novel, and then compare how two famous film

versions of the story portray them in two contrastive styles with a

view to investigating the role of social structures in the contexts of

the publication of the novel and the release of the two film versions.

The main element in the analyses will be to examine how Sarat

Chandra portrays the main female protagonist in the scene against the

gender imbalance of the society at that time, and to investigate

whether the two filmmakers adjust the dialogues to accommodate the

changes in social attitudes towards women in their times.

The two film adaptations under study are the 1955 version of Bimol

Roy, which is “a film copy of the novel” (Mishra 2002:19), and

Sanjay Leela Bhansali’s 2002 version, which shows how

contemporary style in Bollywood cinema can convert a classic tale of

tragedy into a glamorous Bollywood blockbuster by making

significant changes to the original story. Apart from being a box

office success at that time (Pandya 2014), Bimol Roy’s version was

also critically acclaimed and was termed as an example of “cinematic

fidelity” (Mishra 2002). On the other hand, the Bhansali version was

also a hugely successful commercial film (Wright 2015), but most

critics were not too impressed by its innovations. Film critic Ahamed

went to the extent of calling Bhansali’s innovations ‘criminal’ that

“cannot be taken seriously”. However, the criticisms were not

universal as Stam (2000:62) called Bhansali’s innovations

imaginative, which are “fidelity free, creative mistranslation”. While
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justifying Bhansali’s creative additions, Roy (2012:38) suggests that

it is Saratchandra himself who created the opportunity to be creative

due to the “open-text” narrative, which “enables the reader to get into

the story themselves, [and] to reconstruct it in their own imagination”

(Guha 2002, cited. in Roy 2012:38).

The narrative styles of the original novel and its two film adaptations

are different and it can be attributed to the different era of the novel’s

first publication, and the differences in time the two Bollywood films

represent. Roy (2012:39) observes that both these film adaptations

are influenced by ‘their respective social contexts’ with the 1955

version representing “the post-independence realism” and the 2002

film a depiction of a “resurgent India”.

The Story

Before discussing the main points of this paper, it is pertinent to give

a short account of the story of Devdas. Al-Azami and Shakur

(2018:63-4) summarise the original novel as follows:

“Devdas is a tragic story of a man called Devdas who loved but

never got his lover. The protagonist Devdas shared a magnetic

childhood with his lovely playmate Parvati (popularly known as

Paro), and the supreme love matured in Paro’s heart much before

Devdas could realize. As the two playmates became youths, the

love intensified in Parvati so much so that she was ready to do

anything to get Devdas. But, unfortunately, Devdas failed to

understand Paro’s passionate love towards him and his whimsical

‘no’ at a very critical time created a permanent wall of separation

between him and his beloved Paro. When he did realize how much

his heart felt for Paro, it was too late, as the heartbroken Paro

became the wife of another man. This completely shattered

Devdas. He was unable to bear the agony of a life without Paro.

The absence of his beloved Paro in his life made alcohol his

constant companion, but that could not make him forget the

piercing pain. Even the unconditional love and devotion of a

beautiful courtesan, Chandramukhi, could not ease the pain of

losing Paro. The pain ultimately brought his untimely death as he
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breathed his last at Paro's doorstep to keep his earlier promise that

he would meet her at least once before his death.”

Social Structures and Women in Sarat Chandra’s Novels

Devdas is a story that portrays the social customs and traditions of

the early 20th century, and we can see a vivid picture of class, money,

power and status in the narrative of this novel. The main cause of the

separation between Devdas and Parvati is their class difference with

Devdas being from an aristocrat family, while Parvati is from a

middle-class merchant family. The male protagonist Devdas fails to

break the social system at a critical time of the story, and when he

later realises his mistake, it is too late, which leads to his self-

destruction. As Nouri (2016:13) observes, “…… Sarat Chandra

brings out the adverse impact that class hierarchy and social

behavioral norms have on people's natural desires, and chain them to

a life of sacrifice and suffering”.

Although women in ancient India enjoyed respect and freedom

(Jayapalan 2001; Mishra 2008; Shrivastava 2009), it declined sharply

after the arrival of the Aryans in India (Shrivastava 2009), and the

status of women in early 20th century Hindu society is believed to be

much inferior to the ancient period. Sarat Chandra was conscious of

this gender inequality and his novels were heavily focused on women

and their distress in a patriarchal society (Purkayastha 2013:60). As

Barman (2016:32) suggests, his ‘….compassion and respect for

woman’ were very attractive to readers, and many women ‘…. could

find in him a saviour of their down-trodden self’ (ibid:33).

Purkayastha (2013:59) says, “Sarat Chandra‘s world view thus

registers and recognizes the existence of a worldwide discriminatory

culture founded on a centuries long history of subjugation of women

practiced by both European (Western) and Indian (Eastern)

civilizations”.

Despite his sympathy towards women, Sarat Chandra’s portrayals of

women characters were according to their status in early 20th century

Hindu society. Both his female characters in this novel are from
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inferior backgrounds than Devdas with one of them portrayed as a

courtesan – one of the least favourable positions in a society.

According to Sil (2015:4), Sarat’s women are atypical long-suffering

maternal characters who are “…. generally young and pretty widows

or frustrated and unloved married women mostly from high-caste

families—whether from the genteel household or a menial maid or a

fallen woman (patitā), an indigent housewife forced to sell her body

due to the exigencies of circumstance”.

Women in Bollywood

Like any other film fraternity, films produced in India reflect the

Indian society and its “…. discourses have continually reflected

societal norms and deeply-held beliefs regarding gender roles”

(Mishra and Mishra 2012:4). Singh (2007) argues that women in

Indian society are portrayed as either the guardian of religion and

culture or the embodiment of purity and spiritual power, but at the

same time they are under the protection of a man. In Indian films, it

is women who are mostly shown to endure pain and sacrifice when

there is a conflict. For example, two of the most famous Bollywood

classics, Mother India (1957) and Mughal-e-Azam (1960) portray the

women protagonists Radha and Anarkali respectively as self-

sacrificing devoted wife or lover. According to Mishra and Mishra

(2012:4), this type of portrayal of woman “…is well-understood

within the context of Indian society ….” and hence, these characters

are revered.

However, Agarwal (2014) suggests that the role of women in Indian

cinema has always been evolving and in contemporary time,

Bollywood is strongly influenced by Hollywood and other Western

film industries in its portrayal of women. She concludes that although

traditional Indian values and customs are still retained in Bollywood,

Indian societies are changing and the changing role of women in

Indian cinema reflects the changing role of women in India as a

whole. She concludes:
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“With Bollywood being a big successful industry, the female

characters played in their movies allow Indian women to relate

themselves easily with these female characters. It is thus possible to

view the cinema as a genuine symbol for society and this

perception helps to understand the society in a better way”. (p, 131)

Characterisation of Women in Devdas

In Devdas Sarat Chandra portrays two contrastive women characters.

The female protagonist Parvati is a strong woman who defies the social

order of that time in her expression of love towards Devdas, and

conducts herself in a dignified manner after being married to a rich

widower more than double her age. On the other hand, the beautiful

courtesan Chandramukhi, who looks after Devdas after he becomes an

alcoholic, is a typical woman of that time who endures pain, suffering

and humiliation, but never complains. The two women had distinct

social positions, which may be a reason why Parvati could have a strong

character, but Chandramukhi could not. Perhaps, Sarat Chandra wanted

to create a balance and did not want to go far ahead of his time. In fact,

most female protagonists in his novels represent the typical Indian

women. Devdas himself finds the contrasts between the two women in

his life, suggesting that Parvati is selfish, but is loved by all, while

Chandramukhi is selfless, but hated by all. One similarity Mishra and

Mishra (2012:5) found between the two women was the ‘devotional’

love they shared for Devdas knowing very well that they would never

get their beloved. This reinforces the notion of female selflessness the

society at that time was used to.

Al-Azami and Shakur (2018:66) compare Parvati’s characterisation

with women protagonists in Jane Austen’s novels, e.g., Elizabeth

Bennett of Pride and Prejudice, though Barman (2016:27) argues

that Sarat Chandra’s writings are strongly based on the soil of his

country, despite being ‘…..well-conversant with Western literature

and philosophy’. However, Parvati’s self-consciousness of her

gender identity, particularly in terms of her attitude towards Devdas,

is inconsistent throughout the novel. From her childhood to the end

of the story, she is subservient to Devdas in one situation, while
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rebellious in the other. This polarisation in women’s nature,

according to Mishra and Mishra (2012:3), is embedded in Hinduism,

“with some sources comparing the woman to the Sudra (lowest

Hindu caste) and other rare sources uplifting women’s positions and

identities to those of a goddess”.

Methodology: Critical Discourse Analysis

Discourse Analysis is a useful analytical method for examining

significant linguistic elements in a written or an oral text, focusing on

the structures and contexts of using phrases, clauses or sentences

under study and the meanings attached to them. It looks at how

language is used in a social context to ‘enact’ activities and identities

(Gee 2010), which Fairclough (1992:28) calls ‘…..a kind of social

practice’.

Critical discourse analysis (CDA) is a sub-field of discourse analysis

that uncovers hidden social inequality and dominant ideologies

within the words and sentences in a discourse. The overall approach

of CDA is anti-hegemonic, and its main purpose is, “… to investigate

how written and spoken discourse in a social and political context

contribute to power abuse, dominance, and inequality.” (Al-Azami

2016:3). One of the main theorists of this model is Fairclough (1995),

who analysed CDA from five theoretical perspectives: how language

shapes and is shaped by society, how discourse contributes to the

understanding of social relations and social identity, how discourse is

shaped by relations of power, how discourse is a stake in power, and

how society and discourse shape each other.

The publication of the novel in 1917, and its film adaptations in 1955

and 2002 represent three different social contexts, which is reflected

in the language used by different characters. Fairclough (1995)

suggests that while analyzing the language we need to take into

consideration the power relationships in the society in order to

understand the context in which a particular written or spoken

discourse is based. Through the analysis of the ‘late night scene in

the story, we can link the significance of the language used in the
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novel and the two films with particular reference to the social

contexts and power relationships during the times they were

published or released.

Discourse in Fiction or Films

Devereaux (1986:44) argues that the cinema is a marriage of word

and image, so without analyzing language, film criticism can never

be complete. According to Coughlin (2005), language in fiction is a

reflection of social reality and, “fiction (as linguistic data) is also

respectively seen as mirroring or shaping dimensions of

sociolinguistic style (p 131). Leech and Short (2007) put this

argument succinctly:

Fictional speech may aspire to special kind of realism, a special

kind of authenticity, in representing the kind of language which a

reader can recognise, by observation, as being characteristic of a

particular situation. (p 129)

Baumgarten (2004), while discussing the social role of language in

films, observes that all interactions among characters in a film has to be

recognizable as a valid form of social interaction in a certain situational

and cultural context so that they can be understood by the viewer. He

argues that “film dialogue is constructed as intentional, self-conscious

text, which at the same time mimics everyday face-to-face conversation”

(p 20).

Looking from the audience’s perspective, Fludernik (1993:43-46)

suggests that a reader links fictional dialogue with real-life interaction

that helps them to make sense of the fictional dialogue, while

Baumgarten (2004) emphasises that viewers of a film follow the on-

screen words, phrases and the manner of speaking of the characters

very closely. Coughlin (2005:123) argues that ‘fictional discourse’

should be a separate research area altogether that will investigate

viewers’ perceptions of how discourse in fiction challenges social and

linguistic stereotypes.
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However, it is important to remember that, “while fictional dialogue

draws on the resources of natural conversation, its interpretation is

heavily dependent on the context of the literary work, the guiding

role of the narrator as well as the historically changing literary

conventions and ideals” (Nykänen and Koivisto 1996:5). This idea

can be extended to film adaptation as the filmmaker would want to

present the same story from the cinematic conventions of their time,

and make necessary changes according to the needs of the society

they represent. This phenomenon is evidently maintained in both the

film versions of Devdas.

Although there is a significant body of literature that analyses Devdas

as a novel and several of its film versions, not many linguists

investigated the use of language in the novel or its film adaptations.

This paper will tap into this unexplored area.

The ‘Late Night Scene’ in the Original Novel

This is one of the biggest moments in the story when Parvati, being

aware that she is being married to an older man, goes to Devdas’

house late at night, quietly passes through the main entrance, enters

his room, wakes him up, and asks him to accept her. However,

Devdas, not yet ready to defy the societal boundaries of that time,

refuses to accept her proposal, which he later regrets. It was quite

unconventional for a woman at that time to propose marriage to a

man. Even today, it is not that common in South Asian societies.

Although unexpected so late at night, it would not be surprising if

there was a role reversal and Devdas did the same with Parvati. Yet,

Parvati had the courage to do so. Sarat’s unconventional

representation of Parvati in this scene is manifested in the following

dialogue between Devdas and Parvati when he is awakened by the

latter’s arrival. It starts with Devdas telling Parvati:

“So late at night? This is disgraceful! How will you show your face

tomorrow?”

Looking down, Parvati says, “I have that courage”.
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Hearing this, Devdas didn’t get angry, but very worried, and said,

“This is disgraceful, are you still a little girl? Didn’t you feel

ashamed coming here in this way’?

Parvati said, “No”

A clear defiance of the societal order at that time is shown here from

Parvati, something unexpected by a lowly educated Bengali village

woman in early 20th century. This fearless attitude of Parvati had

probably developed due to her passionate love towards Devdas,

which compelled her to rebel in this way, though Devdas was not yet

ready to rebel. It didn’t take time for her to realise the consequence of

her action as the role of women in that society is vividly pictured in

the following dialogue when Parvati compares the scandal between a

man and a woman saying:

You are a man, so today or tomorrow, everyone will forget about

your scandal. No one will remember in a couple days – when and

at which night an ill-fated Parvati withstood everything to come to

you to place herself on your feet.

Late night meetings like this between two unmarried individuals is

still frowned upon in South Asian societies, and even now women

face far more humiliation than men despite both being equally

involved. It can be easily imagined how severe the humiliation of

Parvati could be at that time, which Parvati was well-aware of.

However, the paradoxical nature of Parvati’s character is also

manifested in this scene, as while she has the courage to propose

Devdas so late at night, she also expresses her desire to place herself

at Devdas’ feet. Repeated mention of Devdas’ feet/legs in this scene

is a representation of women’s position in early 20th century Hindu

society. Mishra and Mishra (2012:9) argues that constant reference to

Devdas’ feet has a spiritual element that Parvati had towards Devdas.

Another reflection of the position of women at that time in this scene

is Parvati repeatedly calling herself ‘hotobhagini’ ‘ill-fated’. It is an

appropriate word to be used for women like Parvati – who does not

get her love due to the societal boundaries and then gets married off

to a widower more than double her age. Purkayastha (2013:62)
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argues that despite having strong empathy towards women, Sarat

Chandra’s women characters could not overcome the existing

patriarchy in his time and his women protagonists eventually

followed the entrenched patriarchal values, although many of them

were forthright women with different views, such as Parvati, in a

delimiting conservative society.

Devdas’ refusal to accept Parvati’s proposal also reflects the social

structure at that time in terms of class, gender and education. His

various responses to Parvati’s proposal in this scene reflect how he

was unable to break the social barrier. For example, his worried

expression about scandal, “How can I show my face to people?” or

asking why Parvati was so desperate, “Can’t you live without me?”

or hesitating to defy his parents, “Shall I disobey my parents?” – all

show how he was struggling to reciprocate Parvati’s love for him.

Arora (1995) compares educational backgrounds of the two

protagonists and suggests that Devdas’ unwillingness to accept

Parvati’s proposal in this scene would have defiled the honour of his

family. She suggests that his decision may be linked to his education

in colonial India in the British Empire’s cultural capital Calcutta

(now Kolkata) that made him a ‘colonial subject’, who was,

“compelled to choose between the social ideal of manly self-control

and his desire for Parvati” while Parvati, “who did not receive a

western education was under no pressure to refute any orientalist

construction of her gender position”. (p 268).

Bimol Roy Version (1955)

Film adaptations are heavily influenced by the narrative structures of

the original novels (Speidel 2012:80), and Bimol Roy’s version is an

authentic representation of the original story. Kozloff (2000) divided

dialogue analysis in films into two broad categories: how words

communicate narrative and how dialogue is used, emphasizing that

beyond the linguistic usage, there are three elements that film

dialogues are closely associated with – aesthetic significance,

ideological persuasion, and commercial conditions. Bimol Roy’s film

is both aesthetically significant and ideologically persuasive.
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Wright (2015:140) suggests that Bimol Roy‘s film represented the

classic era of Hindi cinema – full of ‘socio-realist films’

characterized by “refreshingly underplayed performances, their

compassion for humanity (as social commentary and morality tales),

and their attention to - real characters”. He did not need to cater for

the era he represented that would require much change from the

original storyline. The context hardly changed from 1917 to 1955

with regards to societal attitude towards women – being unequal in

terms of scandal compared to men, women feeling the feet of the

men as their legitimate place, parental consents required for marriage

etc. were commonly prevalent during the 50s. As Bimol Roy decided

to maintain the original story, and due to the richness in dialogues in

the original Bangla novel, the scriptwriter in the film in most cases

literally translated them into Hindi.

The narrator in a fiction has the flexibility to decide, “which ‘facts’

are represented through the characters speech and which through the

narration” (Nykänen and Koivisto 1996:4). While trying to adapt this

scene into his film, Bimol Roy tried to cover this disadvantage by

making his characters say some lines that were described by the

narrator in the text. One such example can be found at the beginning

of the scene when Devdas asks Parvati whether she had any fear of

human beings after she said she did not have the fear of ghosts. The

original text says:

Parvati didn’t answer, but said to herself, I probably don’t even

have this feeling these days.

In the movie, this exact dialogue is given by Parvati. We can also

witness the complete omission of some inner feelings of Parvati in

the film that feature in the novel. For example, the narrator’s

following depiction of Parvati’s inner feelings is missing in the film

when Devdas asks Parvati why she came to his room so late:

Parvati said to herself, how will you understand this? But she said

nothing and remained seated with her face down.
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Both these monologues represent the state of women in early 20th

century. The first monologue illustrates Parvati’s frustrations of

being a woman whose feelings have little value to those men who

make decisions on their behalf, while in the second one, she realises

that Devdas is a man and will probably not understand her feelings.

The main linguistic difference from the original story found in the

depiction of this scene in the 1955 film is Devdas’ attitude towards

Parvati for coming to see him so late at night. Bimol Roy’s Devdas is

less critical towards Parvati compared to the original novel, which is

manifested in a slightly toned-down language through omitting some

dialogues and including some new ones. In the novel, Devdas is

found using the reduplicated Bangla term chi chi several times in this

scene, an expression generally used to show disgust for someone

doing a shameful act. Bimol Roy’s film completely avoids using this

expression and all the conversations related to this word. Rather, his

Devdas is much more positive towards Parvati and is even found

saying at one point, I can do anything for you – something not

mentioned in the novel. Another example where Devdas in the film

shows stronger sympathy towards Parvati than in the book can be

found at the end of the scene. When Parvati asks Devdas whether he

would accompany her leaving his room, Sarat’s Devdas says, What’s

the harm? A scandal might provide us some way to solving the

problem. Devdas in the film also says the same thing, but adds the

following line, If you can come to me, then can’t I go with you? This

is the most significant change made by the filmmaker in an otherwise

loyal representation of the original novel, which shows that Bimol

Roy’s Devdas was a bit more sympathetic towards Parvati than the

Devdas in the novel. This softer approach towards Parvati by Devdas

in the Bimol Roy version perhaps represents the beginning of a

changed attitude towards women in post-colonial India. However,

post-colonial feminism is a complex matter and it may be too

simplistic to conclude that attitude towards women were definitely

changing at that time. Tavassoli and Mirzapour (2014:74) found that

in postcolonial feminism there was an, “…. emphasis on the

collusion of patriarchy and colonialism” highlighting the complex
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position of women at that time. Yet, the minor changes in the 1955

version does reflect some differences between the two eras.

Bhansali Version (2002)

Sanjay Leela Bhansali keeps some of the original dialogues in the

novel, for example, Devas asking Parvati why she came so late and

whether she was afraid or not, or about the fear of scandal etc.

However, he also includes many innovations that make Devdas a

contemporary story (Roy 2012:37). According to Mishra (2008), a

typical Hindi film accommodates deep fantasies belonging to many

varied groups of people. Bhansali’s Devdas was released at a time

when these deep fantasies were at the peak in Bollywood, and

therefore represents his time by remaking this classic tale into a

costume drama full of ‘fantasies’ attracting huge audiences in

Bollywood and beyond. Creekmur (2007:186) uses the terms

‘operatic’ and ‘overblown’ while describing Bhansali’s film which

seems to “render the historical past as a museum-like display”. One

significant innovation from the original story in Bhansali’s version is

the dramatic manner in which Devdas’ father appears at the end of

the scene as Parvati and Devdas attempt to leave the latter’s room. In

the original novel and in Bimol Roy’s film, no one finds out about

this meeting, but in the 2002 film, Devdas’ father not only finds them,

but also insults Parvati by asking her why she and her mother are not

opening a brothel.

Bhansali’s film makes the role of women not only prominent, but

also glamorous. He creates some additional strong women characters

that were almost absent in Sarat’s story, such as, Parvati’s mother,

Devdas’ mother, and Devdas’ sister-in-law – all having important

roles in the film. This is a significant change from earlier times when

women’s voices were mostly silent. Parvati or Devdas’ mother had

little say in the original story about their fate. Bimol Roy maintained

that in his version, but in Bhansali’s Devdas, it was the two mothers

who made the major decisions about their children’s marital matters.

In line with the time and to match with costume movies in

contemporary Bollywood, Bhansali’s Parvati always has a glamorous
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look and wears expensive clothes, particularly after her marriage to a

rich widower. Chandramukhi, the other female protagonist is made

even more glamorous in line with her role as a courtesan.

The characterisation of Parvati in Bhansali’s Devdas reflects the

stronger role of women conforming to the changing role of women

almost a hundred years since the original story was published. Sarat

Chandra and Bimol Roy both represented Parvati as a brave woman

who defied the social order to appear in his room in this manner, but

at the same time she is also subservient to Devdas. On the other hand,

Bhansali’s Parvati is not only bold, but also asks questions, and when

required, does not hesitate to argue with Devdas.  Perhaps Bhansali

wanted to represent Parvati as a resurgent Indian woman of the 21st

century who would dare to ask questions rather than answer as a

conformist woman.

The questions asked by Parvati in this scene represents the style of

this film as a whole where characters use poetic or philosophical

language as one of many innovative aspects. Bhansali’s Parvati does

this through some repetitive rhetorical questions. Rhythms and

repetitions have aesthetic roles to play in films (Fawell 1989, cited in

Kozloff 2000), suggesting that lines that are repeated in a film are the

most memorable ones, and that…. “this repetition achieves a

dramatic resonance that is central to the meaning of the film”

(Kozloff 2000:85). One such example in this scene can be found

when Parvati repeats the word kiu ‘why’ in some rhetorical questions

to Devdas while justifying her arrival to the latter’s room late at

night:

‘Why do rivers flow towards oceans? Why does the sunflower always

face the sun? And why comes Paro (Parvati) come to seek refuge at

her Dev’s (Devdas) feet leaving all her dignity and unheeding her

family honour at this time of night?

However, Parvati’s preference to be at Devdas’ feet is a direct

contradiction to any type of resurgence. This could have two
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meanings. First, as maintained in most parts of this scene, Bhansali

wanted to keep the originality of the scene as it conforms to his

dramatic style; and second, husband’s feet retains a symbolic value

of respect among Hindu women till date.

While the dialogue between Devdas and Parvati in Sarat Chandra’s

book and Bimol Roy’s film emphasises the reasons behind Parvati’s

action and its apparent social consequences, the following

conversation between them in Bhansali’s film after Parvati’s

rhetorical questions highlight something different:

Parvati : There’s only one answer to all these questions

Devdas : There’s one answer Paro, but many questions

Parvati : There will be no questions when we two are together

Devdas : But they don’t want this to happen

Parvati : What do you want?

Devdas : Your happiness, but my father won’t see this relationship

from our perspective

Parvati : We will convince him

Devdas : What if he doesn’t agree?

Parvati: Where there’s love, there’s no fear Dev

Devdas : But where there’s smoke there’s fire, isn’t it Paro?

Here, the argument is not about shame or social consequence, but

about Parvati’s uncompromising love and Devdas’ inability to accept

it, where she presses for rebellion, but he gives excuses to refrain

from it. Again, we see an empowered woman in the 21st century who

not only arrives late at night to see her beloved, but also argues with

him to defy the social order and accept her. More metaphorical

dialogues can be found in the last stage in the conversation where

Devdas utters a famous proverb that is used both in Hindi and

English in contemporary time, and Parvati brings up a well-known

concept in Bollywood referring to love conquering fear.
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How someone is addressed is an important factor in South Asian

societies. In Bangla and Hindi, an older male and female are

addressed with bhai/dada ‘brother’ and apa/didi ‘sister’ respectively

added after their names to show respect. Devdas is a few years older

than Parvati and as they grew up together, Parvati in the original

novel always addressed Devdas as Devda, which is a shorter form of

Devdas dada. Throughout the novel and in the Bimol Roy film,

Parvati consistently addresses Devdas as Devda. However, in

Bhansali’s film, Parvati avoids adding the respect word and calls him

with the shorter name Dev in the entire film. This is another example

of Bhansali’s characterisation of Parvati that makes her stand firm in

front of Devdas in line with her firm attitude towards Devdas in the

entire film.

Finally, in the process of making Parvati a woman of substance,

Bhansali’s portrayal of Devdas is somewhat weaker than in the

original story and in Bimol Roy’s version. At the end of the scene in

both those versions, Parvati asks Devdas whether he is afraid of a

potential scandal, and Devdas in both of them expresses the desire to

face it, but Bhansali’s Devdas says nothing when Parvati asks him

the same question.

Conclusion

The Devdas story may be a hundred years’ old, but its appeal is still

strong for which the story has been retold through films so many

times and in so many languages. Whether it is a classic version by

Bimol Roy, or a modernized version by Bhansali, the central theme

of a man’s struggle due to losing his beloved remains in the heart of

the audience making it a perfect story for film adaptation. Perhaps it

is the universal human story of tragic love that made the story so

successful. Therefore, when the two films were released with the

freedom struggle already been won albeit the two eras representing

two different social conditions, the universality of a tragic love story

remained unchanged. The Devdas character has striking similarities

with tragic heroes, from Aristotle’s definition of a tragic hero (Nouri
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2016:9) to what Creekmur (2007:180) calls, “… a virtual Hindu

Hamlet”.

When the novel was first published, the Indian independence

movement was at its peak with Gandhi leading the non-violent

struggle against the British colonisers, while there were violent

movements going on at the same time. This story, according to

Govind (2017), was at odds with history as, instead of being involved

in the movement, Devdas was “…soaked in decadence and depravity,

alcohol and polyamory”. Yet, it was hugely successful and Govind

(ibid) attributes this success to the universal human appeal to emotion

rather than ‘an abstract and elusive social justice’, and argues that it

was probably a welcome break for the readers of that time from the

independence struggle.

Through applying critical discourse analysis, this study compares the

language in one of the most important scenes of the novel and its two

most famous film adaptations. The study concludes that the female

protagonist Parvati in the novel and in the two film versions shows

courage and rebellion against the male dominated Hindu societies

prevalent during the publication of the book and the release of the

two films in two different eras. It is found that Sarat Chandra’s

Parvati, despite being rebellious, is also subservient to Devdas, so is

Bimol Roy’s Parvati who tries to portray the character exactly the

same way as in the original novel. However, in line with the changed

role of women in the 21st century, Bhansali portrays Parvati as a

woman of substance who not only rebels, but also is defiant and

dares to ask difficult questions to Devdas and even argues with him.

On the other hand, we can witness different attitudes by Devdas

towards Parvati in the three versions, perhaps reflecting the changing

role of male dominance in the three eras. Sarat Chandra’s 1917

version of Devdas is strong and dominant and condemns Parvati’s

late night adventure; Bimol Roy’s 1955 version shows Devdas as

dominant, but also supportive towards Parvati; but Bhansali’s 2002

version shows Devdas overwhelmed by Parvati’s questions and

unable to answer a very important question. Yet, in all these versions,
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we see the common paradoxical characteristic of Parvati where she

seeks refuge in Devdas’ feet, eventually conforming with the higher

position of men in all three societies they represent.
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Travel documentaries, photojournalism and expository media

focused on the global south, have been striving towards a

seemingly unattainable aura of authenticity. Because this media is

being shot through the lens of the Western gaze for primarily

Western audiences, the creators of this non-fiction media find

themselves relying on historically inaccurate, orientalist and lazy

forms of story telling that reinforce existing hegemony. When

framing the global south, rarely are media consumers interested in

authentic images produced by those who are the subject of study.

In this series of essays, I will attempt to deconstruct how

stereotypical narratives are upheld through the medium of

exploratory, travel media and remained stagnant throughout recent

decades.
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National Geographic

“For Decades, Our Coverage Was Racist. To Rise Above Our

Past, We Must Acknowledge It” (National Geographic, April

2018)
1

1 SCOTT, C.P. “For Decades, Our Coverage Was Racist. To Rise Above
Our Past, We Must Acknowledge It.” National Geographic, 12 Mar.
2018.
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The above headline went viral on social media in April of 2018.
National Geographic asked, “a preeminent historian to investigate
coverage of people of color in the U.S. and abroad” (Scott). This

article was part of a larger “race issue” that was intended to look at the
publication’s use of photography, anthropology and scientific coverage
over the last century and serve as a self-critique of the magazine’s
overall history and ideology. Susan Goldberg, editor in chief of

National Geographic states in the article: “When we decided to devote
our April magazine to the topic of race, we thought we should examine
our own history before turning our reportorial gaze to others”. She
asserts that the National Geographic of the past was one that only
served to reinforce racial and national stereotypes that already existed

in the minds of the collective Western consciousness.

2 The analysis of National Geographic’s photography specifically
appeals to our optics dominant culture and sense of the spectacle of

the Other from the dominant cultures point of view. We see therefore
we believe that we understand. Theconflation of anthropology and

2 Excerpt from National Geographic: SCOTT, C.P. “For Decades, Our
Coverage Was Racist. To Rise Above Our Past, We Must Acknowledge
It.” National Geographic, 12 Mar. 2018, “Some of what you find in our
archives leaves you speechless, like a 1916 story about Australia.
Underneath photos of two Aboriginal people, the caption reads: ‘South
Australian Blackfellows: These savages rank lowest in intelligence of
all human beings’” (Goldberg).
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science however is almost doomed to fall into the trap of eugenics-
based arguments for white supremacy.

What kind of publication is National Geographic anyway? Their

official mission states that:

“The National Geographic Society is a non-profit scientific and

educational organization that pushes the boundaries of exploration to

further our understanding of our planet and empower us all to generate

solutions for a more sustainable future.”

This mission statement has allowed National Geographic to treat
people, particularly people of indigenous heritage as part of nature,
an object to be historically preserved.

Indigenous people at the crosshairs of the Western camera are posed

to never go extinct in the global imagination as their evolution is
stunted by the images captured.

3Beth Conklin’s article “Body Paint, Feathers, and VCRs: Aesthetics
and Authenticity in Amazonian Activism” argues that indigenous

3 Excerpt from National Geographic: SCOTT, C.P. “For Decades, Our
Coverage Was Racist. To Rise Above Our Past, We Must Acknowledge
It.” National Geographic, 12 Mar. 2018, “Photographer Frank
Schreider shows men from Timor island his camera in a 1962 issue.
The magazine often ran photos of ‘uncivilized’ native people seemingly
fascinated by ‘civilized’ Westerners’ technology.”
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people are represented as “ahistoric” and unchanged by western
influences to uphold the expectation of perceived authenticity. In order
to generate empathetic reactions, the audience must believe that these
cultures have been isolated from modern society. Authenticity is
desired more by the majority culture and often leads not only to the
romanticizing of indigenous cultures but also the stealing of resources.
For indigenous activists “visual semiotics” are implored as a choice of
aesthetics that creates a pan-ethnic indigenous identity that appeals that
appeals as a binary to the Western norm. Conforming to Western
imaginations of indigeneity to maintain visibility and empathy can
have devastating effects on indigenous progress and evolution.
Ultimately these methods do not allow for indigeneity to change and
adapt with modernity and furthers the effects of imposed primitiveness
and exotification.

In the attempt to attract attention toward ingenious issues “the native
informant” will often come into contact with the conundrum of the

global and the local comes into play when the local cannot be
romanticized or proudly self-represented by those indigenous to a
land.

The global is not necessarily universal just as the local is not

necessary authentic. It is for this reason that indigenous populations
might choose to reject the nostalgia of their own heritage to subvert
the politics of domination and power.
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The Afghan Girl 4

National Geographic’s self-reflective editorial fails to mention one of
the largest photojournalism scandals in the organization’s history.

“The Afghan Girl” as she is often referred to, graced the cover of
National Geographic in 1985. The girl’s striking green eyes captured
the attention of Western audiences, making the photograph one of the
most iconic in history. The photo was taken by the now world-
famous photojournalist Steve McCurry. Seventeen years after the

original photograph was taken McCurry joined a crew from National
Geographic Television & Film to search for her. The journey to
reconnect and recreate the photo was documented in the film “Search

for the Afghan Girl” (2003). After several false leads and

misdirections, the “Afghan Girl”, Sharbat Gula was found living in a
refugee camp in Pakistan.

The most talked about aspects of the photo are the “striking green
eyes”, eyes that seventeen years later do not hold the same ferocity
they once did. Perhaps people saw her as exceptional. “Green eyes

must be rare in that part of the world”, they might think to themselves.
Or perhaps they saw themselves in the emerald tones; looked in the

4 Steve McCurry. (Photograph). National Geographic. 1985/200
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mirror at their greens, blues, and hazels and thought; “That could be
me”. Had her eyes been brown or black would we even be talking
about “The Afghan Girl” today?

National Geographic, despite Sharbat Gula claiming to remember the
photo being taken, felt the need to hire “ophthalmologist Mustafa
Iqbal to examine Sharbat. Iqbal felt “100 percent certain” that her iris
patterns and eye freckles matched those in McCurry's photo. A scar

on the right side of her nose was another distinguishing mark”
(Newman).

Steve McCurry on Photography:

"My camera acts as a shield when I'm photographing something

horrific, as it's easier to look at distressing sights through a

viewfinder," he says.

"But when I'm not in a war zone, having a camera helps me talk to

people, interact, and get involved.”

"To take a good picture, you need to spend time with people until

they trust you and forget that you're there to photograph them.

"I try to make eye contact when I take a portrait, as it seems to

allow you to understand the person, to see their story written on

their face" (Time).
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McCurry is known for dressing up in Afghan clothes to illegally
enter Afghanistan before the Soviet occupation in the 1970s. 5

Cloaked in the surrounding culture, that is how the photojournalist

captures the most authentic image. If one is to have confidence in the
phrase “seeing is believing”, then perhaps looking at oneself, cloaked
in a culture is enough to convince us that we understand it. It is as if
knowing the Orient is all one needs to rule over it.6 If this were true,

then McCurry would have known better than to capture an image of a
twelve-year-old girl in a country where even speaking to an older and
foreign man would be considered taboo. Sharbat Gula did not have
the agency to consent to the picture being taken, never mind having it
become one of the most widely circulated pieces in photojournalism

history.

In May of 2016, PetaPixel, a popular site for photography enthusiasts,
published an article based on Italian photographer, Paolo Viglione’s
discovery of botched, photoshopped images of McCurry’s during an

exhibition of his in Italy (Letzter). Since then, dozens of his photos
have come under scrutiny. In photojournalism, a field where
evidence of manipulation beyond standard color correction are
considered a sin, McCurry’s actions have led to accusations of
unethical journalistic violations. 7 National Geographic claims to

“receive all the raw files for every assignment…[and] look at every
single frame and do color production in house” (Laurent). Even color
correction however, in the wrong hands, can be used to manipulate
an audience. The color of an eye brightened here, and the darkening

5 Simmons, Jake Wallis. “The Story behind the World's Best Photograph.”
CNN, Cable News Network, 2 Dec. 2016.

6 In an early study by Malik Alula of postcards sent by French soldiers
stationed in Algeria in the book The Colonial Harem, examines the
increasing proximity to the harem women of Algeria, in order to
demonstrate increased domination in North Africa. Alloula, Malek. The

Colonial Harem. Manchester University Press, 1987.
7 Letzter, Rafi. “The 'Afghan Girl' Photographer Faked Some of His

Photos. Does It Matter?” Business Insider, Business Insider, 21 May
2016.
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of dirt on her face there, and a photo editor has created an image to
represent the whole of the Afghan conflict for decades to come.

In the post 9/11 context of 2003 when “Search for the Afghan Girl”

was made, McCurry and his film crew are effectively carrying out
what Edward Said called “the Western project to define and control
the orient”.8 Images like that of “The Afghan Girl” flatten, stereotype
and even romanticize the East to reinforce hegemony. The way a

Western audience consumes these images is informed by years of
codified beliefs about the East as defined by centuries of Western
media. In the case of photojournalism, the “capturing” has been done
for the audience’s easy consumption, with the lens as the apparatus of
capture.

Those being captured by the cameraman will often be defined by the
images the Western audience craves and believes are most authentic.
This so called “authenticity” however is based on previously
stereotyped, orientalist images.

McCurry has gained both money and fame from capturing Sharbat
Gula’s image. Since the making of Search for the Afghan Girl,
Sharbat Gula continued to live life as a refugee and was arrested in
2016 in Pakistan on charges of fraudulently obtaining national
identity cards in an attempt to travel to Saudi Arabia for hajj.9 In the

revisited image time has not been kind to Sharbat as she appears far
older than her twenty-nine years. The capturing of her reality as a
young refugee did not alter her situation as an individual for those
seventeen years that she went nameless; nor has it altered the
political crisis across Afghanistan and Pakistan. Steve McCurry, and

by extension National Geographic have pointedly failed in their
mission to create a peaceful, connected and more globalized world.

8 Said, E. (1979). Orientalism. New York: Vintage Books.
9 Hauser, Christine, and Ismail Khan. “'Afghan Girl' in 1985 National

Geographic Photo Is Arrested in Pakistan.” The New York Times, The
New York Times, 20 Jan. 2018.
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ON YOGA: The Architecture of Peace

On Yoga: The Architecture of Peace, is director Heitor Dhalia’s new
film and first documentary. It follows the photographer Michael O’
Neill as he interviews and photographs yoga masters across India,
Tibet and New York (IMDb). Following an injury to the nerves in his
shoulder, the photographer turned to yoga as a healing practices.

During this time, he became fascinated with the world of yogis and
their philosophies saying, “How come no one is paying respect to the
great minds of yoga?” He decided to devote years to taking portraits
of yogis around the world, from the hilltops of the Himalayas to the

back alleys of New York.

There is a vast difference however, in the images captured in the East
and the ones taken in the West. O’ Neill’s mistake was taking on the
role of an anthropologist while ignoring his role in capturing and
codifying the images of the Eastern and Western yogi though his

camera lens.

Though the images he captures are raw and striking they exist in
stark contrast to the images and messages coming out of Western
yoga practices. The feminization of yoga in the West for example is

blatant as nearly all yogis coming out of South East Asia are men.
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We see this distinction in the overwhelming representation of white
women in the New York sections of the documentary. The tone of
the New York based photographs strike a completely different chord,

both in their composition and representations of modernity. The  way
a Western audience consumes these images is informed by years of
codified beliefs about Eastern spiritual practices defined by centuries
of anthropologists, photo journalists and fictionalized media.

One yogi is young, white, modern, clothed, urban, female and at
peace. The other elderly, seemingly ancient, naked, rural, male and
always in a state of extremism or suffering.

According to Vedic tradition a yogi sacrifices material desire in the
last stages of life and disconnects from society in order to understand

the self in a cosmic context. It is for this reason that ashrams are
often found in forest or mountain regions. It is this quest for knowing
the self however, combined with the forces of capitalist individualism
that makes the journey of self-realization one of narcissism in the
West.

When the path to enlightenment can be branded and marketed as it
has been so often in Western contexts by products like mediation
apps and athletic wear specifically designed for trendy yoga studio
classes, the true meaning of the path of a yogi gets turned into one of
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indulgence and rest rather than the culmination of a life of extreme
discipline. In a capitalist society, even having access to the teachings
of great yoga masters is a matter of class and privilege. In order to

photograph yogis in India and Tibet, Michael O’ Neill had a team of
translators, drivers, sets and crew. In recollecting his path to
becoming a yogi O’Neill says, “I thought I was a hippy. It was cool
to be a hippy. I guess it’s cool to be a rapper right now.” Herein lies

the problem, the problem of “coolness” that is. O’Neill can no more
separate hippy culture from the ancient practices he has adopted, than
he can the explicitly Black artform of rap from popular culture in
general. There is no place for cultural specificity in his thinking of
the cultural objects and practices he consumes, and that is evident in

his photography. In the picture to the left the yogis are blurred out
while O’ Neill remains in focus. He sees himself at the center of the
documentary’s narrative and his presence as well as the presence of
the camera can always be felt in each image.

Yoga has become a means of evading death, when in reality it is
intended to serve as a preparation for death; transition of one state to
another. An understanding that life is ephemeral, and all is temporary.
The yoga masters teach that there is no body, mind, or universe. The
self has created them all. Reality is a dream and consciousness is

understanding that the self is only real thing. The only thing one must
know about oneself is that “I exist” and that “I” am the same as my
surroundings. All is connected.

Wild, Wild Country

Wild Wild Country, Chapman and Maclain Way’s new Netflix
docuseries, tells the story of Rajneeshpuram — a utopian commune
established in rural Oregon in the early 1980s. The commune was
built and funded by the followers of the Indian guru Bhagwan Shree
Rajneesh. As a public speaker, Rajneesh built a reputation as spiritual

leader known for advocating for an uninhibited attitude towards
sexuality which resulted in his being branded as the “free sex” guru.
The documentary follows the lives of several Sanyassins (followers
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of the Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh), including his head secretary Ma
Anand Sheela.

The original residents of Antelope, Oregon, a sleepy, isolated town

with a population of about fifty people, came into conflict with the
Sannyasins when they descended upon the land. The ranch was made
up of nearly 80,000 acres, more than double the size of Manhattan.
Dressed in all shades of red, orange, and pink the followers of

Rajneesh arrived nearly all at once, by the hundreds and began
building their utopia next door to the town of Antelope, effectively
colonizing the land in the name of their guru and their religion.
Rajneesh was able to amass a following of young, white, Americans,
Europeans and Australians looking for  spiritual enlightenment.

10 Rajneesh ran meditation centers that focused on “Dynamic
Meditation”, which he claimed was a combination of Hinduism and
psychotherapy. Rajneesh himself was a vocal opponent of Hindu
fundamentalism and developed a philosophy that was essentially an

amalgamation and mutation of many Asian, religious practices;
Buddhism, Sufiism, Hinduism, Daoism; all cherry picked of their
most mystical, exotic and consumable aspects. According to his
personal secretary, Ma Aanand Sheela; “Bhagwan was very modern.
Very hip. A fashion. He appealed to the intellectuals.

10 “Wild Wild Country” Part 1, season 1, episode 1, Netflix, 2018. 26:20
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Intellectuals who were tired of the tradition and mundane lifestyle”
(Wild, Wild Country). With the publishing and international
distribution of his books, “The Bhagwan” became a pop culture icon.

Thousands of young people looking to escape the expectations of
Western life and family structure left everything behind to join the
guru’s ashram in Poona, India.

Our understanding of orientalism is framed by the West capturing,
interpreting and redefining the East through a colonial lens to make a
controlling narrative (Said). The reoccurring theme of the
“exploratory trip” to India for the Westerner to find themselves and in

effect “capture the orient” as seen in A Passage to India (1984) was
codified by images in popular culture. The same themes from the
series of films coming out of Britain about India in the 80’s are
coming back around in films like 11

Eat, Pray, Love (2010), and The

Best Exotic Marigold Hotel (2011).

Jukka Jouhki writes “since one cannot ontologically obliterate the
Orient, one does have the means to capture it, treat it, describe it,
improve it, radically alter it.” This has happened consistently at the
hands of western screenwriters, actors and directors in the past

decade. It has the same effect as the series of movies put out in the

11 Eat, Pray, Love (2010)
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80’s that narrow the understanding of India as a place rather than a
sensation or aesthetic.

After video footage of the groups sex therapies was released by

German film maker Wolfgang Dobrowonly, the residents of
Antelopes, Oregon and the greater United States were quick to turn
on the group. They asserted that there was no place for that kind of
religion in the U.S. and took the takeover of Antelope by a “sex cult”

an affront to American values. None of these down-home Americans
however, saw the irony in their being colonized by foreign invaders
with strange religious practices. The two groups were essentially
fighting over land that has been taken from Indigenous Americans
more than a few centuries ago in the name of westward expansion,

manifest destiny and religious freedom. The Sannyasins were only
able to execute their plan by full exploitation of the American legal
system, set up to support colonialism in all its forms. At this point,
the members of the commune became heavily armed to defend their

land and religious freedom.

The disillusionment with America’s war in Vietnam era brought with
it the rise of the “New Age” movement. Rajneesh and his teachings
were a part of that era and capitalized on the void that had been left
by governmental structures and familial institutions that lost the trust

of many young people at the time. People were looking for guidance
wherever they could find it and took comfort in any philosophies that
were unfamiliar and thus had not failed them yet. The legacy of the
pilgrimage to India became interwoven with American “hippy”
culture so seamlessly that the origins of that brand or orientalism

have been practically lost.

The difference between Rajneesh and other gurus was his absolute
belief in the power of capitalism, calling his followers “materialist
spiritualists”. A company called Neo-Balance facilitated the flow of

goods and money to the ashram in India. Meditation was the product
that brought dollars instead of rupees. Sheela the secretary, states in
her interview for the docuseries that: “I knew his marketability. I
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knew how to create and an organization. A capitalistic working
community.” Rajneesh believed that the commune should be a part of
the marketplace. “This commune is going to live, and in order to live

it must be rich” he said.

What started as several hundred thousand dollars over a few years
turned to millions. Those millions of dollars created a culture of
consumerist spirituality; vestiges of which still persist in America

today.

Try telling a twenty something that their study abroad trip is not the
same as a quest of enlightenment. The ability to travel freely in this
way can almost only be accomplished by those with generational
wealth and a healthy disposable income. The proverbial trip to India

has become a tradition of modern American college life. I think of
this every time I see a white woman with an OM tattoo. I think of it
every time I walk into a frat house that smells like a temple from the
incense used to cover up the smell of marijuana in a dorm room with

both a Ganesh tapestry and a Buddha shaped lava lamp. Try telling a
white woman that taking yoga to lose weight is the same concept as
eating communion wafers as a diet supplement. It does not make
sense, yet here we are selling the promise of enlightenment almost
forty years after Rajneeshpuram.

The legacy of the Rajneesh and the Sannyasins is deeply intertwined
with the “free sex” movement; sex and sexuality without social
norms was a large draw for young followers of the guru as it
encompassed the breaking of boundaries set by traditional marriage
structures and the norms of the nuclear family. The Rajneeshi

religion discouraged marriage in fact but did promote the practice of
open marriage and had an emphasis on the planning and execution of
orgies. Rajneesh taught that not only should sex be destigmatized but
that the act of sex could help one attain enlightenment. The guru was

able to exploit the already formed stereotype of the sexualized Orient
and market it as a progressive religious philosophy.
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The most fascinating aspect of the docuseries is that most of the
footage is composed of video taken by Sannyasins themselves for
posterity, as well as archival news footage and modern-day

interviews with former members of the commune, lawyers,
government and the citizens of Antelope. The rise and fall of
Rashneeshpuram, Oregon was documented by the Sannyasins
themselves. The editing however of this footage tells a different story.

A story not of a religion seeking to bring peace to the world but that
of one of the world’s largest known cults. By the time
Rajneeshpuram was dismantled Rajneesh had become addicted to
opiate pain killers and the commune faced charges of immigration
fraud, domestic bioterrorism, poisoning, embezzlement, attempted

murder and assassination. Despite this legacy, there are still modern-
day followers of the Bhagwan now known as Osho. His books are
still widely published and distributed and there are still ashrams
around the globe devoted to his teachings.

What the docuseries fails to address is what exactly motivated people
who were seeking world peace, to give up their lives and even kill for
their leader. I suppose it could be what motivates all forms of
religious extremism. By that logic, what makes a cult different from
any other religious practice? It was as if the people of Rajneeshpuram

were under a spell and continue to be to this day. What force cast this
spell? Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh was only a man. Could the long
white beard and robes be enough to convince people that he was a
god? After centuries of orientalist influences, maybe so.

*
When does living vicariously just become living? When we allow
images presented by media to become reality. The subjects can easily,
be both consumed and consumers. Then why do people consent to be

the subject of documentation? The fear of being unrepresented
overrides the fear of being misrepresented as it is tied up in the fear
of disappearance altogether.
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Nonfiction visual story telling allows the screen to serve as a
surrogate for the body. The “capturing” has in effect been done for us,
with the lens as the apparatus of capture. Those who are consumers

in the economy of sight will always be more powerful than those
being seen; if they are seen at all. Those being captured by the
cameraman, director and editor will always be caught in a state of
both existence and non-existence and will often be defined by the

images the audience craves over what is most authentic.

What then, is the point of origin for an idea or facet of identity, in a
world where one’s identity is informed by international media
communication? The trap of the documentary genre is that it is
expected to be useful discourse free from the abstract, as is always

based off an already established framework of knowledge. The
narratives are not presented as fiction, so consumers feels free to
consume without decoding or thinking critically about what is being
presented.

What I see I believe to be authentic. I act according to what I

have seen. I see therefore I am. I have seen therefore I am

authentic.
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Abstract

Media is considered to be the third pillar of society. It plays a very

significant role in the development of any society. In India

government uses print media to secure wide coverage of messages

through various newspapers, magazines and journals. In India the

strength of print media had largely been shaped by its historical

experiences. The language of Hindi newspapers was very different

from what it is used today. It was very formal and figurative. There

is a considerable change not only in the technique but also in the

use of language in print media. The use of English words is

increasing day by day and now it has become part of Hindi

journalism. The present paper tries to study the current trends in the

language of Hindi newspapers and magazines in India.

Keywords: Print Media, Language Innovation, Pluralization,

Hybridization, News Media, Technological Advancement

Introduction

Mass communication and mass media have become increasingly

important in the modern world because of their multifarious

functions in the society such as disseminating information,

motivation, education, cultural promotion, socialization, entertainment,

and integration (UNESCO Report 1982). In carrying out of all these

functions successfully and effectively the way language is used in
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mass media is an important and influencing factor which demands a

planned and systematic study.

In the recent years, media has entered in our lives more than it was

ever before. Be it the print media, the outdoor media, or the electronic

media, it has always been an important part of our day to day life.

Man’s quest for knowledge, his gregarious nature and a natural instinct

of inquisitiveness forces him to keep knowledge of everything

happening around him. These natural instincts are further heightened

by another trait of human beings i.e., one upmanship. In this race,

communication skills are being constantly improved upon to

communicate and transmit information more quickly, effectively, and

in a language which is understood readily without any artificial barriers

(Shabana Hameed, 2002).

Electronic media is one of the most popular agencies of

communication today. Televisions, computers and the once popular

radio/transistor are some examples of this highly advanced medium of

communication. Print media is next in the hierarchy of important tools

of mass media. It includes daily newspapers, weekly, fortnightly and

monthly magazines, trade journals etc. The third media or “outdoor

media” comprises of hoardings, neon signs, banners, sky writing etc.

Of the different mass media, print media (newspapers and

magazines) assumes a great importance as it deals with dissemination

of current information and knowledge pertaining to the different

aspects of human life such as social, economic, political, cultural and

emotional both at national and international levels. In a newspaper

and magazine, the headline occupies a prominent place and position

by summarizing the most important news of the day to day life in a

nutshell and facilitating the reader with quick reading and

comprehension. It is needless to say that the choice of expression in

the headline plays a vital role in making newspaper or magazine’s

headlines more effective. What kind of choice of expression makes

headline effective and how different kinds of choices are preferred in

the process of arriving at headlines from the corresponding news
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items are worthy to be studied from the linguistics perspective

(Leelavathi, 1996).

A daily newspaper according to Parthasarathy (1984) widely covers

news about government and official matters, meetings of parliament,

state and legislatures, local bodies and subsidiary agencies of

government functions attended by ministers, officials and VIPs

activities and movements and statements of people already known to

the public such as-businessman, leaders of industry, scientists,

educators, sportsmen, film stars and cultural and religious leaders;

accidents crime police and courts, health and hospitals, money and

business, science and economics, cultural and religious events and

political meetings. For the collection of all these above stated news,

some of the leading newspaper have their own news bureaus in

almost all states especially in the capitals and in international cities,

besides the Indian and foreign news agencies, which supply news

from every part of the world.

In a daily newspaper story there are five major components of a news

item as- The Headline, Byline, Lead, Body or running text and

conclusion. The headline is the text at the top of a newspaper article,

indicating the nature of the article below it. The Oxford Advanced

Learner’s Dictionary defines it as, “The title of a newspaper article

printed in large letters, especially at the top of the front”. A headline's

purpose is to quickly and briefly draw attention to the story. It is

generally written by a copy editor, but may also be written by the

writer, the page layout designer, or other editors. A Byline gives the

name and often the position of the writer, along the date. The lead

forms the beginning of the news story and it holds all the essential

facts. Lead captures the attention of the reader and sums up the focus

of the story. It is meant to hook the reader into the news story. In a

news story, the introductory paragraph includes the most important

facts and answers the question: ‘who’, ‘what’, ‘where’, ‘when’, ‘why’

and ‘how’. The headline together with the lead is undoubtedly the

main category of a news report and special care is given to their

formulation by news maker. For the news story, details and
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elaborations are evident in the body or running text of the news story

and flow smoothly from the lead. Conclusion sums up the article,

possibly including a final quote, a descriptive scene, a play on the title

or lead, a summary statement, or the writer’s opinion.

Headlines

A Headline is a text above a newspaper article, indicating its topic.

The headline catches the first and foremost attention of the reader

and relates well to the topic and often compels us to read a news

item. A headline is supposed to be the heart of any news. Hence, it is

no surprise that we come across innovative headlines while flipping

through the newspaper. Even a fleeting glance on the page of

newspaper gets stuck when a striking headline hits one’s mind. A

good headline motivates the people to read the text (not to understand

the headline itself). Good headlines add to stylistic elegance and

make the text more readable.

Modern headlines are typically written in an abbreviated style

omitting many elements of complete sentence and almost always

including non-copular verb. The headline assumes all importance in a

daily newspaper as a digest and condensation of the whole news

story in a few words and a large number of newspaper readers are

exclusively depend on the headline for getting the news. As revealed

by the studies in mass communication and psychology, the headline

plays a special role in information processing (Van Dijk 1986).

The significance of the headline lies with both its function and form.

The core function of the headline is to inform the news precisely and

accurately to the headline reader by indexing or by directing him/her

to the news story. The other sub functions of the headline according

to Westley (1980) are to convey the reader the relative significance

and seriousness of the news, to make the newspaper attractive or to

give the newspaper character and stability.

Now we will see some innovative use of language used in Hindi print

media. The data has been collected from Hindi newspapers and

magazines. Newspapers such as Amar Ujala, Rajasthan Patrika and
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Dainik Jagran and Magazines such as India Today and Outlook have

been taken for the present study.

Few examples of innovative language used in headlines of

newspapers and magazines can be seen as below:

1. Dilli men phir barse baba. /dilli: me p
h
ir bǝrse ba:ba:/

The word ‘barasana’ is associated with rain in Hindi language.

On first instance the headline looks like it is related to monsoon.

If we change the last word from ‘baba’ to ‘badra’ it will mean

‘the clouds again rained in Delhi’. Here baba refers to Yoga Guru

Baba Ramdev. It has been stylistically used to cover news on the

agitations against the black money and corruption.

2. Indian Paisa League. /indiǝn pæsa: li:g/

The headline seems to be fit for any lottery. Indian Paisa League

is the converted form of Indian Premier League. After its

inception in 2007 the IPL gained a lot of name and fame.

Everyone who is associated to IPL is earning lot of money.

That’s why instead of Indian Premier League it is used as Indian

Paisa League.

3. Sone ke nikle sain. /sone ke nikǝle sã:i:/

This News headline appeared in Rajasthan Patrika a Hindi Daily,

after the sudden demise of Sathya Sri Sai Baba in Puttaparthy.

When his private room was opened the inspection team was

amazed to see a lot of money in cash and other valuables such

gold and silver kept in his room.

4. Mila bali ka bakra. /mila: bǝli ka: bǝkra:/

This unusual headline appeared in India today, a weekly

magazine. At the time of Anna movement all parties were talking

about corruption and black money. Congress party was blamed

for every corruption and other wrongdoings.

5. Sankat men itihas ke padosi. /sãkǝʈ me it̪iha:s ke pǝɽosi:/
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It is very difficult to understand the meaning of this headline

without reading the full story. It is related to the problems of

people who live in the vicinity of historical monuments. Supreme

Court has given orders that people who are living within 100

meters from any historical monument cannot do any type of

further construction work.

6. Naukari ki daud men nikla dum. /naukǝri ki: dauɽ me nikla:

dǝm/

This funny and unusual headline is taken from Rajasthan Patrika,

a Hindi daily. Rajasthan Police announced for filling of some

post in military. Thousands of people gathered to take part in

physical test. During race so many candidates found it difficult

and were failed to complete it due to dehydration, weakness.

7. Kaun sune Bhagwan ki peeda. /kaun sune b
h
ǝɡva:n ki: pi:ɽa:/

This headline appeared in Rajasthan Patrika published from

Bangalore. It tells about the unauthorized encroachments of

temple campus. God is considered to be the omnipotent,

omnipresent and he is expected to give health, wealth and

strength to the followers. A person remembers/prays God in the

hope that he will help him to overcome from the problem. But

what if God himself face this kind of problem.

8. Amma ne hilai dilli. /ǝmma: ne hila:i: dilli:/

Here Amma refers to Shri Jayalalitha, the then CM of Tamilnadu

state. At the time of assembly elections in Tamilnadu no one

thought that Karunanidhi will be defeated by Jayalalitha. But

when Jayalalitha won one third seats, the government in Delhi

was amazed.

9. phir chhaye gendbaz. /p
h
ir c

h
a:je ɡêd̪ba:ʤ/

The above headline looks more apt for monsoon season. But here

it is related with the cricket. In the second innings of first test

match between India and west indies the Indian bowlers bowled

well by the help of bowlers the Indian team won the first test

match.
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10. Adhar ko nahin mili dhar. /a:d̪ʱa:r ko nǝhi: mili: d̪ʱa:r/

The above headline is related with the preparation of Adhar Card

(a unique identity for every Indian), a new scheme launch by

Indian Government. The speed of making adhar cards was very

slow. The actual target was to make 60 crore card but till then 95

lakh cards were made. Here the point is that how two different

words adar and dhar have been used to make the heading

interesting and in rhyming.

11. Aur bhadkegi manhgai. /aur b
h
ǝɽkeɡi: mɚhɡa:i:/

The headline  seems to be fit for fire as only fire has the nature to

get outburst. The price rise in india is going up and up. So here

the author is suggesting that the price rise will go upside.

12. Sawalon ke jawab men ulajhate sawal.

/sǝva:lõ ke ʤǝva:b mê ulǝʤ
h
ǝte sava:l/

The heading is the beautiful example of wit and bit how the

words are used in order to make the line punchy and beautiful.

This line has the connection with the 2G scam where there are so

many questions unanswered and moreover before coming answer

to a question new question was arising.

13. Diwar ne di mazbuti /d̪i:va:r ne d̪i: mǝzbu:t̪i:/

This headline seems to be fit for some building or construction

work. But here it has the connection with cricket. Rahul Dravid is

known for his consistency and dependability and often known as

Mr. Wall of Indian Cricket Team. When other players were

struggling to make runs his innings helped Indian team to make a

respectable score against West Indies.

14. Neta malamal janta behal. /net̪a: m:la:m:l jǝnt̪a beha:l/

This news tells the story of current politics where politicians are

becoming richer and enjoying all the benefits and common man

finds it difficult to survive due to price rise and there are so many

taxes levied upon him.
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Some other unusual headlines found in Hindi newspapers and

magazines:

 Kar ke dar se gire bazaar. /kǝr ke dǝr se gire ba:z a:r/

 Fande se barhta fasla. /fǝnd̪e se bǝɽʱt̪a fa:sla:/

 Vahm ki bhulbhulaiya. /vahm ki: b
h
u:lb

h
ulaija:/

 Ghotalon ke mausam men netaji ki balle-balle.

/ ɡʱoʈa:lõ ke mausǝm me net̪a:dʒi: ki: bǝlle bǝlle/

 Sahib hain ki mante nahi. /sa:hib hæ ki ma:nt̪e nǝhi:/

 Dil ke liye daud /dil ke lije dauɽ/

Innovativeness in the language of headlines also appears in the form

of alliterations.

A few examples of alliteration are cited as below:

 Babuon ka bolbala. /ba:buõ ka: bolba:la:/

 Karishma corruption ka. /kǝriʃma: kǝrǝpʃǝn ka:/

 Baba re baba. /ba:ba: re ba:ba:/

 Katghare men Kendra ke karmachari.

/kǝʈg
h
ǝre me kendrǝ ke kǝrmǝc

h
:ri:/

 Man kyun mange mansoon. /mǝn kyõ mã:ɡe ma:nsu:n/

 Kanyadan par kundali. /kǝnja:d̪a:n pǝr kunɖǝli:/

Plural Formation in Headlines

Plural formation of headline is a commonly occurring feature in the

news headlines of Hindi newspapers. It refers to the plural formation

of English language words on the pattern of Hindi and Urdu. Here

the root word is taken from English and has been pluralized.

Sometimes this plural formation of word looks simple but sometimes

it looks awkward and artificial.
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A few examples are presented below:

 Numbaron ke chakkar men na pade vidyarthi.

/nǝmbarõ ke c
h
ǝkkǝr me na: pǝɽe vid̪ja:rt̪ʰi:/

 Lakme fashion week men rahi naye designaron ki dhoom.

/lækme p
h
æʃǝn vi:k me rǝhi: nǝje ɖiʤa:inǝrõ ki: d̪ʱu:m/

 Kai Kapda millon men lagi aag.

/kǝi kǝpɽa: milõ me lǝgi: a:g/

 Dhul phank rahi degriyan.

/d̪ʱu:l pʰã:k rǝhi: ɖigrijã:/

In the above sentences the words such as Numbaron (Number),

Designaron (Designer), Millon (Mill) and Degriyan (Degree) have

been pluralized on the pattern of Hindi.

Use of English in Hindi Headlines

The use of the English language words in Hindi newspapers is

another interesting area which is covered under innovative trends. In

this era of globalization when the world is shrinking fast, distances

are reduced to fraction of seconds, concept of global economy, global

effort, global environment and global thinking, in fact in complete

globalization of mankind, languages can hardly remain pure. Today’s

citizen has become a global citizen and wants his outlook and vision

also broadened which is possible only when he converses and

communicates in a language which is easily understood by a greater

majority and wider variety of people. Nowadays Hindi newspapers

and magazines are using more and more English words in order to

make the headline catchy. We can see that in some headlines one

English word, in some headlines two English words and in some

headlines more than two English words have been used.

A few examples of this trend are cited below:
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Headlines with one English word-

 Yeddi BACKFOOT par.

 CAREER ke liye kuch bhi karega.

 Etios Liva ki LAUNCHING.

 Anna TEAM nirash.

 FAIL hone par bhi ban gaye shikshak.

 Desh ki takdeer badlega paryatan SECTOR.

 PENSION ke bharose pahad jaisi zindagi.

 ONLINE honge vahno ke dastavez.

 Netaji ke liye HITECH mahal.

 Sarkar BACKFOOT par.

 Ab CYCLE par daudega shahar.

Headlines with two English word-

 Ab ONLINE hoga GPF.

 Gaon me MOBILE CULTURE.

 Safalta ka SEARCH ENGINE.

Headlines with three English word-

 METRO se pahle TRACK par daudegi REPORT.

Hybridization in headlines

Another innovative trend in news media is the use of hybrid

compounds. In this the word is comprised of a Hindi and English

word A few examples can be seen as below:

 Budget Satra /bǝʤǝt sǝt̪rǝ/

Lokpal bill is budget satra me sambhav.

 Visva Bank /viʃvǝ bæŋk/

Visva bank dega sadak banana ke liye karz.
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 Janch Report /ʤã:c
h

riporʈ/

CBI ne saunpi janch report.

 Degree Dhari /ɖigri: d̪ʱa:ri:/

Lakho degreedhariyon ko naukari nahi.

 Railway Bhada /relve b
h
a:ɽa:/

Railway bhada nahi badhega.

 Janch Commission /ʤã:c
h

kǝmi:ʃǝn/

Janch commission ne report saunpi.

 Military Shasan /miliʈri: ʃa:ʃǝn/

Bhajpa ne military shasan ki sipharish  ki.

 Lal Signal /la:l signǝl/

Lal signal par bhi chalti rahi gadi.

 Chakka Jam /c
h
ǝkka: ʤa:m/

Vyaparion ne kiya chakka jam.

Some other examples of hybridization in Hindi print media can be

seen as below:

Pocket mar Rickshaw chalak

Lathi charge Party vishesh

Oscar purascar Antarim budget

Share bazaar Pension yojana

Tax shreni Monsoon Satra

Computers and Language Innovation

In this era of globalization computers have also played a very

important role not only in technological revolution but in innovation

of language. It has also become a major source for the study of
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language innovations in media as it is drawing heavily from

computer terminology. Nowadays in every newspaper and magazine

there is a special section on computers or latest technological

advancement. This close contact between the two emerges in the

form of an amazing array of computer terminologies and coinages

which are seen in newspapers and magazines which were never seen

before.

A few examples of this relation between computer terminologies and

use of language in media are presented below:

We can see the compound words like ‘hard disc’, ‘soft copy’

‘software’, ‘hardware’, ‘desktop’, ‘personal computer’, ‘firewall’,

‘keylogger’, ‘printout’, ‘hard copy’, ‘floppy disc’, ‘kilobyte’,

‘megabyte’, ‘gigabyte’, ‘terabyte’, ‘multimedia’, ‘clipboard’,

‘keyboard’, ‘download’, ‘email’, ‘address bar’, ‘megapixel’ etc .

Print media is also coining new words like ‘Yougle’ and

‘Uniworldcity’.

Conclusion

Whatever be the media, all communications have to make use of

some language. When advancement and innovations have set in

every walk of life including the media, language and its use in media

could not live in isolation, unaffected by the onslaught of great

strides in the field of technological advancements. From the above

examples we can see that the language of headlines of Hindi

newspapers and Magazines is becoming very creative day by day in

order to draw the attention of readers. So many language innovations

are taking place in print media. Use of English words is very

common nowadays and it has become part and parcel of Hindi media.

The English words are pluralized on Hindi pattern; use of hybrid

words has been increased. To conclude it can be said that newspaper

headline is a rich field of psychological and sociological dimension

besides the linguistic dimension.
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A semantic and stylistic study of the lexical choice involved in the

headlines, an experimental study of the readability and

comprehensibility of headlines from the readers’ point of view are

few areas which can be taken for future and further research.
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Abstract

It is axiomatic that media language exerts considerable influence

on society and culture by virtue of its tendency to permeate the

public consciousness resulting in the dissemination and

legitimisation of culturally authoritative representations of

sociolinguistic phenomena impacting religion and culture. The

present study will look into the symbiotic relationship between the

ongoing mediatisation process and the rising tide of Islamophobia

among the uniformed masses. The present study will further

discuss the instances where false medialities have been created in

the international and Arabic media to promote crude stereotyping

of Islam and Muslims through the selective misquotation and

willful misrepresentation of the sacred Arabic texts in violation of

all established sociolinguistic norms for dealing with such writings.

An attempt will also be made to showcase how certain sacred texts

are subjected to gross manipulation by means of contravening the

established hermeneutical and linguistic conventions and through

the use of crude polemic tools and devices such as linguistic

alterations and decontextualisation, i.e. toying with semantics and

divorcing or isolating texts from their intended and original

contexts and frames of reference.

This study will further suggest possible solutions and remedies to

the challenges and problems resulting from said mediatisation, and

will identify effective strategies for combating the worrisome and

potentially dangerous media syndrome that is Islamophobia.
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Introduction

It is quite sad and lamentable that a peace-loving and peaceful

religion like Islam has become almost inextricably linked with

violence, bloodshed and militancy in the twenty first century,

especially in the aftermath of a spate of terrorist attacks that have

taken place in different parts of the world, including our own

country, and which have been perpetrated by criminals dressed in the

garb of Islam. What is even more disturbing is that this has resulted

in a global media campaign that employs deceptive propaganda,

crude stereotyping, racial profiling and manipulation of historical

facts to create false medialities and thereby incite anti-Islamic

sentiment and violence against Muslims or what is known in

academic circles as Islamophobia.

For Muslims, the pain and agony of these tragic events has been

further exacerbated by the fact that the international media, which is

supposed to be the promoter of interfaith harmony and mutual

understanding, keeps on projecting negative images and stereotypes

about Islam and its followers, thereby adding fuel to the already

raging fire of fear, suspicion, mistrust, hatred and prejudice.

Given that this is an age in which mediatisation
1

has become an

increasingly assertive and dominant phenomenon, public opinion and

mass perceptions are shaped by, and highly dependent on, mass

media, and this means that negative mediatisation can have far-

reaching consequences and implications for people who are subjected

to it. The result of this adverse mediatisation is that it’s not just Islam

which is misunderstood, but particular Islamic concepts are also

1
The definition of mediatisation that this researcher has chosen to work

with for the present study is Lilleker’s definition which defines

mediatisation as a theory that argues that the media shapes and frames

the processes and discourse of political communication as well as the

society in which that communication takes place. See: Lilleker, D., Key

Concepts in Political Communications. SAGE London.
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subjected to gross misinterpretations and misrepresentations. Tenets

of the Islamic faith have been stripped of their original Qur’anic and

Prophetic context and philosophy, and have been employed to

generate mass hysteria and propagate feelings of animosity and

suspicion against Muslims among the citizens of the world. It is also

distressing to see that this is not just a passing trend limited to one

country, rather it appears to be a global phenomenon that is

constantly gaining momentum and is likely to spiral out of control

unless saner voices prevail.

The most obvious manifestation of this is the linguistic perversion of

the Islamic concept of ‘Jihad’ which has been detached from its

Quranic stipulations and has been manipulated to the extent that it

has now come to be associated, in popular consciousness, with the

mindless killing of innocent civilians through suicide bombings and

similar acts of terrorism – something which Islam explicitly forbids.

Jihad has been completely divested of its originally intended spiritual

connotations of self-abnegation, self-sacrifice and struggle against

the base and animalistic impulses and desires of the human self.
2

Even more worrisome is the fact that with the growth and

diversification of media channels and outlets, myths about Islam have

managed to penetrate the public consciousness unchecked through

not just old-fashioned media sources such as the print media, but also

through the digital, electronic and cyber media outlets, thereby

ensuring themselves wider circulation, more intensified

dissemination and greater impact. This is due to the fact that media,

whether in print broadcast or digital form, has the potential and

power to disseminate and legitimise culturally authoritative

representations of social and religious life. In view of this, it is clear

that mediatisation has had a very adverse and negative impact on

people’s perception of Islam, its scripture, and its followers.

In order to highlight the scope and magnitude of this problem, this

researcher tried searching the word ‘Jihad’ on ‘Google’, the world’s

2
Hillenbrand, Carole, The Crusades: Islamic Perspectives, pg 97.
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fastest, most popular and most frequently used search-engine, as part

of the research undertaken for this study. My findings were startling;

the search for this simple five letter word yielded a staggering and

whopping thirty-three million, four hundred thousand (33,400,000)

results (in 0.70 seconds)
3
.

This is not the first time such an online experiment was conducted.

On the 22
nd

March, 2015 (08: 15 pm), the very same experiment was

carried out, and it yielded fifty million, one hundred thousand results

(50,100,000) (in 0.33 seconds) for the same word
4

compared to

fourteen million, nine hundred thousand (14,900,000) results that

were seen when the same experiment was attempted in February

2011.  To establish a basis for comparison and to get some

perspective, this researcher tried googling ‘Hinduism’ and received

twenty-four million, eight hundred thousand (24,800,000) results in

(0.45 seconds)
5

compared to the twenty one million, one hundred

thousand results (2,11,00,000) (in 0. 39 seconds), which can be

further compared with the little more than nine million hits received

in February 2011.
6

Thus an entire world religion with millions of

followers worldwide has received lesser interest and drawn lesser

attention in the world of cyber media than just one simple Islamic

concept, i.e. Jihad.

What’s even more alarming than this is that only a cursory glance at

a random selection of the entries on ‘Jihad’ reveals that all attention

and interest which is being devoted to the subject of Jihad, and by

extension, Islam, is overly hostile, exaggerated, adversarial, not to

mention, completely distorted and factitious. Much of the media hype

that surrounds Islam has come at the expense of fair reporting and

3
These are the results as of the experiment carried out on 1

st
of January,

2017 (06: 50 pm).
4

These results are as of 22
nd

March, 2015 (08: 15 pm).
5

These are the latest results for “Hinduism” as of the 1
st

of January, 2017

(06: 52 pm).
6

Typing the word ‘Hinduism’ generated 9,330,000 results, to be precise

(as of the 18
th

of February, 2011).
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principled journalism, and has done seemingly irreparable damage to

the social fabric of our otherwise diversely vibrant global society.

Since this study seeks to assess certain examples that will shed light on

the magnitude and intensity of media bias against Islam, an attempt will

be made to highlight instances where intensive anti-Islamic

mediatisation has resulted in the promotion of crude stereotyping against

the followers of the Islamic faith, and also cases where verses from the

Holy Qur’an, sayings of the Holy Prophet of Islam, and Islamic

historical facts have been subjected to deliberate manipulation by means

of decontextualisation, i.e. divorcing or isolating texts from their

intended and original contexts and frames of reference. Our primary

focus will be on demonstrating how Islamic provisions such as ‘Jihad’

and ‘Qital’ have been manipulated to portray a violent and belligerent

image of Islam to the rest of the world. This paper will further suggest

possible solutions and remedies to this ongoing stereotyping and

manipulation of facts, and will identify the responsibilities that are to be

shouldered by Muslims as well as other concerned citizens of the world

in order to remedy this worrisome and potentially dangerous media

syndrome, and resurrect the notion of clean, principled and scrupulous

journalism from the veritable grave in which it has been buried alive.

But before we go into that, it might be instructive to shed some light on

the mechanisms of adverse mediatisation.

Mediatisation at the Level of International Media

The international media only seems to be interested in channeling

and conveying the voices of the extremists and radical fanatics, and

usually pays scant attention to what the peaceful and moderate

Muslims have to say. It is a well-known and incontestable fact that

the moderates constitute the vast majority of the Muslim world

whereas the extremists are nothing more than a marginal,

microscopic minority who try to make their existence felt by

resorting to attention-grabbing acts of terror and headline-making

attacks on innocent targets. They do not represent the Muslim

majority in any way and have nothing to do with the real Islam. In

fact, it is precisely because they constitute such a tiny minority that
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they unleash all their grisly violence, as they have no other way of

amplifying their voices and drawing attention to their causes. Even

so, the international media seems to unfailingly focus its attention

and zoom in on these radical elements, placing them on the centre

stage and shining the spotlight on them, thereby making it appear as

if they are indeed the representatives and ambassadors of Islam. In

doing so, the media unwittingly ends up serving their nefarious

ambitions and furthering their destructive goals. Indeed terrorist

entities and antisocial elements have been the biggest beneficiaries of

the unfettered mediatisation that has gone unchecked in the last few

decades or so.

The voices of the Muslim majority have been stifled or largely ignored

in the midst of this media circus, and there has been no serious and

sincere attempt to give the moderate majority a chance to speak out and

have their voicesheard. The attempts that have been made in this regard

have been half-hearted and disingenuous, at best, and have largely

remained few and far between. This hostile, biased and prejudicial

reporting and coverage of events is a threat to the democratic and secular

spirit of the nations of this world and can be a factor in planting the

seeds of mutual antagonism and distrust in the hearts and minds of the

younger generation, which finds itself being targeted relentlessly by anti-

Islamic Islamophobes.

The propaganda against Islam is widespread and pervasive, and the

people behind it do not hesitate to use the gifts of modern technology

such as the media and the Internet to spread and disseminate false

information concerning Islamic beliefs and practices. Most of the

academic, professional and media interest that we see in Islam is

hostile and subversive in nature, and the only thing that can be

expected to come out of such a flawed and unreliable approach is a

bunch of uncooked or half-baked myths that are then passed off as

facts.

On the other hand, it is important to recognize that Muslims must also

shoulder some of the blame for not being proactive enough and not
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working harder to alter the status quo and change it for the better. By not

countering the negative stereotypes through their writings and practical

examples, Muslims have allowed many distorted facts and myths to

fester into facts. However, many Muslims argue that since the media

often ignores their voices and marginalizes their concerns, there is not

much that they can be expected to do anyway. The problem is

compounded by the fact that much of the newspaper and electronic

media coverage about Islam is aggressively hostile, overly critical and

uncritically dismissive.

The Sociolingusitic Impact of Mediatisation: Lingusitic

Alteration

Relations of language and media in communicative practice are highly

complex due to the fact that media language mediates social life and

culture through institutionally constrained language use.

A study conducted by Cardiff University some years backconcluded

that two thirds of news stories/reports published about Islam and

Muslims between 2000 and 2008 contained the idea that Islam was a

‘threat’, that Muslims were ‘backward, dangerous, and a source of

problems.’ The most common adjectives used about the Muslims in

the press were ‘radical’, ‘militant’, ‘terrorist’, ‘extremist’,

‘fundamentalist’, and ‘fanatic’.

The conclusions of this study serve to highlight the adverse role

mediatisation plays in effecting hostile linguistic alterations such that

otherwise innocent and harmless words, terms, and concepts come to

be associated with the most subversive and violent of ideas thereby

poisoning the entire semantic field of those terms and concepts.

Hence the role and moral responsibility ofthe media in such

undesirable and invidious progressions of linguistic change needs to

be taken more seriously by sociolinguists, and the relationship

between mediatisation and sociolinguistic change merits deeper

exploration.
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Irresponsible use of certain terminologies by the media can have far-

reaching social consequences, and there appears to be growing

realisation of this at the level of the Arabic and international media.

Highlighting the growing recognition of this reality within the

international media, the BBC issued the following statement which is

worth reproducing here in full because of the light it sheds on some

of the nuances associated with media language and social

perceptions; the statement reads:

“Our policy is about achieving consistency and accuracy in our

journalism. We recognize the existence and the reality of terrorism –

at this point in the twenty-first century we could hardly do otherwise.

Moreover, we don’t change the word “terrorist” when quoting other

people, but we try to avoid the word ourselves; not because we are

morally neutral towards terrorism, nor because we have any

sympathy for the perpetrators of inhuman atrocities which all too

often we have to report, but because terrorism is a difficult and

emotive subject with significant political overtones.

We also need to ensure that when we report acts of terror, we do so

consistently in the stories we report across our services. We have learnt

from the experience of covering such events in Northern Ireland as

much as in Israel, Spain, Russia, Southern Africa or the many other

places where violence divides communities, and where we seek to be

seen as objective by all sides, that labels applied to groups can

sometimes hinder rather than help.

As the guideline makes clear, careful use of the word “terrorist” is

essential if the BBC is to maintain its reputation for standards of

accuracy and especially impartiality. This is especially true when we use

the word to describe a person or a group as opposed to an action or event

(“the terrorist group”, say, as opposed “to an act of terror” or “terrorist

tactics” or “terrorism”). That does not mean we should emasculate our

reporting or otherwise avoid conveying the reality and horror of what

has occurred; but we should consider the impact our use of language
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may have on our reputation for objective journalism amongst our many

audiences.”
7

Mediatisation and the Creation of False and Artificial

Medialities

Mediatisation exerts its influence on the masses through a variety of

polemical techniques and mechanisms such as bombarding audiences

with a barrage of crude stereotypes, incendiary headlines, disparaging

generalisations, willful misrepresentations of existing realities and

often inaccurate and baseless stories.

This in turn results in the creation and promotion of false and

artificial medialities.
8

The Anti-Islam mediatisation campaign, for

instance, always tries to project Islam as a violent religion through

the creation of false and artificial medialities. Its proponents do so by

actively spreading false propaganda through the mass media outlets

in the print and electronic media. To lend strength and credibility to

their arguments, they even quote, or rather, “misquote”, verses from

the Quran and cite Ahadith.

One of the myths that they have tried to spread around and circulate

is the completely bizarre and ridiculous claim that Islam teaches its

followers to indiscriminately kill and murder unbelievers. They

selectively misquote verses from the Quran to convince people that

this is indeed the message of the Quran. Unfortunately, this kind of

deception is used even in high level and high profile public debates

and events where Islam is discussed, and the impact is very far-

reaching.

7
El Mustapha Lahlali, Advanced Media Arabic, pg 199 (Quoted from

BBC online 11/01/07).
8

By “mediality”, I mean a perceived reality which is influenced through

the media one is exposed to. Hence “false medialities” is a term used to

refer to the erroneous perceptions or rather misperceptions that are

formed in people’s minds due to sustained exposure to biased and

intellectually dishonest media outlets.
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In an article published in The Guardian, Mehdi Hasan wrote about

how Cardiff University's school of journalism was commissioned to

carry out a unique study of the “content and, above all, context of

almost a thousand articles written about Islam and Muslims since

2000.”
9
The Cardiff researchers found that over two-thirds of stories

identified Muslims either as “a source of problems or as a threat – not

just in the context of terrorism but on cultural issues too.”
10

In fact, as

Hasan pointed out, in the year 2008 for the first time, the volume of

stories focusing on cultural differences overtook those related to

terrorism. Over the entire period, more than one in four stories

directly or indirectly promoted the notion that Islam is dangerous,

backward or irrational.
11

The Pernicious Impact of False Medialities on Public

Perception

The pernicious results and deleterious impact of irresponsible use of

media language on public perceptions and attitudes towards Islam

and Muslims is clearly visible for all to see. In this regard, we have

the testimony of Mehdi Hasan, who wrote: “To pretend that this

relentlessly negative coverage of a marginalised minority has no

effect on community relations or on integration is naive, if not

disingenuous. Portraying Muslims as different and dangerous can

have serious repercussions, and tonight's Dispatches draws attention

to a growing number of Muslims who now live in daily fear; some

because their homes are repeatedly vandalized, others because they

have suffered devastatingly violent attacks. In an exclusive ICM poll

for the programme, a third of Britain's Muslims say they or their

family members have suffered abuse or hostility since 7/7, and over

two-thirds of the wider British public think that prejudice against

Muslims has increased. Yet, at the same time, a majority of the

public also continues to believe that the religion of Islam is to blame

9
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2008/jul/07/channel4.

islam
10

Ibid.
11

Ibid.
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for the bombings.”
12

This data leaves us in nodoubt about the adverse

and pernicious role of mediatisation in fanning the fires of

Islamophobia and fueling hatred against followers of the Islamic

faith.

Another instance which showcases the impact of adverse

mediatisation is an intelligence squared debate which was held in

New York City in October 2010. The motion of the debate was:

Islam is a Religion of Peace?

As is customary in such Oxford-style debates, the audience attending

the event at New York University's Skirball Center for the

Performing Arts was polled, and the attendees voted 41 percent in

favour of the motion and 25 percent against. Thirty-four percent were

undecided. This was before the debate. After the debate, however, 55

percent disagreed that "Islam Is a Religion of Peace," while 36

percent supported the motion and 9 percent were still unsure.
13

In

other words, the majority of the audience went back with the

impression that Islam is not a religion of peace. How do we explain

this shocking shift in the perception of those attending the debate?

After the debate, there was a lot of analysis into the possible reasons

responsible for why people voted against the motion, and some

experts opined that what persuaded a significant number of people to

change their minds and vote in favor of the opposition was their use

and presentation (or rather misrepresentation) of a verse of the Holy

Quran. The verse reads as follows:

12
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2008/jul/07/channel4.

islam
13

For more details about the panelists who participated in this debate, see:

http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=130516428.
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َنُة َأَشدُّ ِمَن  َواقْـتُـُلوُهْم َحْيُث ثَِقْفُتُموُهْم َوَأْخرُِجوُهْم ِمْن َحْيُث َأْخَرُجوُكْم َواْلِفتـْ
اتُِلوُهْم ِعْنَد اْلَمْسِجِد احلَْرَاِم َحىتَّ يـَُقاتُِلوُكْم ِفيِه فَِإْن قَاتـَُلوُكْم اْلَقْتِل َوَال تـُقَ 

)191(فَاقْـتُـُلوُهْم َكَذِلَك َجزَاُء اْلَكاِفرِيَن 

“And kill them wherever you find them, and drive them out from

whence they drove you out, and persecution is severer than slaughter,

and do not fight with them at the Sacred Mosque until they fight with

you in it, but if they do fight you, then slay them; such is the

recompense of the unbelievers.”
14

The opposition presented this verse before the audience to prove that

the Holy Quran is a violent Book that is only interested in teaching

its followers to go around killing unbelievers even if they are

innocent. They put particular emphasis on the phrase: “And kill them

wherever you find them,” and thereby projected Islam as being a

religion that promotes indiscriminate killing and mindless violence.

However, this was an act of gross intellectual dishonesty on the part

of the opposition, not to mention a blatant and willful

misrepresentation of facts.

This approach is a classic example of the technique of

“decontextualisation” which is often employed by many anti-Islamic

campaigners and polemicists.

Everytime we see verse 02: 191 being presented in the media, it is

invariably quoted in isolation from the verse preceding it and the

verses following it.

The question we ask is: why is it that every time this verse is quoted

in the media, it is quoted in isolation and divorced from its context?

This could either be because the anti-Islamic campaigners are

ignorant of the actual context of this verse, in which case they

14
The Holy Quran: 02: 191.
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shouldn’t be presenting it, or perhaps they are aware of the context,

and they realize that if they share the context and present the full

picture, then the Quran will seem like a very genuine and rational

book, and won’t look nearly as violent, belligerent, savage, and

bloodthirsty as they would like to make it look.

Suggested Remedies to the Problem of Adverse

Mediatisation

A number of strategies have been suggested as solutions to the

problem of adverse mediatisation. Media personalities need to be

sensitised to the adverse and undesirable effects of mediatisation on

Muslim communities. Perhaps, the most important remedy is for

Muslims themselves to empower and equip themselves with sound

and solid knowledge of their own faith so that they may be able to

defend it against the aspersions that are routinely cast on it. If

Muslims have a deeper understanding of the Quran, they will be able

to counter the false propaganda against it by presenting the full

picture whenever an attempt is made to misrepresent the Quran’s

message.

To illustrate this point, this paper will analyse the context of 02: 191,

with a view to highlighting the often neglected aspects of its context

so that it may be seen how divorcing such verses from their actual

contexts can actually result in the distortion of the Quran’s message.

The most striking thing is that when anti-Islamic critics quote 02: 191

in the media, they never quote the verse before it, i.e. 02: 190. Why is

that?

As indicated earlier, this is because they know full well that if they

quote 02: 190 along with 02: 191, then the context is immediately

going to become clear, and everything is going to make perfect sense,

and they will fail in their mission to project the Quran as a violent

book. Hence, they conveniently avoid quoting 02: 190 and

deliberately refrain from mention of it every time they quote 02: 191,
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which is a very deceptive and malign thing to do, because 02: 191

cannot be properly understood except in light of 02: 190.

Because 02: 191 reads “And kill them wherever you find them!”.

Even those who have studied elementary level grammar know that a

pronoun always refers to a noun. Pronouns don’t exist in a vacuum,

and they do not appear in isolation. Hence, if we encounter a pronoun

in a phrase or sentence, we can be reasonably certain and confident

that the noun it is referring back to must be lurking somewhere in the

passage. The question then is, whom is the noun that the pronoun, i.e.

“them”, in “And kill them wherever you find them!” referring to?

It is obvious that there is something missing here.

The anti-Islamic campaigners try to make it seem like the pronoun

“them” in 02: 191 is implicitly pointing towards all unbelievers and

non-Muslims, but there is no evidence to support this from the text,

and besides, the context of the verse flies in the face of such an

interpretation.

To find out the identity of the group that the pronoun “them” in 02:

191 is pointing towards, we need to go back to the verse that

immediately precedes it, i.e. verse 02: 190, because this verse not

only clarifies the verse that comes after it, but also qualifies it, which

is perhaps the main reason why anti-Islamic critics opt to

conveniently ignore it and suppress it.

In 02: 190 God Almighty addresses the believers in Madinah, and

commands them:

)190(َوقَاتُِلوا ِيف َسِبيِل اللَِّه الَِّذيَن يـَُقاتُِلوَنُكْم َوَال تـَْعَتُدوا ِإنَّ اللََّه َال حيُِبُّ اْلُمْعَتِديَن 
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“And fight in the way of Allah against those who fight against you,

and do not exceed the limits, surely Allah does not love those who

exceed the limits.”
15

Hence, there can be no scope for any doubt that the group of people

the Quran is permitting, or commanding, its followers to fight against

is not all unbelievers or innocent non-Muslims, as the anti-Islamic

campaigners would like us to believe, but rather the group the Quran

is instructing Muslims to fight against is “those who fight against

you.” So essentially, verses 02: 190-191 are simply asserting and

establishing the right of the Muslims to self-defense and self-

preservation in case of hostile foreign aggression, and nothing more.

Therefore, in these verses, the Quran is not preaching or promoting

anything strange, bizarre or out of the ordinary. It is simply

underlining a universally recognized and well-established moral

principle that is respected by all modern international organizations

and nation states, namely, that every government is justified in using

force to defend its sovereignty and territorial integrity when it is

threatened by the prospect of hostile foreign invasion. There is

nothing wrong in fighting and using force if it’s done for self-

defence, self-preservation or the defence of others. The Quran isn’t

saying anything in these verses that the world doesn’t already believe

in.

If, hypothetically speaking, the Mexican army were to invade the

USA, wouldn’t the latter fight back? Or would they stand true to their

Christian faith and turn the other cheek?

In response to such an assault on its sovereignty and territorial

integrity, we would certainly not expect the US government to issue a

statement welcoming the Mexicans and telling them that if they have

taken over California, they might as well take Nevada, Louisiana and

Texas as well. It doesn’t take a genius to figure out that that the US

15
The Holy Quran: 02: 190.
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will respond with force to ward off such an aggression, and the world

will likely support its decision to do so.

Thus if all the nation states in the world today have the right, the

unfettered right, to defend their sovereignty and territorial integrity,

then why is the Prophet’s state in Madinah any exception to this

internationally recognized rule?

One might say we don’t need the Quran to tell us that we should fight

against those who wage war and initiate hostilities against us,

because this is already ingrained in human nature. In fact, the

principle of self-defence is ingrained even in animal nature, as can be

seen from the fact that animals defend themselves ferociously when

they are attacked by other animals. Cats have been known to even

attack dogs when they find themselves cornered. So this is a fairly

basic instinct ingrained in humans and animals alike, so why did the

Quran have to spell it out in words?

The answer to this question is this: because the Quran aims to lift

humanity out of ignorance, and to elevate it to the level of sublime

morality by empowering it with the spiritual tools to resist animalistic

urges and base temptations and desires. So how did the Quran

accomplish this in the case of 02: 190-191?

The answer is: the Quran did this by mandating and stipulating that

the response and retaliation of any party against whom an act of

aggression is committed must be proportional to the offence and

aggression of the enemy.

This is what is supposed to distinguish human beings from animals.

When animals are attacked, they fight back, but because they are

devoid of intellect, they are not able to ensure that their retaliation is

proportional to the attack that has been made on them. If one were to

go up to a lion and smack it on its head, one would not expect it to

respond by similarly smacking one’s head with its paw and calling it

even. If a person were to strike a lion, they lion would most likely

devour that person or tear him to pieces. This is how animal nature is.
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Unfortunately, human beings are also capable of this kind of

animalistic and disproportionate responses. In fact, before the light of

Islam shone upon Arabia, this animalistic approach to retaliation was

the rule of the day, and it is what governed the behaviour of the

Arabs, hence the constant internecine conflict which became such a

characteristic feature of their tribal setup.

The mentality of the Arabs of the pre-Islamic period is best

encapsulated in a line from the Mu’allaqah of Amr bin Kulthoom al-

Taghlibi, where the poet proudly boasts:

16فنجهل فوق جهل اجلاهلنيأال ال جيهلن قوم علينا 

“So let no man act foolishly against us or we shall exceed the folly of

the foolhardiest.”
17

In other words, the poet is threatening his rival tribesmen not to

commit any act of aggression against himself or any of his tribesmen,

otherwise, they will respond with ten times more aggression and

violence. Such was the state of the Arabs in the pre-Islamic period. In

fact, it is not all together uncommon for modern day nation states to

respond with the same animalistic approach of disproportionate

retaliation when they are attacked or when their security is

threatened.

It is in light of this that we come to understand and appreciate Islam’s

great contribution to human civilization. Through the Quran, Islam

introduced the idea of proportional retaliation: the idea that when an

act of aggression is committed against an individual or community,

the retaliatory response should not exceed the limits of the original

act of aggression. This principle is highlighted in several verses of

the Quran.
18

16
Yaqoob. Emile Badee, “Deewan Amr bin Kulthum” (1996), p 78.

17
Arberry, A.J. “The Seven Odes” (1957), p 209.

18
The Quran: 02: 190, 194; 05: 45; 16: 126; 42: 40, etc.
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In fact, if we look at the context of 02: 191, we find the most detailed

exposition of this principle:

َنُة َأَشدُّ ِمَن َواقْـتُـُلوُهْم َحْيُث ثَِقْفُتُموُهْم َوَأْخرُِجوُهْم ِمْن َحْيُث َأْخَرُجوُكمْ  َواْلِفتـْ

اْلَقْتِل َوَال تـَُقاتُِلوُهْم ِعْنَد اْلَمْسِجِد احلَْرَاِم َحىتَّ يـَُقاتُِلوُكْم ِفيِه فَِإْن قَاتـَُلوُكْم 

)192(فَِإِن انـْتَـَهْوا فَِإنَّ اللََّه َغُفوٌر َرِحيٌم )191(فَاقْـتُـُلوُهْم َكَذِلَك َجزَاُء اْلَكاِفرِيَن 

يُن لِلَِّه فَِإِن انـْتَـَهْوا َفَال ُعْدَواَن ِإالَّ َعَلى َوقَاتُِلوهُ  َنٌة َوَيُكوَن الدِّ ْم َحىتَّ َال َتُكوَن ِفتـْ

الشَّْهُر احلَْرَاُم بِالشَّْهِر احلَْرَاِم َواْحلُُرَماُت ِقَصاٌص َفَمِن اْعَتَدى )193(الظَّاِلِمَني 

َتَدى َعَلْيُكْم َواتـَُّقوا اللََّه َواْعَلُموا أَنَّ اللََّه َمَع َعَلْيُكْم فَاْعَتُدوا َعَلْيِه ِمبِْثِل َما اعْ 

.)194(اْلُمتَِّقَني 

“And fight in the way of Allah with those who fight with you, and do

not exceed the limits, surely Allah does not love those who exceed

the limits.

And kill them wherever you find them, and drive them out from

whence they drove you out, and persecution is severer than slaughter,

and do not fight with them at the Sacred Mosque until they fight with

you in it, but if they do fight you, then slay them; such is the

recompense of the unbelievers. But if they desist, then surely Allah is

Forgiving, Merciful.

And fight with them until there is no persecution, and religion should

be only for Allah, but if they desist, then there should be no hostility

except against the oppressors.

The Sacred month for the sacred month and all sacred things are

(under the law of) retaliation; whoever then acts aggressively against

you, inflict injury on him according to the injury he has inflicted on

you and be careful (of your duty) to Allah and know that Allah is

with those who guard (against evil).”
19

19
The Holy Quran 02: 190-194.
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Conclusion

In conclusion, we may unhesitatingly state that the instances

highlighted in this study amply demonstrate the role of media in

adverse progressions of linguistic change. This validates and

vindicates the premise of this conference, and debunks the claim

made by variationist sociolinguists that the media has no role to play

in systemic language change. It should be clear by now that such a

claim isstrikingly without merit and therefore untenable, especially in

light of the staggering datathat has been amassed by researchers to

prove otherwise.

While this study may have confined its focus to the impact factor of

mediatisation, the hope is that further researches in this burgeoning

new field will extend the conceptualisation of language-media

relations in sociolinguistics beyond the impact-related notions such

as ‘influence’ and ‘effect.’

We would do well to pay heed to the appeal of Mehdi Hasan who

writes: “…….it is time to stop conflating the actions of a tiny

minority of extremists with the entire Muslim community or the

whole religion of Islam. It is time for newspaper editors, reporters,

columnists and commentators to stop the negative stereotyping and

fear-mongering that reinforces the public perception of Muslims and

Islam as strange, foreign and threatening, and further alienates and

stigmatises an already vulnerable community of British citizens. As

Peter Oborne points out, "There is an urgent need for a change in our

public culture.”
20
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Abstract

Multimedia technology has changed the role of the audience, which

is no longer passively consuming what is produced by the

journalist, but has, in fact, an interactive role in contributing to

news making through emails, blogs, forums, comments, etc. The

different role of the audience, if marginal in conventional TV or

print news, has drastically changed news presentation and delivery

on the Internet. It would be interesting to know that Newspaper

readership has greatly been affected by today’s fast-paced life

leaves people little time to read newspapers, so news offered in a

condensed, synoptic format, through mobile devices or e-papers, is

often more appealing to a general audience than what traditional

papers provide. The paper presents an overview of the media

industry, discussing in particular the factors that frame the news,

such as newspaper ownership, roles and responsibilities of Journalists

in the newsroom, time deadlines, and space-on-the-page

constraints.

Keywords: Multimedia Technology, e-paper, Mobile Devices,

Newspapers, Information technology

News texts are written to disseminate information on new or current

events and are relayed to a mass audience by print or electronic

media. News texts are shaped by the objectives and policies of the

news agencies. A complex process such as organizational, economic

and socio-political factors are involved in producing the news and

disseminating the information to masses. The present paper attempts
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to explain what is involved in news creation, focusing in particular on

the factors that drive the news world and affect the process of news-

making and their transmission.

The paper presents an overview of the media industry, discussing a

particular factor that frame the news, such as newspaper ownership,

market pressure, journalists’ subdivision of roles and responsibilities

in the newsroom, time deadlines, and space-on-the-page constraints.

The last section of this paper discusses the impact of technology and

multimedia on news production.

A distinction is made between two categories of news stories: hard

news and soft news. Hard news includes stories concerning events

that have just happened or are about to happen. Though hard news

often deals with catastrophic or life-threatening events, such as

crimes, wars and disasters, such as:

 CAA protests live: Thousands take to streets in TN.

 Coronavirus live updates: Death toll crosses 2,000.

 Centre plans duty cuts to soften virus impact.

 How Indians will gain from UK's new visa system.

 Cracks in Maharashtra alliance government widen over Elgar

probe, NPR.

The above are the few examples of hard news that fills most of

newspapers’ front pages. Typically, a hard-news story provides an

account of the facts, as well as the reasons and implications for the

readership (who, what, why, when, where and how of an event). The

characteristic style of hard news is the ‘Inverted Pyramid’, where the

event outcome is told at the beginning of the story, while

background, detailed information about its circumstances is provided

in decreasing order of importance. A type of hard news is the so-

called breaking news, which refers to unexpected events – such as

plane crashes or major earthquakes developing or occurring shortly

before the publication deadline that reporters feel they need to cover
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as quickly as possible, interrupting scheduled programming and/or

current news to do so.

Soft news has a focus on ‘human interest’ and generally concerns

less immediate, life-changing events, such as art and entertainment,

sports, lifestyle and celebrities. It may originate simply from a

reporter’s curiosity about a topic: for example, an article about sports

or new gadgets in the market will come under the category of soft

news, such as:

 100m in 9.52 seconds, new Kambala star’s born.

 85-year-old grabs tour offer, loses Rs 9 crore.

 How to remove make-up without remover?

‘100m in 9.52 seconds, new Kambala star’s born’, which appeared

on 19
th

February 2020, in  The Times of India is unmistakably soft

news. Soft news that focuses on people or issues that affect readers’

lives is called ‘feature stories’. For example, an item about the

consequences of increasing air pollution levels could be considered a

feature story. It is no less important than hard news, but unlike hard

news, it has not happened overnight. Most feature stories arise from a

news event, but rather than providing just a factual account of the

event, they offer the opportunity for further investigations or
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opinions, often focusing on human reactions and presenting quotes

by the people.

People want hard news as to be informed about what is happening

around the world and in their community. But they also want soft

news to increase their general knowledge, and also to satisfy their

curiosity.

Who Controls the News?

An important factor affecting news and journalism is ownership. In

the past it was often seen that newspapers’ owners would use their

paper to convey their own views and interests. Today newspaper

owners’ interference in the editorial issues, in the form of direct

control of the choice and content of the paper, is not as frequent

though big owners like “The Times” group will still occasionally get

involved in the editorial content of their papers. Ownership is more

likely to have an indirect influence on the news output. For example,

owners can influence the editorial contents and agenda simply by

appointing the newspaper’s editor. This will give owners some

assurance that the editor will present news content that is in line with

their viewpoint.

Another factor that affects news-making is the owners’ financial

concern with short-term profits as opposed to medium-term

investments. Owners who are less concerned with immediate profit

can invest in the newspaper, and hire more journalists to devise new

layouts, find new stories or present new perspectives on common

stories. This will affect the quality of the paper and increase its

chances of appealing to wide audiences. On the other hand, owners

seeking short-term profits will cut their investments in journalism, for

example, by reducing the number of staff or saving on investigative

reporting, with an effect on the overall practices and quality of the

paper.

In recent decades large global media houses, and huge management

companies behind them, have taken over a number of newspapers,

dramatically reducing the number of independent news suppliers. For

example, in Britain, eight owners dominate the national press; twenty
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publishers own 85% of all the regional market and 96% of the total

weekly circulation. Most of the companies that own national

newspapers also have large holdings in other media enterprises, in

the United States, eight companies control the majority of the media;

in the world, six multinational companies effectively control the

leading media. The media giants are looking with particular interest

at the Asian market, where new media corporations are forming and

linking up with the big international players.

The consolidation of news organizations in the hands of large media

enterprises also affects online news. This is provided by a variety of

sources, the major one being publishers of print newspapers, who

maintain sites issuing news that is similar, in both presentation and

content, to that of their printed papers. In addition, a number of

mainstream media and internet-based organizations provide content

that may have either originated directly for the site or aggregated

from well-established news sources. These include large TV

networks, such as CNN (www.cnn.com), ABC (abc.go.com), BBC

(news.bbc.co.uk), and Microsoft-owned NBC (www.nbcnews.com),

that have been able to use their infrastructure and popularity to

transfer their dominance from the mainstream media to the internet

and create a strong online presence. Other internet corporations, such

as, Google (news.google.com), Yahoo! (news.yahoo.com), have

leveraged their popularity as search engines to expand into the world

of news providers.

With their ubiquitous online presence, they all can attract huge

international audiences and boost profits with advertising revenues.

One of the consequences of newspaper acquisitions by large

corporations is that news creation is only one of many fields in which

they operate, and these are companies whose main or only purpose is

to earn profit. The concentration of media ownership in the hands of

a few conglomerates also poses the risk of a lack of competition and

diversity between different suppliers. When only a few companies

represent the interests of minority elite controlling the public air

waves, there is a higher chance that main news sites might present

biased views on the events they report. On the other hand, the
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coexistence of different ownerships helps to ensure that a variety of

views and interests are represented in the press.

In addition to a press dominated by big organizations, all countries

have an ‘alternative’ press, owned by smaller organizations, which

often have strong political, religious, linguistic or ethnic affiliations.

This kind of press often presents a valid alternative to mainstream

local and national press, but its circulation tends to be limited and its

impact on the national debate only marginal. Similarly on the

internet, news is also available on websites maintained by small

organizations or individual ‘bloggers’ who comment on the news,

provide links, and occasionally even report stories. Blogging has in

fact an increasing influence on news reporting, and most online

papers have included a ‘Blogs’ section in their daily editions.

It is important to emphasize that, even if news was once in the

exclusive domain of professional journalists, it is being delivered by

a number of different actors, who may vary in competence and

professional background, but all contribute to the ongoing

transformation of the world of news. The proliferation of news

providers offers a variety of sources of information for consumers of

news, who can now decide to get both the mainstream and the

alternative perspectives and thus form their own opinions on the

reported event.

News as collective work

Many people collaborate in the process of news making such as

reporters, editors, and managers. Editors and reporters work in the

newsroom, the place where the news is created, while managers take

care of the financial and administrative matters of the newspaper, as

well as the workplace in general. Reporters are briefed and assigned a

story to cover by the news editor. They gather information, check it

for accuracy and write the original copy i.e. the article, (usually

according to the newspaper’s own house style.) Reporters are also

responsible for getting the best pictures to go with the story – they

may take the pictures themselves or ask photographers to take them.

After the reporter has written a story, this is sent to the news editor

for approval and then to the sub-editor for revision. Editors run the
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editorial activities in the newsroom; they make decisions regarding

the direction that the paper will take on any particular issue; have the

final say over editorial decisions like which stories will be given

relevance in the paper, and which picture and headline should

accompany the stories. They also review photographs, pictures,

headlines and page layouts. Every day, editors hold conferences to

delegate specific work to various supervisory editors (including the

news editor and the picture editor or specialized editors, political

editor, finance editor, sports editor, etc.)

News editors also organize daily news-gathering and writing

activities, assign stories, brief reporters and instruct them on the

approach to adopt, the length of the story and the deadline for its

completion; lastly, they check the reporter’s final copy before it is

passed to the sub-editor. Together with production editors, news

editors also decide which story should be assigned prominence in a

page and which should be relegated. Picture editors make final

decisions about the pictures to be used for the stories, and how these

pictures can be cropped based on their relevance for the story, their

position and their relation to the text, bearing in mind the desired effect

and the space available on the page.

Sub-editors work under a chief sub-editor and are responsible for

ensuring that the tone, style and layout of the final copy match the

publication’s house style and suit the target market. They check the

copy for accuracy after the news editor has seen it, and may ask the

reporter for changes. They correct possible spelling or grammatical

errors, and may rearrange the story to change its structure, reduce its

length, and make stylistic adjustments. Sub-editors are also

responsible for designing pages, laying out stories, adding headlines,

bylines and figure captions.

Economic factors

News agencies are very much like any other business: their aim is to

generate profit. While the revenue of a newspaper makes from the

customers’ payments at the news stand are relatively small, the key

factor in generating profit is sales and circulation; that is, the number

of papers in circulation on an average day, both through subscriptions
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and news stand sales. Sales and circulation are important because

they determine the paper’s appeal and service charge to advertisers,

who are the paper’s real source of profit.

Newspaper publishers are therefore, always striving to keep sales and

circulation high, so as to attract advertising. When sales and

circulation fail to meet advertisers’ requirements, papers may have to

change their market segment and modify their contents to

accommodate advertisers; in the worse scenario, they may have to

close down, or look for an alternative source of patronage.

However, newspaper readership and circulation is on the decline in

most countries of the world. This is due to the advent of the internet,

which offers many ways to get news from a variety of sources at no

cost to the user. Web or mobile-based platforms also help to make

news services ubiquitously and continuously accessible to readers

through portable devices such as cell phones, tablets and games

consoles. In fact, it is seen that the use of new technologies to access

news may be on the rise, teens and adults increasingly use portable

devices to go online, and this is likely to increase the importance of

digital platforms for reading news. Another reason for falling

newspaper readership is changing lifestyles- today’s fast-paced life

leaves people little time to read newspapers, so news offered in a

condensed, synoptic format, through mobile devices or free papers, is

often more appealing to a general audience than what traditional

papers provide.

On their part, advertisers now have a wider range of ways to place

their advertisements than before, and the internet offers the option of

targeting advertising at specific audiences and at lower cost than

using print. Because it is much cheaper, advertisers are spending

more on Internet advertising and lesser on print.

In response to current challenges and to boost sales and circulation,

newspapers may resort to promotional techniques, including price-

cutting and ‘giveaways’ (for example, coupons), special editions, or

lighter pages (the comic strip sections carried in most American

newspapers). To meet the readership’s expectations of both the form

and content of the paper’s output, newspapers may also focus more
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on entertainment and ‘soft’ (as opposed to ‘hard’) news: something

that is part of an overall tendency towards the ‘tabloidization’ of

news. Finally, decisions on content may also reflect pressure from

advertisers, who may want a say in the paper’s output in order to

guarantee a target for their ads.

Because advertising pays for most of a newspaper’s costs, the final

reader pays little or nothing for the newspaper. In recent years a

number of free publications have appeared and have enjoyed great

success, particularly among the young. Typically, such newspapers are

tabloid in format (i.e., smaller-sized papers) and provide readers with a

sort of news bulletin, that is, a condensed version of news on a vast

array of things: local, national and international events, lifestyle,

technology, media, sports, celebrities, movies and service (weather

forecasts, comics, horoscope, TV-guide, movie or theatre tips,

crosswords). Free newspapers have been introduced in almost every

European country and in several markets in the United States, Canada,

South America, Australia and Asia. While traditional news papers

continue losing their appeal, free news papers are doing very well,

especially amongst the young.

As for online news, advertising is the only source of revenues for most

providers. This is because the access to the majority of online news

websites is free, even though some newspapers have started charging

subscription fees. In fact, the newspaper business is betting heavily on

web advertising revenues to ensure its survival, as visitors to internet

news sites continue to grow and print circulation. With the internet

used as an effective tool to reach huge audiences internationally,

newspapers also see it as an opportunity to raise their international

profiles. This is particularly true for any online news publication that is

written in English, because it can be read by millions of people in

many countries of the world.

Multimedia Technology

With the advent of multimedia technology, the internet and the

newspapers’ presence on the web, the roles and skills required by the

staff employed in the newsroom have changed. Increasingly,

journalists are required to be able to multi-skill – to master skills in
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more than one of the various modes of journalism: print, audio,

television, or online. Multi-skilling has become important for

journalists, who may have to be prepared to take on the roles of

writers, sub-editors, photographers and editors. This has led many to

view multi-skilling as a threat to the profession of journalism, with

the fear that it may force journalists rephrase of their specializations,

and that pressure due to increased workloads may cause the overall

quality of journalistic practices to decline. However, multi-skilling

also gives journalists greater flexibility, a better understanding of the

various different production processes, and increased control over

their outputs. Moreover, by giving journalists the possibility of

establishing more direct contact with the readership through the use

of social media, it may also restore the trust of some readers in the

newspaper.

Time Deadlines and Space-on-the-Page Constraints

An important role in the final news output is played by constraints of

time and space. Of the two, time constraints are probably more

crucial. A journalist’s life is ruled by deadlines- for any event, all

effort shall go into vain if the story is not finished in time and cannot

make it into the paper. Time inevitably affects how much information

a journalist can gather for a story it may prevent the validation of

reports or the proper checking of facts and lead journalists to publish

or broadcast work that is not in a ‘perfect’ state. In online news,

stories can be updated several times during the day, and their later

versions may be more accurate than earlier ones.

Time constraints are exacerbated by staffing limitations and the

imposition of multi-skilling- both due to cost-cutting. The former

particularly challenges the journalist doing breaking news or

investigative work; the latter requires the completion of many time-

consuming technical steps. As a result, even journalists who want to

strive for quality in news reporting may end up producing news that

is superficial rather than comprehensive.

In print news, journalists are also affected by space-on-the-page

constraints. Because the space on the page is limited, a story is

competing for that space with other stories and also with advertising.
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This imposes limits on how much text journalists can write for a

given story and requires them to condense the story item into short

texts written in a concise and compact style common in news

reporting. Knowing that before it goes to the press a story may be

shortened, as a result of editorial decisions, journalist’s priority is that

the most important information be at the beginning of the story, lest

the ending get lost when the editor cuts the story. The tendency to

write stories with an eye to how they can be shortened, if needed, has

contributed to the development of the most frequently used style in

news reporting, the so-called ‘Inverted Pyramid’ style.

In online news, on the other hand, the space on the page is virtually

unlimited, and news topics and content need not be restricted by the

number or size of the pages. Having no limits of space on the page,

journalists can publish any news that fits there. Also, stories can be

linked to background or detailed information, and enhanced by

adding audio, pictures, videos, tables, which enable journalists to

provide a more comprehensive perspective of the reported event. By

creating multidimensional news, journalists can appeal to readers’

different senses, as well as involving the readers with different

degrees of interest in the news.

At the same time, news organizations use the unlimited space to

create online papers with a large number of sections and topics. This

makes the paper appealing to a wide range of readers and increases

its attractiveness for advertisers.

Effects of Information Technology

Beyond the constraints of time and space on the page, news

production is also influenced by the options afforded by the

technologies it exploits. Journalism has always been inextricably

linked to technology. The use of devices for gathering and

transmitting information (from printing devices, to telegraphs,

telephones, cameras, typewriters, etc.) has characterized journalistic

developments, and has impacted the emergence of journalistic

practices and values. For example, when photography was first

invented in the 1830s, it was used in journalism for its evidential

value and contributed to the development with a sense of accuracy,
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authoritativeness and objectivity of news reports. Today, too, the

continuing evolution in information and communication technology

is responsible for bringing major changes to the journalist’s

profession and to overall news production.

In the first place, technology is changing the way reporters work.

Modems and satellite phones allow multimedia material and page

layouts to be transmitted from very remote sites. Specialized

computer software and digital networks allow journalists to research

background information on the web, compare sources, collect data in

databases, analyze figures and public records with statistical

software, and use email to contact and interview people.

Consequently, computers are an essential tool for gathering and

processing information in every phase of the news story

development, giving rise to what is also known as ‘computer-assisted

reporting’ (CAR). As a result, more data are readily available for

journalists to conduct their investigations, and these can increasingly

be carried out from the journalist’s desk, rather than from the field.

Technology is also changing the way news is produced at an

operational level. In the traditional newsroom, journalists had fixed

roles in a linear news production process that started at the news desk

and ended in the print or broadcast room. In recent years text and

image processing technologies have made editing and composition

easier and faster. Newspaper pages can be laid out and rearranged

many times, and all the elements in the page can be repositioned or

resized at will. Collaborative software allows more people to work

simultaneously at news composition and editing from their on-site or

off-site desks, and web-based tools allow automatic updating of all

users’ changes. Pictures can be cropped, edited or manipulated at any

stage of the composition process. Changes to the final version can be

introduced until a few minutes before the news goes to the press, goes

online, or is broadcast. The use of technology has extended deadlines

for journalists, partly offsetting the pressure they are under. The fact

that a story can now be edited until the last few minutes before the

presses roll or it goes online allows journalists to work closer to

deadline, and in fact they ‘are increasingly expected to do so’

(Campbell, 2004). However, working close-to-deadline is a source of
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tension, and not the only one, for the journalist. The workload in the

newsroom has generally increased as newspapers have shown a

tendency to cover more events, expand their numbers of pages and

sections, and add more pictures, diagrams, plots, etc. Report updating

can take place several times during news composition and editing, and

broadcast and online journalists are required to produce several

bulletins a day or update the newspaper’s site continuously.

At the same time, multimedia technology is now accessible to non-

journalistic organizations and members of the general public. This,

by creating the conditions allowing anyone to produce news or

contribute to news circulation, puts an end to the role of the journalist

as the sole provider of news. It is not infrequent that descriptive

images of a major event come from private citizens who have taken

pictures of it with their smart phone.

Multimedia technology is also changing the role of the audience,

which no longer is passively consuming what is produced by the

journalist, but has, in fact, an interactive role in contributing to news

making and interpretation through emails, blogs, forums, comments

etc. The different roles of the audience, marginal in conventional

Television or print news, have dramatically changed news

presentation and delivery on the Internet.

The Impact of ‘Convergence’ on the World of News

In the recent past, the world of media communication has changed by

what is called ‘media convergence’ (or simply ‘convergence’).

Convergence is used to indicate the unification of all earlier media

forms (print, audio, video, animation, telephone) in a single medium

that can reach new and wide audiences. Convergence has

revolutionized the way news is conceived and provided. At the

organizational level, convergence is represented by the concentration

of media organizations in the hands of large global corporations. This

has the effect of bridging distinctions between types of news

productions that were once separate, for example, print, radio and

broadcast. News from the same source can now be provided to an

audience in any desired form (print, video, audio, text), on any device

(radio, Television, computer, portable phone, etc.) and at any time.
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The unification of different media formats is contributing to the

‘spectacularization’ or ‘tabloidization’ of news reporting, in which

sensationalism as determined by the amount of audio, video and

image material available to the journalist largely determines news

selection and presentation.

Convergence is also contributing to changing journalists’ methods

and practices and ultimately some basic aspects of the journalistic

profession. The ability to multi-skill and expertise in multimedia,

which make journalists capable of producing content that is suitable

to multiple formats, are highly valued in news organizations and have

become an integral part of the requirements of the modern journalist,

to the disadvantage of journalists with certain limitations.
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Abstract

Code-switching though is an integral part of bilingual communities,

is not conspicuously absent in monolingual communities. Through

a study of Jordanian Arabic-English bilingual data from a popular

TV show in Amman, Jordan, in this paper we make an attempt to

show the syntactic and sociolinguistic properties of code-switching

in an apparently monolingual Jordan. The code-switched data

encompasses both intra-sentential and inter-sentential fragments.

The intra-sentential fragments comprises of both single word as

well as multi-word switches. The patterning of these code-

switching provide counter evidence against the constraints posited

in literature. Given the importance of English in an era of

globalization, code-switching by the Jordanians are perceived as an

adoption of the new linguistic order world-wide.

Keywords: Code-Switching, Bilingual, Monolingual, Constraints,

Jordanian Arabic, English

Introduction

This paper discusses the pattern of Jordanian Arabic-English bilingual

switching in a very popular prime time talk show aired on Amman TV,
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a premier entertainment channel in Jordan. In this program, the host a,

women drives around the city of Amman, the capital of Jordan, with a

guest, who may be a celebrity or even a non-celebrity. In this show, the

host and her guests interact and discuss about various facets of life,

involving their personal and professional life as they drive around the

city. We had noticed that code-switching was very much part of the

linguistic repertoire of the interlocutors in the show, despite being from

monolingual Arabic speech community of Jordan. Code-switching is

generally a characteristic of bilingual speech communities. Inevitably,

the linguistic competence of the people of Jordan includes Modern

Standard Arabic (MSA) and other local Arabic vernaculars. English is

learned through formal education and is not commonly used among

themselves for in-group communication. Though switching between

the Standard Arabic and the local Arabic varieties are common among

the Jordanians, Jordanian Arabic-English bilingual repertoire is not a

typical feature of Jordanian Arabic speech communities. Thus in this

study we have undertaken a study of the code-switches that surfaces in

this TV show to discern the sociolinguistic and syntactic characteristics

of these bilingual switches. Through an analysis of the code-switches

that emerged in this talk show, we intend to understand the pattern of

interaction between two grammars. In addition, we evaluate these

code-switches vis a vis the linguistic constraints proposed in literature.

For this study we have gathered data from five episodes, comprising of

2.5 hours of speech from six speakers, including the host. The guests

included two women and three men. For ethical reasons, we have

abstained from disclosing the name and identity of the show and the

participants.

Literature on Code-Switching

Code-switching is one of the manifestations of language contact that

has received tremendous amount of attention in literature on

language contact. Poplack (1980: 581-582) defines code-switching as

the ‘alternation of the two languages within a single discourse,

sentence or constituent’. Various nomenclatures, such as, code-
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switching, code-mixing, insertion, alternation, congruent

lexicalization and transfers are used in literature to refer to this

bilingual repertoire (Auer, 1988; Muysken, 2000; Myers-Scotton

&Jake, 1995; Myers-Scotton, 2006;  Poplack, 1980). The focus of the

earliest literature on code-switching was on the sociolinguistic and

pragmatic functions of code-switching (Blom & Gumperz, 1972;

Gumperz, 1971a, b; Valdes-Fallis, 1976, 1978; Myers-Scotton,

1988). These studies viewed code-switching as a discourse strategy

and indexing different identities and social meaning. Bilingual

proficiency is no longer considered as a prerequisite for code-

switching as there were evidences of switching from both highly

skilled bilinguals as well non-proficient bilinguals (Poplack, 1980).

Since the 1970’s, the focus shifted to the syntactic properties of code-

switching as to where in a sentence the switches can happen (Appel

& Muysken 1987, Bhatia & Ritchie 1996; Gumperz & Hernandez-

Chavez, 1971; Muysken 2000; Poplack 1980). Poplack’s work is

credited as providing major impetus for systematic study of the

constraints on switching. Since then a number of studies have

emerged which proposes constraints on code-switching (Sankoff et

al. 1990; Meechan & Poplack 1995). Many studies have emerged on

constraints on code-switching from theoretical framework (Belazi et

al. 1994; Di Sciullo, Muysken & Singh, 1986; Joshi, 1985; Klavan,

1985; MacSwan, 1999; Santoorini & Mahootian 1995). There are

researches that have stressed on the structural asymmetry between

the two languages with regard to the content words and function

words (Joshi, 1985; Myers-Scotton & Jake, 1995; Myers-Scotton,

2006).These studies posit that the Matrix language provide the

grammatical frame, whereas the Embedded language supplies the

content words (See Myers-Scotton, 2006).Current researches on

bilingualism have pointed out that bilinguals keep their grammar

separate even in code-switching (Laskar 2012, Forthcoming; Torres

Cacoullos & Travis 2018).
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Data and Analysis

We had observed that 125 tokens of Jordanian Arabic-English code-

switched segments surfaced in our data comprising of 2.5 hours of

speech. The variety of Arabic, that is, Jordanian Arabic differs from

the Modern Standard Arabic in a number of ways.
1

In the ensuing

sections, we will discuss the grammatical categories of these code-

switched elements and their distribution. We will examine these

code-switches with respect to the constraints proposed in literature.

The code-switches comprised of both intra-sentential and inter-

sentential switches. The code-switches within the confines of a single

sentences or phrases are called intra-sentential code-switches,

whereas the switches between two clauses or sentences are referred

to as inter-sentential switches. The intra-sentential switches includes

single words as well as multi-word switches. Many researchers do

not consider the single word switches as instances of code-switching

as their status is controversial in the sense that these may be

established borrowings (See Myers-Scotton 2006: 254; Poplack

1980). Some studies posited that the single word switches can remain

as ‘bare forms’ and not receive inflection of matrix or host languages

(Hlavac 2003: 202; Myers-Scotton 2006). These switches follow the

word order of their host or matrix language and retain their original

phonology (Myers-Scotton 2006; Popkack 1980). In this study,

extreme care was taken to disambiguate the single word switches

from loans or borrowed words. The single words which retained their

original phonology were only considered as switches (See Laskar

2012).

1
Like other Arab countries, there is diglossic situation in Jordan. MSA is

the high language used in administration, education and in all other

formal domains. Jordanian Arabic is used for regular communication

amongst themselves.
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Intra-sentential switches:  Single words

Muysken (2000: 3) argues that the pattern of intra-sentential code-

switching differ from one another as several processes operate and

these may be categorized as:

i. Insertion of lexical items or constituents from one language

into a structure from the other language.

ii. Alternation between structures from languages

iii. Congruent lexicalizations of materials from different lexical

inventories into a shared grammatical structure.

(Muysken 2000:3)

In our study, we use the term code-switching to refer to all these

processes. There were about fifty-five instances of bare single word

switches in our data. These single words represented various

grammatical categories, such as, noun, adjective, verb and adverb.

The highest number of switches in this category were nouns as

shown in examples (1) - (4). Noun were of all types, common,

abstract and collective. Many studies have reported single nouns as

the most frequently switched category (See Myers-Scotton 2006:

254; Poplack 1980). The nouns were followed by adjectives as in (5)

- (7). There were only two instances of verbs in our data of single-

word switches. Two tokens of adverbs were present in our data as

demonstrated in (9). The switched elements are in bold.

I. Nouns

1.S1: [man]  akθiːr ħaːs ħaːli ʕatˤʃaːn  ma     balaːq-i   maʕa-k

[water]

[man]  very   feel  be-I   thirsty   NEG found    with-you

[water]

I am so thirsty man, do you have water?

2. S2: jaʕni ʕala  almaʁrib  bas    [snack]

means   on    evening    just  [snack]
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I eat only snack in the evening.

3. S3: halla   besˤiːr ʕanda-ha   [depression]

now     will      have-she   [depression]

Now she will have depression.

4. S4: faliðaːlik   arɟiʕ-at ʔilaː [roots] tabʕat-i

so            return-PST   to    [roots] my-I

So I retuned back to my roots.

II. Adjectives

5. S1: inti      [single]    willa   martabtˤah?

you     [single]     or       engage

Are you single or engaged?

6. S5: bitɟiːb-i      zaʕtar    [fresh]

bring-you  thyme    [fresh]

You bring fresh thyme.

7. S3: maʕ-na  aljuːm  sˤabijja meʃ [fake]  sˤabijja  haqiːqijj-ah

with-us  today   girl NEG [fake]  girl        real-she

The girl who is with us today is not fake, she is real.

III. Verb

8. S1: aʕmal-i   il-iː   [mention]

do-you    me [mention]

You mention about me.

IV. Adverb

9. S1: [seriously]   badda-k     taʕmal liː?

[seriously]    want-you   do

Seriously do you want?
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Single word switches: Inflected Nouns

In our data, we have substantial number of single word switches,

where the English nouns occur with Arabic function words and

inflectional affixes. There are twenty-five tokens of nouns which

occur with an Arabic determiner ‘al’ in the sense of English ‘the’ as

illustrated in (10) – (13). In these examples, the Arabic determiner

‘al’ precedes the English nouns. Both Arabic and English follow

same word order with respect to determiner and Noun (Det –N). A

few instances of English nouns affixed with Arabic plural markers

have emerged in our data as shown in (14) – (16). It is interesting to

note that the English word “like” which is now very much in use in

social media platforms is used with an Arabic plural marker “at” as

in (14). In example (17) – (18), we can see that the switched English

noun occurs with an Arabic pronominal ‘ak’ ‘you’. The examples

cited in (14) – (18) violates the free-morpheme constraint proposed in

literature (See Clyne 1987; Poplack 1980; Sankoff and Poplack,

1981).These examples in our data cited from Jordanian Arabic-

English provide counter examples against the free-morpheme

constraint proposed by Poplack which holds that:

‘Codes may be switched after any constituent in discourse provided

that constituent is not a bound morpheme.’

(Poplack 1980: 585-6).

In our data, the English nouns are inserted inside Jordanian Arabic

sentences or constituents and affixed with Arabic plural affixes and

pronominal affixes without integrating with the phonology of the

Jordanian Arabic.

[Arabic Det + English N]

10. S2:  [al-presentation]    mrattab

[the presentation]     good

The presentation was good.

11. S3: ʃuː    keːf     [al-diet]     maʕa-k
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what  how   [the-diet]   with-you

How is the diet with you?

12. S5: al-iχtilaːf         kan   bas ʕala   [al-posters]

the-difference  be    only   on     [the-posters]

The difference was on the posters.

13. S4: ʔana  momkin ʔakuːn ʕala  [al-list]   hai

I       possible    be         on     [the-list]  it

Is it possible to have me in the list?

English N + Arabic Plural]

14. S2: baʕdha   jammaʕ-at    [like-at] kθiːrah

then        collect-she   [like-PL]  more

So, she got many likes.

15.S3: fi       [offer-at] ħilwah

there [offer- PL] nice

There are nice offers.

16.S4: ʔana  batˤalet  aroːħ  [event-at]

I       stop        going [event- PL]

I have stopped attending events.

[English N + Arabic Pronominal affix]

17. S1: jaːhala      [style-ak] ħulu

welcome   [style-your]  nice

Welcome, your style is nice.

18. S2: fakkar-t    [account-ik]      [mit-hacker]

thought-I  [account-your]  [someone-hacker]

I thought someone hacked your account.

Multiword switches
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Along with single word switches, there were a few tokens of

multiword switches in our data.The multiword switches were mostly

phrases or constituents encompassing various grammatical

categories. In the example (19), the speaker who happens to be a

guest in the show inserts an English noun phrase ‘fresh mushroom’

inside a Jordanian Arabic sentence. In this particular sentence in (19),

two other single word switches (omelet, side) occur. In the switched

fragment ‘fresh mushroom’, the modifier adjective ‘fresh’ precedes the

noun ‘mushroom’ following the rules of English, where the modifier

precedes the head noun. Despite the fact that Arabic follows [N –

Modifier (Adj)] rules, the switched fragment follows the rule of the

embedded language. The rules of both the languages, matrix or host

and the embedded do not map into each other, yet switching takes

place and is acceptable to the speech community.

In the next example (20), the switched string ‘very kind’ is an

adjectival phrase. In this example the adjective ‘kind’ occurs with an

adverb ‘very’ that precedes it following the rules of English,

violating the rules of the Jordanian language. The instances of these

switches in our study provides counter evidence against Poplack’s

‘equivalence constraint’ which states that:

“Code-Switches will tend to occur at points in discourse where

juxtaposition of L1 and L2 elements does not violate a syntactic

rule of either language, i.e. at points around which the surface

structures of the two languages map onto each other.”

(Poplack 1980: 585)

These examples also does not adhere to the Matrix-Embedded

language framework where the grammar is dictated by the matrix

language. In addition, it is observed that in example (19), the speaker

uses the English switch ‘side’ and then again reiterates in Arabic

‘ʕala ɟanb’ ‘on side’. This is done perhaps as an accommodation

strategy as it is a TV show that has large audience across Jordan.

There are a few instances of English prepositional phrases and

adverbial phrases which were inserted in Jordanian Arabic sentences.
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In these examples also the rules of the embedded language is

followed as in (22) – (23).

19. S4: fatˤuːr-i   [omelet]  beːdˤ  wa   zubdah  maʕ [fresh

mushroom]

breakfast-my [omelet] egg  and  butter  with  [fresh

mushroom]

baʕden biɟi  maʕha   [side] ʕala ɟanb  salatˤah  muluːχjjia

after   came with it   [side]  on side the royalty salat

My breakfast is omelet, egg and butter mixed with fresh

mushroom, with it royal salad as side dish.

20. S3: ʔana  [very kind]  maʕ al-atˤfaːl

I       [very kind]  with  the-children

I am very kind with the children.

21. S2: [so  savage]    la      tiħki     heːk

[so savage]     NEG talk like this

So savage! Don’t say like this.

22. S5: bi-tiððakkar-u [al-application]al-ħak-eːt ʔilkum ʕannuh btiqdar-

u

do-remember-you [the-application] the-talk-ed  you about-it can-

you

tiʃħanu  [mobile-kum] [on the spot] bas bi-tħutˤtˤ-u raqam [al-

mobile]

charge  [phone-your]   [on the spot] just  be-put-you number [the-

mobile]

Do you remember the application which I talked about? You

can charge your phone on the spot just by using your mobile

number.

23. S1: bi-sˤalħ-uːh [within an hour]

they-fix-it    [within an hour]

They fix it within an hour.
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We have seen in literature that code-switching may be done as a

discourse strategy to attain ‘interactional effects at specific points

during a conversation’ (Poplack, 1980: 616, 1981; Gumperz, 1971a).

Such switches are called ‘emblematic’ switches and may include

idiomatic expressions, interjections, tags etc. Use of such emblematic

switches are noticed in our study as well as shown in (24) – (25). The

phrase ‘big deal’ in (24) is a commonplace phrase often utilized by

speakers in negative sentences to refer to some non-significant

things. In (25), we find the speaker introduces the switch ‘in case’ in

the beginning of the sentence in Jordanian Arabic as an unmarked

choice.
2

The salience of these words ‘in case’, ‘in general’ make

these more likely to be used in discourses.

24. S2: miʃ [big deal]

NEG  [big deal]

It is not a big deal.

25: S3: [in case] ħass-iːn ʔinniː χafiːfat  dam

[in case]  feel-you  I-be    light     blood

In case, you are feeling that I’m funny

26. S4: ʔanta   bi-ʃakl ʕaːm     [in general]   aːh     naːsˤiħ

you    in-form   general [in general]   yes     fat

Your look generally .., in general you are fat.

In addition, to intra-sentential code-switches a few tokens of inter-

sentential switches arose in the data. The intra-sentential switches

were sentences or clauses as shown in (27) – (29).

27. S2: [you are beautiful inside out]   liðaːlik ʔana  muʕɟab fiːk

[you are beautiful inside out]    so             I      like      you

You are beautiful inside out, so I like you.

28. S5: qula-t    raːs     mala-k          [message]   Dia: [you are so

cute]

2
The term ‘unmarked choice’ is taken from Myers-Scotton (1988).
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said-she  can    control-you  [message]   Dia: [ you are so

cute]

She said just by sending you a message that Dia you are

so cute.

29. S3: naʕm [I’m a teacher, drama teacher]

yes [I’m a teacher,  drama teacher]

Yes I’m a teacher, drama teacher.

ʔana [very kind] maʕ al-atˤfaːl

I     [very kind] with  the-children

I am very kind with the children.

Discussion

Code-switching is considered as hallmark of bilingual communities

and it has drawn the interests of Sociolinguists, Psycholinguists and

even theoretical linguists. However, these linguistic phenomenon is

also frequent in discourses in monolingual communities as is evident

in the present study. In Jordan, basically local varieties of Arabic are

spoken. In line with other Arab nations, Modern Standard Arabic

occupies a specific space in their linguistic repertoire. There is no

overlapping between the two.

Our study though drawn from a small set of data provides fresh

insights in our understanding of the complex phenomenon of

bilingual linguistic repertoires. In our data, the highest instances of

tokens were bare nouns. Many studies have shown that nouns have

more proclivity to be switched. The instances of switched nouns refer

to humans, objects, things and ideas taken from commonplace that

have parallel lexical items in Jordanian Arabic. The switched English

nouns are affixed with Arabic determiner, plural marker and

pronominal affix. This results counters the “free-morpheme

constraint” proposed in Poplack (1980). In Arabic, modifiers follow

the nouns in noun phrases, whereas in English, modifier precedes

nouns. English phrases, such as noun phrases, adjectival phrases,
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prepositional phrases and adverbial phrases are frequently inserted

inside the Jordanian clauses and sentences, following the rules of

English. These code-switches brings into question the universality of

the “equivalence constraint” and Matrix –Embedded language

framework model posited in literature to account for code-switching

phenomena.

English, which is globally an important language is held in high

esteem and there is a great demand for English education among the

Jordanians. With digital revolution, the importance of English as a

global language has assumed much more significance. Like other

Asian countries, the clamour for English is felt in Jordan as well. The

nature of codes-switching in this study shows though Jordan is a not

bilingual in true sense, yet Jordanian Arabic-English code-switches

characterize the speech of the host and the guests in this popular TV

show. These code-switches are unmarked switches that encodes the

positive values attached to English in Amman, where the show is

based. The bilingual codes are indexical of their identities, one their

own Jordanian and other being part of an educated, elite. The code-

switches reflect their adoption of the new linguistic order.

Abbreviations

I - First Person

Adj - Adjective

Det - Determiner

N - Noun

NEG - Negation

PL - Plural

PST - Past tense

S - Speaker
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Abstract

Social media is said to be a channel creator, relationship developer,

business developer, easiness in living a life and also enjoying with

a click of remote. But in actuality it is very harmful for all of us as

it generates a lot of heath hazards which destroys the human body

completely.

Present study focuses on the premise to save our lives from

destruction and develop a disease-free, healthy and prosperous life.

Keywords: Definition of Social Media, Community Developer, Channel

Creator, Health Hazards Creator.

Relevance of Social Media

"Social media" is a way for people to communicate and interact

online. While it has been around since the dawn of the World Wide

Web, in the last 10 years or so we've seen a surge in both the number

and popularity of social media sites. It's called social media because

users engage with (and around) it in a social context, which can

include conversations, commentary, and other user-generated

annotations and engagement interactions.

Publishing content has become exponentially simpler over the last

several years, which has helped skyrocket the use of social media.
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Non-technical web users are now able to easily create content on a

rapidly growing number of platforms, including those that are owned

(hosted communities, blogs, etc.), rented (social networks or third-

party communities), and occupied (commenting, contributing, etc.).

Today's web has shifted from a "one-to-many" to a "many-to-many"

method of engagement, and we're loving it.

For businesses, the shift in web consumerism and accompanying rise

in social media brings both opportunity and responsibility. The sheer

amount of data that customers make available through social media

alone has web marketers jumping with joy. The real magic, however,

lies in the opportunity to grow lasting and scalable relationships with

your organization's customer base through social media. This is also

where your online responsibility to your customers begins to take

shape. Just as your customers' behaviour has shifted, so have their

expectations. Even if your business is listening and engaging,

customers are having conversations relevant to your method of

operations.

Is social media just a fad?

Over the last several years, there has been an explosion of growth in

popular social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter, Google,

LinkedIn, YouTube, Pinterest, and many others. It's safe to say that

the era of social media is just getting started, and the need for social

media in business will only become stronger over the passing of time.

The whole world has seen the impact of the expansion and adoption

of social media tactics, and the rising statistics speak for themselves.

Advocacy through Social Media

Identifying potential advocates is a good first step. You can use

social tools (many of which are outlined in the rest of this article),

site data, customer data, and even your own observations to help you

pick out which customers are likely to go to bat for your brand.

You'll want to figure out what is most important to those potential

advocates. What are they looking for? Are they asking for
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recognition? Are they excited by exclusive access to news and/or

content? Figure out what type of advocates your brand attracts and

find ways to recognize them for their advocacy. It is important to

note, though, that most of your greatest community relationships will

be built organically. While your research and brand knowledge

encourages people and helps you put the right foot forward,

relationships take time.

The transition from a passive web to an interactive web has brought

with it many changes affecting how individuals connect with one

another and also how businesses operate. At this stage of  the game,

it would be fair to say that a web presence is critical to the success of

a business. You can't get ahead if you're ignoring your customer's

online conversations or opting to look the other way. Use this

opportunity to get closer to your audience than ever before—reach

more people in a genuine and authentic manner, drive more qualified

site traffic, increase the authority of your brand, engage the people

who influence your customers' behaviour, and gain the data

necessary for insights-based business decisions.

Feedback

Information can be shared through social media at an amazingly fast

pace, and users are increasingly turning to social channels to share

information in real-time. This information often takes the form of

opinions, so if you're listening for the right cues from your audience,

social media can become an invaluable source of insights and

feedback. Incorporating social listening into product development

work can act as an early warning system, save on customer service

costs, provide valuable development feedback, and even help identify

ideal beta testers without much expense.

Integration

Social media is not something you can simply "tack on" to the rest of

your marketing, branding, PR, and advertising efforts; it needs to be a

fully integrated part of the mix. In doing so, you can create a
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cohesive and scalable experience for your customers. Think of it as a

means to an end, and not an end in itself. Also, it's not as hard as it

sounds.

Be sure to integrate social media into your marketing efforts as early

as possible to help amplify and solidify your work rather than waiting

until the end of a planning cycle to explore social options. If a social

presence is clear from the start, your branding will benefit from

additional customer touchpoints, PR will see a lift in impressions and

reach, and customer service can proactively listen and activate where

necessary.

As one can see, a social presence can have far-reaching impact for

your organization when it is executed in an authentic and thoughtful

manner. By making social engagement a core part of your operations

rather than an afterthought, you have a better shot at fully leveraging

its power.

Building and engaging a community

Perhaps the greatest value of social media marketing is the ability to

foster and engage with a community. That engagement is at the heart

of social media, and without it, you're left with a megaphone and no

one to hear you. You have the opportunity to interact with customers

from all over the world—including those who are right down the

street—on a huge scale. If a current or prospective customer has

something to say to you or about you, you now have the access to

respond immediately.

The feelings of any community member toward your brand can range

from resentment to adoration and even beyond. We'll address the

negative feelings later on; the people we want to concentrate on now

are those we hope to move along a spectrum from simply "liking"

you all the way to being willing to defend you and your brand.

The first step is getting people to simply like you, whether on

Facebook, by word of mouth, or any other means. The people who

like you are consistently having their expectations met. This typically
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feels transactional with a low level of engagement, though there's

certainly nothing wrong in that.

Like any relationship, forming bonds that take you to the next level

greatly depends on the needs of both your brand and the individuals

with whom you're interacting. You want to form these bonds through

positive experiences that benefit both of you. (This is not to say that

bonds can't be formed through adversity, but a positive Twitter

exchange around helping someone is better than one around how

your product is being used)It would be even better if these

experiences bring delight and build your unique brand voice. For

example, when Kotex started their Pinterest account, they selected 50

female users and sent them unique packages based on their Pinterest

boards. Not only were these women surprised and happy, but all

shared about what Kotex did on their social networks, creating a

cascade of warm feelings.

Social Sentiment is the tie-in that applies to all facets of your Social

Analytics. Without it, you don’t have any way of gauging why

you’ve suddenly got 500K more “likes” or shares than usual. What if

an uptick in activity isn’t a good thing? The only way to know is

through Sentiment Analysis.

This layer of Social Analytics uses Natural Language Processing

(NLP) to understand whether social conversations are positive or

negative, and to measure the strength of those emotions. This helps

you triage responses so you don’t waste energy on posts that don’t

matter, while ignoring posts that do.

Social Competitive Analysis is the process of investigating

competitors of your brand and their audience. Because social media

is such a transparent medium, Social Analytics Tools can be applied

to brands beyond your own.

This gives you the advantage of seeing how they serve their

customers, what consumers love or hate about them, and what new

products or services they’re offering.
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This information allows you to save the day when things go wrong, or

save your own budget by learning from competitors’ mistakes. You’ll

also see what your shared audience gets excited about, so you can

capitalize on fresh ideas you might never have had yourself.

Image Analytics is a new feature made possible by the evolution of

Social Analytics technology. Image Analytics levels up text analysis

by identifying scenes, facial expressions, geographical locations,

brand logos and more in social images. This is especially useful when

a brand is pictured, but not called out in social text.

As social users become increasingly visual, the ability to perform

Image Analytics becomes more of a deal-breaker while researching

Social Analytics Tools.

Social Media Monitoring is the term most often confused with

Social Media Analytics. It’s also thought to be synonymous with

Social Listening, but the two are very different.

Social Monitoring focuses on following social audiences to be alerted

to spikes in activity that present either an opportunity you wouldn’t

want to miss, or a potential disaster you would want to avoid.

Social Media Intelligence is the closest term related / linked to

Social Media Analytics. Social Intelligence represents the stack of

technology solutions and methods used to monitor social media,

including social conversations and emerging trends. This intelligence

is then analysed and used to create meaningful content and make

business decisions across many disciplines.

Social Media Listening is one of the terms most often confused with

Social Media Analytics. But Social Listening applies to one specific

aspect of Social Analytics: Learning about your audience.

The goal here is to uncover what they love, hate, and love to hate – as

opposed to any assumptions you may have. It’s about getting to know

them as people, not just prospects.
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For instance, if you want to know what people in Boston have to say

about pizza, you can find out using a tool like Net Base Pro. From

there, you can look for additional common ground to create audience

segments to make your interactions more personal.

“Social Media Analytics (SMA) refers to the approach of

collecting data from social media sites and blogs and evaluating that

data to make business decisions. This process goes beyond the usual

monitoring or a basic analysis of retweets or ‘likes’ to develop an in-

depth idea of the social consumer.”

This is a pretty apt description, though we’d like to clarify that “social

media sites” encompasses not just Facebook, Twitter, and the like, but

forums and review sites as well as blogs and news outlets.

Just as buzzwords lose meaning over time, many brands lose sight of

the value of Social Analytics because at first glance social data

comes with a lot of noise. Nobody has time to sort through results

that include spam, bots, and trolls to get to the good stuff.

When you have state of the art tools, however, Social Analytics

becomes a treasure trove of consumer insights you can’t find

anywhere else. Building on that, we’d extend the definition above to

say Social Analytics is a collection of data unearthed via multiple

techniques from multiple sources versus a single tool in and of itself.

Social Media Analytics is a term often heard – and often

misunderstood. Let’s break down just what this crucial business tool

is, and why you need to use it.

It should, perhaps, seem obvious. Social media offers a huge pool of

consumers ripe for brand communication. But that attitude is

dangerous in its brand-centric focus.

Social media isn’t about brands. It’s about people sharing their lives

with others they know – or get to know – based on common interests.
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Still, social is a wonderful place for consumers and brands to connect,

as long as they remember one thing: Social media may provide your

brand’s first and last impression, so both need to be good ones.

Negative Impact of Social Media

1. Depression and Anxiety

Do you spend several hours per day browsing through social media?

Spending too long on social networking sites could be adversely

affecting your mood. In fact, chronic users are more likely to report

poor mental health, including symptoms of anxiety and depression.

It doesn’t take much thinking to figure out why. Social media lets

you see the carefully selected best parts of everyone else’s lives,

which you compare to the negatives in your own life. Comparing

yourself to other people is a sure path to anxiety, and social media

has only made this easier to do.

2. Cyberbullying

Before social media, bullying was something that was only possible

to do face-to-face. However, now people can bully others online that

too anonymously. Today everyone knows what cyberbullying is, and

most of us have seen what it can do to a person.

While social media makes it easier to meet new people and make

friends, it also enables cruel people to tear into others with little

effort. Perpetrators of bullying can use the anonymity that social

networks provide to gain people’s trust and then terrorize them in

front of their peers. For instance, they might create a fake profile and

act friendly to a classmate, then later betray and embarrass them

online.

These online attacks often leave deep mental scars and even drive

people to suicide in some cases. And as it turns out, cyberbullying

doesn’t just affect kids. Adults can become victims of online abuse,
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too. Since screens hide our faces, you can end up being a jerk on

social media and other websites without even realizing it.

3. FOMO (Fear of Missing Out)

Fear of Missing Out (FOMO) is a phenomenon that was born around

the same time as the rise of social media. Unsurprisingly, it’s one of

the most widespread negative effects of social media on society.

FOMO is just what it sounds like: a form of anxiety that you get

when you’re scared of missing out on a positive experience that

someone else is having. For example, you might constantly check

your messages to see if anyone has invited you out, or focus on your

Instagram feed all day to make sure that nobody is doing something

cool without you.

This fear receives constant fuel from what you see on social media.

With increased social network use, there’s a better chance for you to

see that someone is having more fun that you are right now. And

that’s exactly what causes FOMO.

4. Unrealistic Expectations

As most people probably know by now, social media forms

unrealistic expectations of life and friendships in our minds.

Most social media sites have a severe lack of online authenticity.

People use Snapchat to share their exciting adventures, post about

how much they love their significant other on Facebook, and load up

their Instagram page with heavily staged photos.

But in reality, you have no way of knowing whether this is all a farce.

While it looks great on the surface, that person could be in massive

debt, on bad terms with their significant other, and just desperate for

Instagram likes as a form of validation.

One simple way out of this mess is for everyone to quit lying on

social media. But in the era of Instagram influencers and YouTubers
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who earn millions from being inauthentic, that isn’t going to happen

anytime soon.

5. Negative Body Image

Talking about Instagram celebrities, if you look at popular Instagram

accounts, you’ll find unbelievably beautiful people wearing

expensive clothes on their perfectly shaped bodies.

Today, body image is an issue for everyone. Of course, seeing so

many people who are supposedly perfect (according to society’s

standards) on a daily basis makes you conscious about how different

you look from those pictures. And not everyone comes to healthy

conclusions in this situation.

It’s really important to remember that everybody is human. No one

wakes up every day looking like a supermodel, and while many

people have gone to great lengths to train their bodies, that’s not the

case for everyone who looks fit. Many people, in search of social

media fame, have definitely taken unhealthy routes to appear more

attractive.

Surround yourself with people who love you for who you are, and

you won’t have to stress about Instagram beauty.

6. Unhealthy sleep patterns

On top of increasing the incidents of anxiety and depression,

spending too much time on social media can lead to poor sleep.

Numerous studies have shown that increased use of social media has

a negative effect on your sleep quality.

If you feel like your sleep patterns have become irregular and have

led to a drop in productivity, try to cut down on the amount of time

you browse social media.

This is especially the case when using your phone in bed at night. It’s

all too easy to tell yourself that you’ll spend five minutes checking

your Facebook notifications, only to realize an hour later that you’ve
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been mindlessly scrolling through Twitter content you don’t even

care about. Don’t let social media algorithms steal your valuable

sleep.

7. General Addiction

Social media can be more addictive than cigarettes and alcohol. It has

a powerful draw for many people that leads to them checking it all

the time without even thinking about it.

If you’re not sure whether you’re addicted to social networks, try to

remember the last time you went a full day without checking any

social media accounts. Do you feel rejected if someone unfollows you?

And if your favourite social networks completely disappeared

tomorrow, would it make you feel empty and depressed?

At the end of the day, social media sites want to keep you scrolling

for as long as possible so they can show you lots of ads and make

more money. Because of the attention economy, these sites need your

eyes on them for as long as possible.
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Introduction

On August 27, 1792, the Times of London published an

advertisement seeking a foreign correspondent to report on the

French Revolution. The events in France had captured the public

imagination at home and beyond, and there was demand for news and

information from the country. The newspapers were just beginning to

be recognized as purveyors of information and news, and were

naturally anxious to capture the tumultuous events in France. The

Times’ attempt is one of the first recorded for a newspaper to seek a

correspondent to report on foreign events (Hohenberg, 1964).  In

doing so, the Times laid the foundation of war correspondence and
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“trading upon the public’s desire for ‘the latest intelligence’, they

created a system of foreign news-gathering that often beat official

sources; the resulting reports, enlarged by sometimes perceptive

editorial comments”, this, established the reputation of the newspaper

as the authoritative voice on foreign affairs. (Hammond, 1973, p. 33).

By the end of the 18
th

century, the press in Europe and to some extent

in America were beginning to recognize the importance of sending

reporters to cover foreign events, especially wars. The news value of

violent conflicts has never been disputed; the stories of bravery and

sacrifice not only made good copy but boosted the circulation as

well.  Moreover, governments in an increasingly globalized world

always had some stake in foreign wars and were eager to send their

countrymen as reporters.

One name that stands among the early war correspondents is that of

William Howard Russell.  Often referred to as the first war

correspondent, Russell began his career by reporting the Crimean

War (1853-1856) for the Times. His dispatches from Crimea left a

lasting legacy on the craft of war reporting. In his long career,

Russell reported many conflicts; including the Indian mutiny of 1857,

the American Civil War (1861-1865), the Austro Prussian war (1866)

and the Franco-Prussian War of 1870. (Knightley, 2004; Moorcraft &

Taylor, 2008). His influence can be gauged by the fact that Otto Van

Bismarck, the Chancellor of the German Empire, once complained to

his newspaper about the veracity of a news report. (Hankinson,

1983).

This paper will attempt to chart the role of William Howard Russell

as a war correspondent in two conflicts; the Crimean War (1853-

1856) and the Indian Mutiny of 1857. While the Crimean war made

Russell’s name recognizable among news reporters, by 1857 his

popularity among newspapermen and politicians had soared to great

heights. Most Importantly, the Indian mutiny was one of wars where

the two warring sides were not European.
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Crimean War

Fought between 1853 to 1886, the war in Crimea was a multinational

conflict that involved Russia against a coalition of United Kingdom,

the Ottoman Empire, France and Sardinia.  The conflict is also

responsible for the rise of the war correspondent as a specialized

form of news reporter. William Howard Russell spent 22 months in

Crimea between 1854 to 1856, while being accredited to the Times.

Despite facing adversity and hostility from army officers, Russell

managed to cover important events during the war and wrote with

flair, establishing conventions for future war reporters.

The news reports from Crimea were lengthy and dense with details,

while the language may seem ornamental and superfluous to today’s

reader, Russell’s style was symptomatic of his times. Contemporary

journalism puts premium on economy of expression and clarity; but

these conventions were established over a period of time, and early

19
th

century English journalism did not shy away from verbosity.

Most importantly, journalism teaches objectivity– (a dispassionate

distance from the object of your reporting) –this concept was alien to

early newspapers and journalists. Russell’s dispatches are no

exception, and one can trace a constant readiness to identify with his

country and people. Nonetheless, his writings were a stark departure

from his predecessors as well as contemporary scribes. MacKenzie

(1992), explains, Russell, “established the concept and credibility of

the war correspondent and strong public support for them. He set the

pattern for British war correspondents” (p.140).

Before the advent of William Howard Russell and the establishment

of the craft of war reporting, the news reports of battles were written

in a prosaic manner. The emphasis was on the placement of units,

weapons, and description of strategies and manoeuvres. The hero of

the battle was not the ordinary soldier but a swashbuckling general.

Notably absent in the dispatches were the miseries and hardships that

a war bequeaths. Criticism of the military and the government was

seen as treacherous. Russell changes this with his regular news

reports describing the horrendous conditions in Crimea.  More British
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soldiers died in Crimea due to illness and disease than actual combat

(Hudson & Stainer, 1998); the observation was not lost on Russell,

and he made sure that the public knew about the inept handling of

logistics and absence of medical facilities dogging the common

British soldier. Exhorting his government for better medical facilities

and attacking the antiquated customs in the British Army, he wrote,

Let us have an overwhelming army of medical men to combat

disease . . . .Do not let our soldiers be killed by antiquated

imbecility. Do not hand them over to the mercies of ignorant

etiquette and effete seniority, but give the sick every chance which

skill, energy, and abundance of the best specifics can afford

(Hammond, 1973, p.43)

When confronted with examples of British military’s less that

satisfactory handling of the affairs, Russell faced a dilemma that has

plagued war reporters ever since.  Should the reporter write about

inadequacies of ‘his’ side, or should he report truthfully everything

that he witnesses.  As Hammond (1973) explains, “if it was dangerous

to communicate facts which might be of service to the enemy, it was

just as dangerous to keep the truth from the people who were paying

for the war and whose pressure might remedy the problem”. Russell’s

incessant reporting of British shortcomings caused a stir in Victorian

England and there were demands to improve sanitary conditions and

military facilities. The public was aghast at the conditions described

by Russell and the government came under heavy criticism. This was

the first time that a British military expedition came under scrutiny

from a newspaper. The high point of Russell’s career in Crimea came

after he reported the famous “Charge of the Light Brigade”. The

charge was a military disaster and ultimately inspired Lord Tennyson

to write the eponymous poem that later became a staple of English

school books across the world.  The reader was moved with the

incisive words of Russell; describing the charge he wrote,

With diminished ranks, thinned by those thirty guns, which the

Russians had laid with the most deadly accuracy, with a halo of

flashing steel above their heads, and with a cheer which was many
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a noble fellow's death cry, they flew into the smoke of the batteries;

but ere they were lost from view, the plain was strewn with their

bodies and with the carcasses of horses (Russell, 1856/1966,

p.127).

The ability to describe the confusion and the proverbial ‘fog of war’

was the not the only quality of Russell’s writing, in his long

dispatches, he vividly described the people, their culture, habits and

sartorial styles. He went to great lengths to paint a picture of the

settings of the battlefield and the landscapes:

The lofty abrupt peaks and sharp ridges of the mountains which

closed up the valley of Balaklava were covered with snow, giving

them an appearance of great height and ruggedness; and the valley

and plateau were of a blanched white, seamed and marked by lines

of men and horses carrying up provisions (Russell, 1856/1966,

p.158).

Such life-like descriptions endeared him to the reader, and in an age

where pictures only meant illustrations by artists, his rich descriptions

were the closest the reader could get to the battlefield and alien lands.

The Victorian-era war correspondent was largely an accessory to the

empire; a tool to create and sustain myths that animated the British

public. Authors, poets and news reporters constantly created reading

material that furthered the imperialistic narrative. As Griffiths (2015)

writes, “the reading public engaged with British imperialism through

accessible, thrilling narratives” (p.1), more often these narratives were

provided by correspondents who accompanied the British army

expeditions. The Boer Wars (1880-1801, 1899-1902), the Sudan

campaign (1881-1899) and Indian rebellion of 1857 are examples

where the correspondents created justifications for costly military

expeditions and justified British actions in far-flung lands. Winston

Churchill, an officer in the British Army also acted as a reporter and

regularly wrote about military campaigns. While covering the tribal

rebellion in North West Frontier in 1897, he wrote in a dispatch for

the Telegraph; this “powerful tribe deliberately made an unprovoked

attack on a British post and, without cause or warning, committed a
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violation of the Imperial territory” this required “a policy agreeable to

expert opinion and suited to the dignity of the Empire”(Read, 2015,

p.63). Such sentiments were not uncommon and were positively

accepted in Britain. A strong exception to such sentiments was

William Howard Russell.

Indian Mutiny of 1857

Beginning in the garrison town of Meerut, the Indian mutiny of 1857

shook the British empire and resulted in far-reaching consequences

for British rule in India. Aimed primarily at overthrowing British rule

in India, the civilians too became a target for the rebels. After reports

of atrocities–real and imagined–committed by Indian rebels reached

the British public, the press started to clamour for revenge. The

‘docile’ Indian had revolted and this enraged the British public and

the press.  A typical article that appeared in the Times declared that

“every tree and gable-end in the place should have its burden in the

shape of a mutineer’s carcass” (The Times, 1939, p. 246).  Russell

strongly argued for moderation in British actions and went as far as to

provide reasons for the mutiny. For him the British rule in India with

all its hubris and high-handedness was primarily responsible for

creating conditions for the rebellion. The mutiny according to him

“was either a purely military rebellion on the part of native troops or

one favoured by the populace. If it was military, the country people

had not been implicated and could not, with justice, suffer

punishment” (Hammond, 1973, p. 61). For Russell the British in India

were,

haughty, imperious, and sometimes insolent and offensive, his

authority is only endured till the moment has arrived to destroy it

or atleast to rise in rebellion, hopeless or successful, against a

government which has violated all the conditions of possibility

(Russell, 1860, p. 53).

The Times recorded in its history that Russell’s dispatches from India

resulted in changes in traditional journalistic practises. In the earlier

days, the stories by foreign correspondents were primarily used as an
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optional material by the editor; Russell established himself as the

leading opinion maker at the newspaper. Since he was an eye witness,

his words carried more weight than other journalists writing from the

comforts of their home. His correspondence from India toned down

the vituperative British press to some extent and helped in bringing

the British public to sanity (The Times, 1939).

Conclusion

Beginning in Crimea William Howard Russell established new norms

and practises for journalists reporting from war zones. Since by nature

war is a dramatic even the early reporters wrote about battles and

conflicts in ornamental language. As Moorcraft and Taylor (2008,

p.6) assert that at the beginning of the 19
th

century, “war reporting

consisted of official dispatches, travellers’ tales, diplomatic gossip”

and letters from diplomats and officials. Russell’s detailed reporting

of surroundings, events and people set new standards for future

reporters.  It was his dispatches from Crimea that established the

concept of ‘reporter as eye-witness’; he disregarded the traditional

tools of journalistic news gathering from war zones, such as heresy

and opinions from top military officials. While a certain trace of

bombast and verbosity can be traced in his writings from Crimea, it

was because English journalism during his times demanded a certain

degree of loquaciousness. At a time when newspaper men were often

seen as purveyors of gossip; Russell’s news reports from Crimea

convinced the public about British inadequacies and resulted in

reforms in the medical corps. During the 1857 revolt in India, his was

one of the voices that argued for moderation in British actions. He

dared to question the British rule in India, and in detailed letters to his

editor made pertinent observations about British policy. His obituary

published in the Times regarded his reporting from India as his finest

work. (Hankinson, 1983).

William Howard Russell had a simple dictum for war correspondents,

“all that a newspaper correspondent wants, is to see what is done, and

to describe it to the best of hisability” (Hankinson, 1983). A simple

rule; but one that is most challenging for journalists to follow.
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Abstract

The paper presents a quantitative study of the Urdu-Hindi
electronic media that is changing gradually due to the influence of
increasing usage of English words and phrases. In general Urdu
and Hindi tend to have different literary styles but when it comes to
spontaneous communications in mass media (as against the well
thought out written news reports) a colloquial style is preferred
which is close to Mahatma Gandhi’s concept of Hindustani. The
paper concentrates on this point and presents statistical/quantitative
study of reports broadcasted on Urdu-Hindi television channels.
This paper attempts to describe that the colloquial style of Urdu-
Hindi depends not only on the common words of everyday use in
Urdu-Hindi but also on heavy borrowings from English which have
got assimilated in the speech of elite class Urdu-Hindi speakers.
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Introduction

Language by nature is dynamic. It evolves and adapts according to the
need of its user. Advancement in Technology and globalization has
immensely influenced the language use. Imparting knowledge and
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ideas with others has become very easy. Modern technology has given
rise to media which can reach to every corner of the world within a
second and provides platform for language evolution. (Willie, 1979)
states ‘ The mass media have penetrated so deeply in our society that it
is important to examine the types and nature of the influence the mass
media exert on individuals in society’. New technologies, new
products, new ideas and experiences give birth to new terminologies
and lexicon and they are directly transferred in target language, for
example, computer, selfie, camera, inbox etc. Bilingualism is a
byproduct of these changes and becomes another reason for using
words and impressions from other language and its impact is more
prominent on the current elite class bilingual people especially young
generation. According to Edwards (2002), “Research has claimed that
the availability of electronic media can be a powerful motivator for
young people, and act as a stimulus to their use of a minority language
within their social networks” but this notion is becoming weak in
today’s media contents because of the huge mixing of words from
English language. On the other hand, according to Fleming & Debski
(2007), English or another majority language may be considered to be
the language of electronic social networking even when the minority
language is used face-to-face in offline social networks”. Hindi and
Urdu, despite being the Languages of Eighth Schedule of India and
Hindi being one of the majority languages of India shows numerous
instances of English words and phrases in its respective media
contents.

Observations on the Bilingualism in mass media indicate a gradual
shift in the sociolinguistic condition of a domain that has traditionally
been dominated by ideologies and practices of monolingualism.
Historically, the monoglot and standardized linguistic habitus of the
mass media results from their primary institutionalization as agencies
of construction of the nation-state. The mass media contributed to the
constitution of national languages and gave rise to the linguistic ideal
of public discourse in the monolingual nation-state: a language as
homogeneous as the nation it represents (Anderson 1983; Blommaert
and Verschueren 1998; Boyd-Barrett, Nootens and Pugh 1996;
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Morley and Robins 1996). This strong link between national identity
and linguistic homogeneity does not automatically exclude bilingual
practices from the public sphere, but rather frames their modality and
meaning. Code-switching and language mixing have been at best
displayed and narrated as private practices, good enough for the
fictional representation of everyday life-worlds but ’naturally ‘
unsuited as legitimate institutional voices” (As quoted in
Androutsopoulos, 2007)

This practice of mixing, unsuited as legitimate institutional voices as
Androutsopoulos says, cannot be avoided all due to the requirement of
the text and context. Using foreign words may be either due to the
unavailability and untranslatability of their correspondences.
Untranslatability may be one of the reasons of mixing English tokens
or using English terminologies despite having their Urdu-Hindi
correspondents. These processes are paving way for the major changes
in Urdu-Hindi and contributing subtly in the promotion of English.
The role of media is also very significant in making this practice more
rigorous.

Hindustani

Urdu and Hindi have very different literary style. Borrowing of lexicon
and some grammatical phenomena in Urdu and Hindi from different
sources like Persian-Arabic and Sanskrit respectively make them
distinct from each other, but when it comes to the spontaneous
communication, people prefer colloquial style. It typifies the Mahatma
Gandhi’s concept of Hindustani where the demarcation line between
Urdu-Hindi seems fading away. As (Sinha 2017) mentioned, that
Mahatma Gandhi pointed out that without infringing on the domain of
provincial languages, “we must have a common all India medium of
communication”, which he thought should be Hindustani. The paper
focuses on this colloquial style of Urdu-Hindi i.e. Hindustani to
present the quantitative study and analysis of the use of English tokens
in Urdu-Hindi discourse of electronic media. Television and radio have
become the part and parcel of our lives. This being an analytical study,
the requirement for data acquisition and later its analysis demands a
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specific methodology which would do justice to it. This paper has a
suitable methodology to make the analysis more significant.

Methodology

Data

Two videos of discussions and communications from youtube have
been taken as sample and analyzed linguistically to present the
analytical quantitative study of the incorporated content of English in
(Urdu/Hindi) Hindustani. These videos are as follows:

1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JbFKi4FCEjk (Discussion
on GST), 10 minutes 26 seconds

2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GM5cm73MK_o&t=102s
(Discussion on Demonetization)

The tokens have been counted in each video till the 10 minutes of
duration. These videos of the discussion on GST and of the
discussion on Demonetization represent the common practice going
on in the colloquial style of Urdu-Hindi.

Data Analysis

The speech data of the videos are converted into text data. Then the
texts are normalized by removing the punctuation marks like comma,
puurnviram, dash, numerals etc. after that the token of each text have
been counted separately. After that we find out the frequency of
Urdu/Hindi and English tokens separately. Further, the percentage of
the occurrence of English tokens out of total tokens is calculated.
Later data are compared and analyzed according to the availability of
English tokens in Urdu/Hindi to find out the reasons of the use of
English words in Urdu/Hindi talks/discussions. English tokens
occurred in speech are further categorized according to their types in
order check the situation in which English words are used. Here
videos of discussions are subject oriented. But some videos are
general in nature. Subject oriented talks/discussions have particular
selection of words related to the subject or topic or field. That is
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called ‘Jargon’ in linguistic term. General or casual talks also have
jargon and it depends on the type of person involved in the
discussion, e.g., talk with politicians, doctor, actor etc. The English
tokens which have been used in discussions are of two types i.e.
jargon and common words. Further the jargon can be categorized into
three types, i.e., Borrowed Jargon/No Equivalent, Jargons having
equivalents and Jargon with equivalent but not prevalent. Hence the
English tokens have been classified into four categories- Borrowed
Registers/No equivalent, Registers with equivalents, Registers with
equivalents but not prevalent and common words. Cultural/ traditional
terms, subject specific terminologies cannot be translated into target
language because culture and tradition may vary language to language
as well as some special terms or terminologies related to subject are
also impossible to transfer. In these situations we borrow the word
and terms as it is in target language. Some terms/words are
transferrable. They have equivalents in target language and these
equivalents are prevalent and frequent. Further, there are terms/words
with equivalents in target language but these equivalents are not
prevalent and the people are more convenient in using English terms
instead of using their Urdu/Hindi counterpart.

Analysis of the Data

Token’s count and their percentage in discussions:

GST Discussion

 Total no. of tokens– 2265

 Total no. of Hindustani tokens – 1979

 Total no. of English tokens– 286

 Percentage of English - 13%
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We can see the huge use of English words instead of their
Urdu/Hindi counterparts in the discussion. owever every language
has capacity to fulfill the needs of its spea er but it has certain
limitation too while interacting with other language or dealing with
other language phenomenon. It is obvious that the words are
borrowed as it is  when it is not possi le to translate or transcreate
them. Some words or concept have their own eaning in source
language which is difficult to replace in target language by target
language equivalent words. In that case the words or ter s are
borrowed as it is. Sa e is happened here in the discussion. otal
English words used in the discussion have been divided into four
categories ibid as shown in following table:
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We can see the huge use of English words instead of their
rdu/ indi counterparts in the discussion. However every language

has capacity to fulfill the needs of its speaker but it has certain
li itation too while interacting with other language or dealing with
other language phenomenon. It is obvious that the words are
borrowed as it is, when it is not possible to translate or transcreate
the . Some words or concept have their own meaning in source
language which is difficult to replace in target language by target
language equivalent words. In that case the words or terms are
borrowed as it is. Same is happened here in the discussion. Total
English words used in the discussion have been divided into four
categories i id as shown in following table:

13%

87%

GST Discussion

GST_English Tokens GST_Hindi Tokens
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borrowed as it is  when it is not possi le to translate or transcreate
the . Some words or concept have their own eaning in source
language which is difficult to replace in target language by target
language equivalent words. In that case the words or ter s are
borrowed as it is. Sa e is happened here in the discussion. Total
English words used in the discussion have been divided into four
categories i id as shown in following table:
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Categorized English tokens used in GST discussion

Sr.

No.

Borrowed

Registers/

No

Equivalent

Registers/English

words having

equivalents

Registers/Engl

ish words with

equivalent but

not prevalent

Common Words

1 state
movements
of goods

constitution
amendment bill
(सांिवधािनक
सुधार अिधिनयम
/saːmvɪd̪ʱaːnɪk
sʊdʱaːr
ədʱɪnɪjəm/

main ‘मु ’ /mʊkʰj/,

‘ ’ا /əhəm/ ص‘ ’ / x

a:s/

2 consuming
states

cabinet ‘मंि मंडल’
/mənt̪rɪmənɖəl/,

‘ ’/ka:bi::nəh/

Business
Advisory
Committee
“काय मं णा
सिमित” /ka:rj
mənt̪rna: səmɪ
t̪ɪ/

issue ‘मु ा’ /mʊd̪d̪a:/

‘ ’ /məsləh/

‘ ’/nʊq t̪əh/

3 Upper Cap reporters
‘संवाददाताओ’ं
/səmva:dda:t̪a: õ/,

ر‘ ꢀ ’ /na:məh

nɪga:r/

Constitutional
Amendment
‘सांिवधािनक
सुधार’ /
saːmvɪd̪ʱaːnɪk
sʊdʱaːr/

part ‘िह ा’ /ɦɪssa:/,

‘ ’ /ɦɪssa:/

4 technical one percent industrial
tax “एक ितशत
औधोिगक कर” /eːk
prət̪ɪʃət̪ ɔːdʱogɪk kər/,

‘ꢀ ꢀ ى ꢀ ا

ل ’/eːk fi:səd̪ɪ

sɪnət̪ɪ məɦsu:l/

Revenue
Neutral Trait,
‘’

approve “अनुमोिदत
करना” /ənʊmod̪ɪt̪

kərna:/, ‘ ꢀدꢀ رى ’
/mənzu:ri: d̪e:na:/

5 budget taxation “कर लगाने
की ि या” /kər
ləga:ne: ki: prəkrɪja:/,

رى‘ ꢀ ل ’ /məɦsu:l

ka:ri:/

Interstate
Goods and
Service tax and
Central Goods
and Service tax

rate ‘दर’ / d̪ər/ ,

ح‘ ’ /ʃərəh/

6 implication amendment ‘सुधार’

/sʊdʱa:r/, ‘ ’
/t̪ərmi:m/

inflationary
impact
“मु ा ीित
भाव” /mʊd̪ra:

sfi: t̪ɪ/

determine “िनधा रत
करना” /nɪrd̪ʱrɪt̪

kərna:/, ‘ ꢀ ’ /

t̪a:i:n kərna:/

7 consumption
state

states ‘रा ो’ं inflation
‘मु ा ीित’

achievement
‘उपल ’
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/ra:dʒjõ/, ‘ ’ر /mʊd̪ra: sfi: t̪ɪ/ /ʊpləbəd̪ʱɪ/,

‘ ر ’/ka:rna:məɦ/

8 technicality manufacturing states
‘िविनमाण रा ो,ं
उ ादक रा ो’ं
/ʋɪnɪrma:nək ra:dʒjõ/,
/ʊt̪pa:d̪ək ra:dʒjõ/

Business drive
tax ‘ ापार
डाइव कर’
/ʋja:pa:r drʌɪv
kər/,

government
‘सरकार’ /sərka:r/,

‘ ’/ɦʊku:mət̪/

9 basket common
unified tax,

10 taxation
structure

South Pole ‘दि णी
ुव’ / d̪əkʃɪn d̪ʱrʊʋ/,

ب‘ ꢀ ’ /qʊt̪be:

dʒʊnu:b/

indirect taxes
‘परो कर’
/pərokʃ kər/,

problem ‘परेशानी ,
सम ा’ /pəre:ʃa:ni:/,

/səməsja:/, ‘ ’
/məsləɦ/

11 c-form North Pole ‘उ री
ुव’ / ʊt̪t̪ərɪ d̪ʱrʊʋ/,

:qʊt̪be/ ’قطب شمال‘
ʃʊma:l/

stamp duty
‘मु ांक
शु / ांप
शु ’ /mʊd̪rā̃k
ʃʊlk/, / sta:mp
ʃʊlk/

consensus ‘सहमित’

/səɦmət̪ɪ/, ‘ ꢀرا ق ’ا
/ɪt̪t̪ɪfa:qe: ra:j/

12 company tax structure ‘कर
संरचना’ /kər sãnrə-

tʃna:/, ل‘ ꢀ ح ’
/ʃərəɦe: məɦsu:l/

electricity duty
‘िबजली शु ’
/bɪdʒlɪ ʃʊlk /

shift ‘ थानांत रत
करना’ /st̪ʰa:mā̃nt̪ərɪt̪

kərna:/, ‘ ꢀ ’
/mʊnt̪əqɪl kərna:/

13 comfort level manufacturing excise
‘उ ादन शु ’

/ʊt̪pa:d̪ən ʃʊlk/, ‘ꢀ

ل ꢀ ꢀ اوار ’ /sɪnət̪ɪ

pɛːd̪a: ʋa:r ka:
məɦsu:l/

example
‘उदाहरण’/ʊd̪a: ɦrən/

ل‘ ’ /mɪsa:l/

14 ranking
supply based, ‘ꢀ ꢀ ا

’ /fəra:ɦmɪ pər

məbnɪ/

pen ‘क़लम’ /qələm/,

‘ ’ /qələm/,

15 consumption ‘सेवन’
/se: ʋən/, ‘खपत’

/kʰpət̪/, ‘ ’/kʰpət̪/

collection ‘सं ह’

/səngrəɦ/, ہ‘ ’ذ
/zəxi:rəɦ/

16
approximation, “ꢀ

رى ” /t̪əxmi:na:

ka:ri:/

flow ‘बहाव’ /bəɦa:ʋ/,

‘ वाह’ /prəʋa:ɦ/ ‘ ’روا

/rəʋa:ni:/ و‘ ’/bəɦa:ʋ/

17 constitutional
amendment process

registration
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‘सांिवधािनक सुधार
ि या’ /

saːmvɪd̪ʱaːnɪk sʊdʱaːr

prəkrɪja:/, “ꢀ ꢀ آ

” /a:ɪni: t̪ərmi:mi:

əməl/

‘पंजीकरण’
/pəndʒi:kərən/,

راج‘ ’ا /ənd̪ra:dʒ/

18 Act ‘अिधिनयम’

/əd̪ʱi:nɪjəm/, ن‘ ’

/qa:nu:n/, ‘ /:dəfa/’د

right now ‘अभी’

/əbʱi:/, ‘ ’ا /əbʱi:/

19 manufacturer
‘उ ादक’ / ʊt̪pa:d̪ək

ر‘,/ ꢀ ’ /sɪnət̪ka:r/

based ‘आधा रत’ /a:

d̪ʱaːrɪt̪/, ‘ ’ /məbni:/

20 service provider ‘सेवा
दाता’ /se:ʋa:

prəd̪a:t̪a:/, ‘ꢀ ا ꢀ

ꢀوا ’ /xɪd̪mət̪

fəra:ɦəm kərne:
ʋa:la:/

paperwork ‘काग़ज़ी
कारवाई’ /ka:ɣzi:

ka:rj ʋa:i:/, ‘ꢀى

رروا ’ /ka:ɣzi: ka:rj

ʋa:i:/

21 rate taxation ‘कर के
दर का िनधारण की
ि या’ /kər ke: dər

ka: nɪrd̪ʱa:rən kərne:
ki: prəkrɪja:/

22 business ‘ ापार’

/ʋja:pa:r/, رت‘ ’ /

t̪ɪdʒa:rə t̪/

short term ‘अ ाविध’

/əlpəʋd̪ʱɪ/, ‘ ꢀ ’
/mʊxt̪əsər mʊ d̪d̪ət̪i:/

23 logical conclusion
“तािकक िन ष”
/t̪a:rkɪk nɪʃkərʃ/, ‘तक
संगत िन ष’ /t̪a:rk
sãngət̪ nɪʃkərʃ/

medium term
‘म ाविध’

/məd̪ʱya:ʋd̪ʱ/, ‘ꢀ و

’ /ʋʊst̪ə mʊ

d̪d̪ət̪i:/
24 origin based structure

“मूल आधा रत
संरचना” /mu:l
a:d̪ʱaːrɪt̪ sãnrətʃna: /

long term (दीघाविध)

ꢀ ꢀ،دوررس

25 supply based
structure “आपूित
आधा रत संरचना” /
a:pu:rət̪ɪ a:d̪ʱaːrɪt̪
sãnrətʃna:/

simplify ‘सरल’

/sərəl/, ‘ ’ /əməl/
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26 warehouse ‘गोदाम’
/go d̪a:m/

process ‘ ि या’ /

prəkrɪja:/, ‘ ’ /əməl/

27 central level “क ीय
र” /ke:nd̪rɪj st̪ər/,

“ ꢀ ى ” /mərkəzi:

sət̪əɦ/

balance ‘संतुिलत’

/sənt̪ʊlɪt̪/ ازن‘ ’ /

t̪əʋa:zʊn/

28 ease of doing
business “ ापार म
सुगमता” / ʋja:pa:r
mẽ: sʊgəmt̪a: /

impact ‘असर’/əsər/

‘ ’ا /əsər/

29 manufacturing
‘उ ादन’ /ʊt̪pa:d̪ən/,

اوار‘ ’ /pɛː d̪aːʋaːr/

important ‘मह पूण’

/məɦət̪ʋəpu:rn/, ꢀا
‘’ / əɦəm/

30 investment ‘िनवेश’

/nɪʋeːʃ/, رى‘ ꢀ ’
/sərma:ja”ka:ri:/

confusion ‘ ’
/goməgo/

31 Taxation clarity “कर
लगाने की ि या म

ता” /kər ləga:ne:
ki: prəkrɪja: mẽ
spəʃʈət̪ə/

entry ‘ वेश’

/prəʋeːʃ/ ‘ ’دا
/d̪aːxɪlaːɦ/

32 phase ‘चरण’ /tʃərən/,

’دور‘ /d̪əoːr/

clarity ‘ ता’ /
spəʃʈət̪ə/

33 revenue ‘राज ’
/ra:dʒəsʋ/

collect “जमा करना”

/dʒəmaː kərnaː/, ‘ꢀ

’/dʒəmaː kərnaː/

34 production ‘उ ादन’
/ʊt̪pa:d̪ən/, ‘پیداوار’
/pɛː d̪aːʋaːr/

assure “आ
करना” /a:ʃʋəst̪

kərnaː/, ‘ ꢀ ’
/jəqiːn kərnaː/
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We can see that the frequency of the English words which are in the
category of Registers having equivalents and om on words are
higher than the borrowed word/having no equivalent and the ter s
with equivalent but not prevalent. se of borrowed English words
and the English words ter s with non-prevalent English e uivalents
instead of using Urdu indi words are understood ut the question is
about the use of English words for the registers having rdu/ indi
equivalents and for the words of com on usage. et see the
following examples:

1. is prɑkar keː itne: ʌrdʌls o pa:r rne e bad e kənsensʌs

bənt̪a nəzar a r ɦa h . ɦ id r s te ɦ n s seʃʌn

mẽː kəm seː kə ɡs o pas ɦote de h pay
ɪs prəkar keː tni rukav /bad aõ o par rne  e  ad e
mufaɦmə t̪/sɑɦmɑt̪i nti n ar a  r ɦi ɦɛ . ɦ id ər
səkt̪eː ɦɛːn k s sɑt̪r

1  ə  se ə ɡs o pa s ɦote  de h

paːyẽː

2. arjendrə xaːs k r bhi o kæbineʈ a miʈɪŋ ɦua ɦ .

aːrjendrə xaːs k r b b i o mənt̪ri mənɖəl a bɛːʈʰək ɦua ɦ .

1 We tried to provide Urdu-Hindi counterparts of English words occurred in
the data but it is not followed everywhere. E uivalents are given as per the
requirements of the context and their suitability.

Terms with
equivalents

but not
prevalent

22%

Com on
Words
28
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We can see that the frequency of the English words which are in the
category of egisters having equivalents and Common words are
higher than the borrowed word/having no equivalent and the ter s
with equivalent but not prevalent. Use of borrowed English words
and the English words/terms with non-prevalent English equivalents
instead of using Urdu/Hindi words are understood but the question is
about the use of English words for the registers having Urdu/Hindi
equivalents and for the words of common usage. Let see the
following examples:

1. is pr ar keː itne: hʌrdʌls ko pa:r kərne ke bad̪ mẽ eːk kənsensʌs

nta n ar a rəɦa hɛ. əb ɦəm ʊmmid̪ kər səkteː ɦɛːn kɪ ɪs seʃʌn

 kə  seː kəm ɡsʈ ko pas ɦot̪e dekh payẽ
s pr ar keː ɪtni rukavəʈõ/bad

h
aõ ko par kərneː keː bad̪ mẽ e

mufaɦmə t̪/sɑɦmɑt̪i bənti nəzar aː rəɦi ɦɛː. əb ɦəm ʊmmid̪ ər
s te ɦ n kɪ ɪs sɑt̪r

1 mẽː kəm seː kəm ɡsʈ ko paːs ɦot̪eː de h

pa y

2. ar endr xaːs kər əbhi ʤo kæbineʈ kaː miʈɪŋ ɦuaː ɦɛː.

a r endr xaːs kər əb bʱi ʤo mənt̪ri mənɖəl kaː bɛːʈʰək ɦuaː ɦɛː.

1 We tried to provide Urdu-Hindi counterparts of English words occurred in
the data ut it is not followed everywhere. Equivalents are given as per the
requirements of the context and their suitability.

Borrowed
Word/Regis
ters with No
Equivalents

15%
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35%
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We can see that the frequency of the English words which are in the
category of egisters having equivalents and om on words are
higher than the borrowed word/having no equivalent and the terms
with equivalent but not prevalent. se of borrowed English words
and the English words ter s with non-prevalent English e uivalents
instead of using rdu indi words are understood ut the question is
about the use of English words for the registers having rdu/Hindi
equivalents and for the words of com on usage. et see the
following exa ples:

1. is pr ar e  itne: ʌrdʌls o pa:r rne e bad e kənsensʌs

nta n ar a r ɦa h . ɦ id r s te ɦ n s seʃʌn

 kə  se  kə ɡs o pas ɦote de h pay
s pr ar e tni rukav /bad aõ o par rne  e  ad mẽ eːk

mufaɦmə t̪/sɑɦmɑt̪i nti n ar a  r ɦi ɦɛ . ɦ id̪ kər
s te ɦ n s sɑt̪r

1  ə  se ə ɡs o pa s ɦoteː dekh

pa y

2. ar endr xa s k r bhi o kæbineʈ a miʈɪŋ ɦua ɦ .

a r endr xa s k r b b i o mənt̪ri mənɖəl a bɛːʈʰək ɦua ɦɛː.

1 We tried to provide Urdu-Hindi counterparts of English words occurred in
the data ut it is not followed everywhere. E uivalents are given as per the
requirements of the context and their suitability.

egisters
having

e uivalents
5
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In (1) there are three common English tokens i.e., ‘hurdles’,
‘consensus’ and ‘session’ which have their Urdu/Hindi counterparts
i.e., ‘bad

h
aõ’, ‘səhmət̪i’ and ‘sət̪r’ respectively which are used very

commonly and frequently in Hindustani discourse. Similarly the
Urdu/Hindi counterpart of ‘meeting’ is ‘bɛːʈʰək’ which is also a very
common word. If English words are replaced by these counterparts in
conversation, it will not affect the meaning of the conversation at all,
as we can see in (1) and (2) which are taken from GST conversation.
29% of the total English tokens in GST discourse are of common
usage and have very frequent Urdu/Hindi counterparts. It is noticed
that the speakers in the discussion are bilingual or multilingual and
belong to the elite class where the use of English seems the matter of
prestige most of the time. In such a situation, people become habitual
of English usage than their mother tongue. As a result knowingly or
unknowingly, people use English words instead of using their
Urdu/Hindi counterpart.

There are English words used in discussion which have their
equivalents in Urdu/Hindi but less common in comparison to the
words listed in the column of common words. If we replace these
English words with their Urdu/Hindi counterparts, it will not harm
the meaning of the conversation, as we can see in (3) and (4).

3. jeː eːk səɦi ʈækseʃən naɦĩ ɦɛ.

je kər lɑɡaneː kiː səɦi prəkrɪja naɦĩ ɦɛː.

4. mɑnufækʧɑrɪŋ sʈeɪʈ pəkʃ mɛn t̪ʰe

ut̪pad̪ɑk raʤ j pɑkʃ mɛn t̪ʰe

In (5), there are two English words i.e. inflation and impact. Inflation

is the word related to the field of economy whereas the word impact

is a common word. Both of these words have their equivalent in
Urdu/Hindi but the Urdu/Hindi counterpart of the word inflation

‘mʊdrasfit̪iː’ is not so prevalent. As a result, people may have
difficulty in understanding the meaning of the sentence but it is not
the case with the Urdu/Hindi counterparts of the word impact ‘əsər or
prəbhaːʋ.
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5. t̪akī īnfleʃən ka o ɪmpækʈ ɦɛ  w ɦ log p r k  se  k  p e .

t̪akī mudrasfitī a o əsər ɦɛ  w h log p r k  se k  p e.

It is also found that some English words used during the conversation
are common and have their counterpart in rdu/ indi but it does not
communicate the actual eaning in the context, as it is clear from
(6):

6. ʈæks kaː baske ae a .

*ʈæks kaː ʈokra ae a .

Demonetization disc ssion

It is found that the percentage of the occurrence of English Words in
the discussion on de oneti ation is 7  as it is entioned in the
diagram below. It is re arkable.

 Total no. of tokens 2146

 Total no. of Hindi tokens 1986

 Total no. of English tokens 160

 Percentage of English - 7 %

Demonetization iscussion

Language use in Electronic Media: A Quantitative Study

5. ta īnfleʃən kaː ʤo ɪmpækʈ ɦɛː wəɦ logõ pər kəm seː kəm pəṛe .

ta mudrasfitī kaː ʤo əsər ɦɛː wəh logõ pər kəm se kəm pəṛe.

It is also found that some English words used during the conversation
are com on and have their counterpart in Urdu/Hindi but it does not
com unicate the actual meaning in the context, as it is clear from

:

6. s ka  baskeʈ bɑɽʱ ʤaeːɡaː.

s a ʈokra bɑɽʱ ʤaeːɡaː.

De onetization discussion

It is found that the percentage of the occurrence of English Words in
the discussion on demonetization is 7% as it is mentioned in the
diagra  below. It is remarkable.

 otal no. of tokens– 2146

 otal no. of Hindi tokens – 1986

 otal no. of English tokens– 160

 ercentage of English - 7 %

93%

7%

emonetization Discussion
Demonetization_English Tokens
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5. ta īnfleʃən a o ɪmpækʈ ɦɛ  w ɦ log p r k  se  k  pəṛeː.

ta mudrasfitī a o əsər ɦɛ  w h log p r k  se k  pəṛe.

It is also found that some English words used during the conversation
are com on and have their counterpart in rdu/ indi but it does not
com unicate the actual eaning in the context, as it is clear from

:

6. s ka  bas e ae a .

s a okra ae a .

De onetization disc ssion

It is found that the percentage of the occurrence of English Words in
the discussion on de oneti ation is 7  as it is entioned in the
diagra  below. It is re arkable.

 otal no. of tokens 2146

 otal no. of Hindi tokens 1986

 otal no. of English tokens 160

 ercentage of English - 7 %
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English tokens are classified into four classes again i.e. borrowed
words/registers with no equivalents, registers having equivalents,
registers having equivalents but not prevalent and common words.

Categorized English tokens used in Demonetization

discussion

Sr.

No.

Borrowed

Word/Registers

with No

Equivalents

Registers

having

equivalents

Terms with

equivalents

but not

prevalent

Common Words

1 wallet fund ‘कोष/धन’

/koʃ/ ‘ ’
/pʊndʒiː/

Chamber of
Commerce

رت‘ ꢀ ان ’ا
/eːʋaːn eː
t̪ɪdʒaːrət̪/

growth ‘ ’

/nəʃonʊmaː/, ‘ ’

/t̪ərəqqiː/, ‘ ’ا

/ɪzaːfəɦ/, ‘िवकास’
/ʋɪkaːs/

2 cashless transaction
‘लेन-देन’ /leːn

d̪eːn/, ‘ ꢀد ’
/leːn d̪eːn/

cashless
society
“नक़दीरिहत
समाज”
/nəqd̪iːrəɦɪt̪
səmaːdʒ/

Transition period
“प रवतन काल”
/pərɪʋərt̪ən kaːl/

ر‘ ꢀ ت ’ /mʊd̪d̪ət̪eː

ʊbuːr/

3 digital account ‘खाता’

/kʰaːt̪aː/ , ‘ ’
/ kʰaːt̪aː/

search and
cease “खोज
और बंद” /
kʰodʒ o bənd̪/,

ش“ ꢀ ꢀو ش ”
/t̪əlaːʃ o bənd̪/

less ‘कम’ /kəm/,
/kəm/ ’کم‘

4 digital transaction industry
‘उ ोग’ ʊd̪joɡ,

‘ ر ’
/ka:rxa:naɦ/,
/seːnət̪/ ’صنعت‘

income
declaration
scheme “आय
घोषणा योजना”
/aːjeː gʱoʃnaː

jodʒnaː/, ‘ꢀن ا

ꢀ ꢀ ’آ
/eːlaːn eː
aːmd̪ənɪ kaː
mənsuːbəɦ/

editor ‘संपादक’,

‘ ’

5 fix deposit home loan “गृह cashless
economy

scheme ‘योजना’ /
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ऋण/आवासीय
ऋण” /ɡrɪɦ rɪn/

“नक़दीरिहत
अथ व था”
/nəq d̪iːrəɦɪt̪
ərt̪ʰʋjəʋəst̪ʰaː/

jodʒnaː/, ‘ ’
/mənsuːbəɦ/

6 check customer
‘ ाहक’
/ɡraːɦək/

cashless
‘नक़दीरिहत’
/nəq d̪iːrəɦɪt̪/

sector ‘ े ’ /kʃet̪rə/,

‘ ’ /ʃobəɦ/

7 deposit ‘जमा
करना’ /dʒəmaː
kərnaː/

loan ‘ऋण’ /rɪn/,

ض‘ ’ /qərz/

8 Capital
‘धन/पैसा’
/d̪ʱən/pɛːsaː/

signal ‘संकेत
देना/करना’ /sənkeːt̪

d̪eːnaː/kərnaː/, رہ‘ ’ا
/ ɪʃaːrəɦ
d̪eːnaː/kərnaː/

9 Industrial body
“औ ोिगक
िनकाय”
/ɔːd̪ʱoːɡɪk
nɪkaːj/

requirement
‘आव कता/अपे ा’
/aːʋʃjəkt̪aː/əpeːkʃaː/,

ورت‘ ’ /zəruːrət̪/

10 interest rate
‘ ाज दर’
/bja:dʒ d̪ər/,

دꢀدر‘ ’ /sʊd̪ d̪ər/

proposal ‘ ाव’

/prəst̪aːʋ/ ‘ ’ /

t̪ədʒʋiːz/

11 financially
“आिथक प
से” /aːrt̪ʰɪk ruːp

seː/, ‘ ꢀ ر ꢀ ’

/maːljaːt̪iː t̪ɔːr
pər/

temporary ‘अ थायी’

/aːst̪ʰaːjiː/, ‘ꢀ۔ ر

aːrziː/, /ʋəq t̪iː/ ’و

12 economy
‘अथ व था’ /
ərt̪ʰʋjəʋəst̪ʰaː/

‘ ’
/ma:ʃɪət̪/

educate ‘िवकिसत
करना’ /ʋɪksɪt̪

kərnaː/, ‘ ا ꢀ ’وا
/ʋaːqɪf kəraːnaː/,
t̪aːliːm/ ’’تعلیم دینا‘
d̪eːnaː/

13 percent
‘ ितशत’
/prət̪ɪʃət̪/

Immediately ‘तुरंत’ /

t̪ʊrənt̪/, را‘ ’ /fɔːrən/

14 sales volume
“िब ी मा ा”
/bɪkriː maːt̪raː/

promote ‘ चार
करना’ /prətʃaːr
kərnaː/, ‘बढ़ावा देना’
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a ʋa de na

‘ ꢀد وغ ’ f ro

de na
15 product

उ ाद
tpa d

slowdown मंद
होना मंदी होना

nd ɦona ndi

ɦona ‘ ꢀ ’د

d i: a ɦona ‘ꢀ

’’روى s str ʋi

16 less cash “कम
नक़दी”
n di

Normal م  :a ’ع
بق ول کے م مع

a: u:l e:
ta

17 New normal  no
appropriate

eaning as per the
conte t

After the categori ation of English tokens into different categories, it
is found that there are not any differences etween S  discussion

Terms with
equivalents

but not
prevalent

22%

Common
Words
31%
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/bəɽʱaːʋaː d̪eːna

‘ ꢀد وغ ’ /f ro

d̪eːnaː/
product
‘उ ाद’
/ʊt̪paːd̪/

slowdown मंद
होना/मंदी होना
/mənd̪ ɦonaː/məndi

ɦonaː, ‘ ꢀ ’د

d̪ʱi:maː ɦonaː/, ‘ꢀ

’’روى /sʊst̪rəʋiː/

less cash “कम
नक़दी” /kəm
nəqd̪iː/

Normal, ‘عام’ /a:
ول کے مطابق‘ مع
/ma:mu:l e:
mʊt̪aːbɪq/
New normal , no
appropriate
meaning as per the
context)

After the categorization of English tokens into different categories, it
is found that there are not many differences between GST discussion

Borrowed
Word/Regis
ters with No
Equivalents

13%

Registers
having

equivalents
34%

er s with
e uivalents

ut not
prevalent

22

o on
Words

1

Demonetization Discussion

AM  ournal of anguage and Media Discourse  ol. 2  No 1-2  2 1 -2

a ʋa d̪eːnaː/,

‘ ꢀد وغ ’ /fəroɣ

de na
product
उ ाद
tpa d

slowdown ‘मंद
होना मंदी होना’

nd ɦona /mənd̪iː

ɦona ‘ ꢀ ’د /

d i: a ɦonaː/, ‘ꢀ

’’روى s str ʋiː/

less cash “कम
नक़दी”
n di

Normal م  ,/a:m/ ’ع
بق ’معمول کے م

a: u:l ke:
ta

New normal , (no
appropriate

eaning as per the
conte t

After the categori ation of English tokens into different categories, it
is found that there are not any differences etween S  discussion
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and demonetization discussion in regard to the percentage of the
classified English words. Here in above chart we have calculated the
percentage of tokens only, not type.

We can notice in the above table that the most of the English words
have Urdu/Hindi equivalents like the equivalents of the word ‘tax’
are məɦsuːl/kər and the equivalents of ‘state’ are rɪjaːsət/raʤjeː in
Urdu/Hindi, but ‘state’ is used preferably instead of them. The people
in this discussion also are elite class bilingual speakers. Consider
following examples from discussion:

7. ʊnkaː əpənaː ʋaːlaː fənɖ kəɦãː hɛː

ʊnkaː əpnaː ʋaːlaː d̪
h
ən/sərmaːjaː/rəqəm kəhãː hɛː

8. sərəkar ko īmiɖīəʈlī bænk `kiː kæpīʈəl bəɽhaː  d̪eːniː ʧaːɦɪeː

sərəkar ko fɔːrən/t̪ʊrənt̪ bænk kaː sərmaːyaː bəɽhaː  d̪eːnaː
ʧaːɦɪeː

9. xəbərẽ: e:k məɦi:ne: mẽ: mobaīl waleʈ kənpənījõ ke: ɡrot̪ʰ ki: ɦi
rəɦĩ.

*χəbəreň ek məhi:ne: mẽ: mobaɪl bɑʈʊe: kənpənījõ ke:
t̪ərəqqiː/vikaːs kiː ɦi rəɦĩː.

10. nɔrmɑl keː baːd̪ njuː nɔrmɑl aː ɡəjaː ɦɛː

*samanj keː baːd̪ nəja samanj aː ɡəjaː ɦɛː

11. ɪs ʋəqt̪ ɔːr bhiː seːktər mẽː kæʃles, les kæʃ, ɖiʤītəl ʈransækʃən ɦo
rəɦaː ɦoɡa

ɪs ʋəqt̪ ɔːr bhiː ʃoəbeː mẽː nəqəd̪iː rəhɪt̪, kəm nəqəd̪iː, ɖiʤītəl

ʈransækʃən ɦo rəɦaː ɦoɡaː.

In (7, 8, 9, 11), ‘fund’, ‘immediately’, ‘growth’, ‘transaction’, are
common English words and we have Urdu/Hindi equivalents
‘d̪h

ən/sərmaːjaː/rəqəm’, fɔːrən/t̪ʊrənt̪, ‘t̪ərəqqi/vɪkaːs’, ‘len d̪en’ for
them respectively. Similarly, the word from economy i.e. ‘capital’
has its counterpart in Urdu/Hindi i.e. ‘sərmaːyaː’. The counterpart for
the word ‘capital’ is not common in use, they are equivalent though.
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It may also be noticed that their use in speech are getting decreased
day by day. In (9 and 11), the words ‘wallet’, ‘cashless’, ‘less cash’,
‘transaction’ do not have their counterparts in Urdu/Hindi as per the
context given in (9 and 11). In Urdu/Hindi, their counterparts are
available but they will not fit in above context. The word ‘digital’ in
(11), does not have its counterpart in Urdu/Hindi in any situation or
context. Again in (10), the words ‘normal’ and ‘new normal’ belong
to common category and have their exact equivalents in Urdu/Hindi
but their connotations are different in the context.

Conclusion

Electronic media has become the part and parcel of our life. It made
phenomenal progress over last few decades. One of the remarkable
changes/progress we may see in electronic media is the change in
usage of language. We have noticed huge mixing of English word in
Urdu/Hindi Electronic media contents. At first appearance/look, it
seems that the mixing of English words is due to lack of Urdu/Hindi
counterparts but it is not so. After data analysis it is found that the
number of English words with no equivalents is lesser than the
English words belonging to other classes-Registers having
Urdu/Hindi equivalents and English words having non-prevalent
Urdu/Hindi equivalents, Common Words. It is also found that using
English words, instead of Urdu/Hindi counterparts is not due to any
lack of its respective counterpart but it is a matter of habit. In GST
and Demonetization discussions, it is found that only 15% and 13%
English words do not have their counterparts and rest percentage of
the words i.e. 85% and 87% have their Urdu/Hindi equivalents but
these counterparts are not in practice. Using the English words
instead of having Urdu/Hindi equivalents is becoming the matter of
prestige and fashion.
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Abstract

The indigenous languages, indigenous knowledge systems, folk

wisdom have become unworthy of pursuit or mention in almost

every sphere of academic activity. English teaching methods and

methodologies have become fashionable chores. There has neither

been motivation nor will to empower indigenous languages. A

ludicrous assertion that our youth are required to be prepared for

Western job markets made English more important.

The policy seeks to give prominence and importance to the so-

called ‘standard’ variety of State languages. The regional varieties

are completely ignored thereby deracinating the dialect speakers.

Secondly, the standard language of administration-education-

media-judiciary at the State level eliminates minority languages

spoken by aboriginals/linguistic minorities within the state. Both

the outcomes go against the history-tradition of the sub-

continent. Multiplicity and heterogeneity in every socio-religious

sphere has been the hallmark of India’s unity in diversity. The

belief, ‘that ‘language load’ ought to be minimal on the young

minds’, is in itself counter-factual. Such diversity in ‘language-

use’ is quite note-worthy. The Indian Currency note of Rupees

2000, 500, 100, 50, 10 denominations bears its value in 15

languages. Present paper focuses on the need to reconsider the

provisions of ‘language load’ vis-a-vis three-language

formula, states where language of administration is not Hindi.

Keywords: Language Education, Mother Tongue, Homogenization,

Language Load, Language Policy, Indigenous Language.
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Language Education in Multilingual India, edited by C J Daswani

(2001) and published by UNESCO, is a rich resource documenting

the Language Education Policy being practiced by various States of

the Union of India. The scholars who have contributed to the said

Volume include LM Khubchandani, DP Pattanayak, OmkarKoul, K.

Vishwanath, among others. The three language formula, as it is

called, came into force in 1968 after the Indian Parliament

recommended/approved it. Broadly, it aims at enforcing the three-

language formula as follows:

A- Hindi, English and a modern Indian language [preferably a

South Indian/ Dravidian language] in Hindi speaking

areas/States;

B- Regional/State language, Hindi and English in the non-Hindi

speaking areas/States.

It is assumed that such a policy would bring about national and

emotional integration among India’s diverse linguistic communities.

The ground reality is different, though. The linguistic minorities

either find their mother tongue [MT] being totally ignored or they

end up learning four languages! In several Hindi speaking States

Hindi and English are taught, with provision to teach Urdu or

Sanskrit as the third language. In such cases the level of difficulty

for the learners is minimal as compared to the learners from a

Southern State where English, Hindi, State language (say, Tamil)

have different phylogenic affiliations. The indigenous languages

[read tribal languages] stand isolated and ignored so do the regional

varieties [sub-languages] of a ‘Standard’ language. The1991 Census

of India recognizes 114 languages and 216 mother tongues [MTs]

that have ten thousand or more speakers, but score odd languages

only stand included in the 8
th

Schedule of the Indian Constitution.

The Census of India, 2011 reports that there are 35 States and Union

Territories, 640 Districts, 5961 sub-districts, 8001 towns and 640852

villages in India.

Out of the twenty two ‘scheduled languages’, fifteen belong to the

Indo-Aryan group; four to Dravidian family; One [Santhali] to

Austro-Asiatic; and two [Manipuri & Bodo] to the Tibeto-Burmese

family. The number of the Tibeto-Burmese languages is the highest
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[66], followed by Indo-Aryan 21, Dravidian 17, and Austro-Asiatic

14, but the Indo-Aryan language speakers outnumber all other

speakers significantly. The 22 scheduled languages encompass more

than 95 % of the total population [1250 million] of the country.

However, the number of the speakers of several languages has

grown beyond ten thousand. In Meghalaya Khasi, Garo, for instance,

are spoken by over three million speakers each.

Evidently, it seems that India has followed the Colonial language

policy with minor modifications here and there. During the

‘independence struggle’ the leadership, by and large, gave the

impression that English represented ‘Satan’s tongue’ which was

supposed to be replaced by ‘Saraswati’ the common-Indians’ tongue.

The promise was momentary; instead English continues to rule the

masses with greater vigor so much so that ‘English-medium’

education has spread to remote rural settings; and education, a

lucrative business now, has become synonymous with English

medium schooling. The indigenous languages, indigenous knowledge

systems, folk wisdom have become unworthy of pursuit or mention

in almost every sphere of academic activity. English (hybrid)

literature departments have flourished across colleges and universities

rendering indigenous (authentic) literatures and languages nearly

redundant and meaningless. English teaching methods and

methodologies have become fashionable chores. It has been an

exemplary case of “white men in Black skins” ruling the state.

Indigenous languages’ teaching and research has suffered

enormously. Even the score odd scheduled languages [recognized

under the 8
th

Schedule of the Indian Constitution] have not been

sufficiently empowered and enriched to replace English at the

secondary-tertiary levels of teaching. There has neither been

motivation nor will to empower indigenous languages. A ludicrous

assertion that our youth are required to be prepared for Western [read

developed!] job markets made English all the more important (as if

each individual graduate desires to find job beyond the Indian

boundary!). This has helped several industries simultaneously-

publishers, distributors, education-planners/administrators; and even

authors---one is required to internalize a subject before attempting to

reproduce it in an indigenous language. The translation took a back

seat.
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The three language formula proposed and followed in school

education has been lop-sided and against the history-tradition of

India. It delinks people from historical roots on the one hand and

seeks to bring about homogenization in a traditionally heterogeneous

social set-up. The policy seeks to give prominence and importance to

the so-called ‘standard’ variety of State languages. The regional

varieties are completely ignored thereby deracinating the dialect

speakers. Secondly, the standard language of administration-

education-media-judiciary at the State level eliminates minority

languages spoken by aboriginals/linguistic minorities within the state.

Thus, the ‘linguistic leveling’ does twin damages: it attempts to

completely eliminate the languages of aboriginals as well as the

regional varieties of the ‘standard language’. Both the outcomes go

against the history-tradition of the sub-continent. Multiplicity and

heterogeneity in every socio-religious sphere has been the hallmark

of India’s “unity in diversity”.

The belief, ‘that ‘language load’ ought to be minimal on the young

minds’, is in itself counter-factual. It has been widely recognized that

a polyglot sees the world through several lenses; same is true of a

widely travelled person; She/he is better equipped to appreciate

multiculturalism, multilingualism, and so on. Gayatri Chakravorty

Spivak in one of her recent essays [published in Prabuddha Bharata,

Dec. 2014] presents a strong case for the ‘preservation, and teaching

of one’s mother-tongue. She is a polyglot and continues to learn new

languages as a student at this [advanced] age as well.’

As on date, the government of India recognizes 22 languages under

the 8
th

schedule of the Indian constitution; the Sahitya Akademi

[Academy of Literature] recognizes 24 languages, news-papers and

periodicals appear in 35 languages, 67 languages are taught at the

primary level of school-teaching, 80 languages are being employed in

national literacy mission and the all India Radio uses 104 languages

to reach larger India at the grass-roots. Such diversity in ‘language-

use’ is quite note-worthy. The Indian Currency note of Rupees 2000,

500, 100, 50, 10 denominations bears its value in 15 languages.

There is a need to reconsider the provisions of ‘language load’ vis-a-

vis three-language formula. I propose the following tentative model:



Three-Language Formula: A Second Look

Let us divide the country into two broad linguistic landscapes [as has

been done in the past]: Hindi States where Hindi is the language of

administration [state language (SL)].

1. Other States where language of administration [state language

(SL)] is not Hindi.

Language Policy

Step 1. [2-languages]MT, SL

From 1
st

to 3
rd

standard only two languages Mother tongue[MT]

and State language [SL]may be taught. SL shall be the medium of

teaching other subjects. Mother tongue [MT] shall be taught as a

subject. MT will vary from region to region; MT can be an aboriginal

language that has not been brought to school so far or a regional

dialect/sub-language that has otherwise enriched the Standard SL. In

both the situations educationists shall have to prepare graded

teaching materials in the MTs. Script preferably Devanagari-based

[with modifications wherever necessary] can be formulated/framed

by trained phonologists/ phoneticians in less than a week’s time.

Step-2.[4-languages]

4
th

to 7
th

standard: [4-languages]

Languages: MT, SL, English, Hindi/ IL. MT and SL will continue in

the same roles. English will be introduced as a subject; Hindi, in

non-Hindi states, and one of the scheduled Indian languages [IL] in

the Hindi states shall be introduced as an independent subject.

Teaching materials in MT, English, Hindi and all the Scheduled

Indian languages shall have to be prepared.

Step-3:[4-languages]

8
th

to 12
th

standard

Languages: SL, CL, English, Hindi/IL. CL stands for classical

language: namely---Arabic, Persian, Greek, Latin, Sanskrit, Hebrew,

Pali, Prakrit. IL shall be taught as before.

{MT will thus find space upto 7
th

Standard---the formative years of a

learner}.
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Step 4.[SL as medium].

13-15 [Graduation]

Any three disciplines plus one language; Hindi/ English/ IL/ CL/

Asian/European language. Medium of instruction should normally be

the SL.

Step-5

Honours/PG Diploma--One year in one of the disciplines/ languages

offered at Graduation.

Step-6

Post-Graduation.

Any (allied) discipline studied during Graduation.

Step-7

Research [M.Phil.; Ph.D.] In an AREA OF INTEREST, allied to the

subject (s) offered at the PG level.

This proposal is aimed at giving ample space to the mother tongue

[first seven formative years at school] and classical language [five

teen years] to enable the learners to connect to their history-tradition

on the one hand and know themselves, their identity on the other. The

teaching of MT can save dozens of endangered indigenous languages

and regional sub-languages across the linguistic landscape of the sub-

continent from going extinct. Such a policy will extend respect and

protection, in consonance with our tradition, to India’s linguistic

heterogeneity and diversity.
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In recent years, there is a notable upsurge in the use of language

corpus as a dependable resource in all major domains of linguistics.

The growing tendency for using language corpus as a source of

authentic empirical evidence is triggered due to easy access to corpus

data in a machine-readable form. Also, objective analysis of corpus

data contributes in a major way to the understanding of the intricate

form and function of language properties considered useful in various

domains of linguistics.

This change in approach reflects on the ideological and technological

shifts the discipline has undergone over the last few decades. The

ideological shift focuses on empirical language data as trusted

linguistic evidence because traditional intuitive assumptions prove to

be not much convincing for drawing reliable and conclusive

observations about various aspects of a language on which principles

and theories of linguistics are formulated. This leads scholars to

focus on empirical language data so that understandings of languages

and linguistics are reliable and trustworthy. The technological shift,

on the other hand, allows us to use a computer to collect language

data in a new electronic device, access it in different platforms,

process it in different ways, analyze it from different perspectives,

and utilize it in different domains. Thus, computer brings in a new
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way in the world of linguistics to look at a language from newer

angles to make studies authentic and reliable.

The referential value of a corpus is increasing because a corpus

contributes to new theory formulation and modifies the existing ones.

Corpus-based studies incorporate new insights to look into the

cognitive areas of the human mind to understand the mysteries

behind the cognitive processes like receiving, processing,

comprehending, and sharing linguistic signals. After the use of

corpus in descriptive, applied, cognitive linguistics and language

technology, it is clear that the utility of a corpus is not limited to

teaching and dictionary compilation. It is a resource which can be

used in any domain of social sciences where language data is an

integral part, although scholars often depend on corpus in language

processing, machine learning, sentiment analysis, dictionary

compilation, grammar writing, WordNet design, word-sense

disambiguation, translation, language documentation, and similar

areas. Since a corpus supplies authentic perspectives towards

language description and interpretation, information retrieved from a

corpus is used, besides the domains stated above, in other linguistic

works like diachronic lexical semantics, pragmatic analysis of texts,

sociolinguistic studies, and discourse analysis. The relevance of

corpus is understood when we realize that the goal of a corpus is to

reflect on linguistic performance rather than competence, linguistic

description rather than linguistic universals, quantitative and

qualitative models of language rather than intuitive models,

empiricist rather than a rationalist view of scientific inquiry of a

language. With multidimensional use of language data, corpus

linguistics now emerges as a new approach toward linguistics. It is

also identified as a new way of studying and applying natural

language using the techniques of computer science.

In this context, the publication of the present book is a blessing to the

scholars engaged in corpus-based language research and applications.

The present book is a corpus-based study on the Indian languages.

The book tries to address some of the issues of using linguistic data

and information from the corpus in some basic areas of language

application. It tries to show how language corpus is utilized for
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developing quality language teaching textbooks, course books, and

reference materials; compiling usage-based dictionaries; generating a

database for translational equivalents; deciphering contextual

information for understanding sense variations in words;

understanding unique linguistic properties and features of dialects;

and developing useful systems, tools and resources for translation.

With reference to a corpus, this book plays a crucial role to make

people aware of the functional and referential benefits of a corpus in

works of descriptive linguistics, applied linguistics, and language

technology. The academic relevance of this book is attested in its

direct focus on the application of language data and its sincere appeal

for redirecting the focus of linguists towards this new method of

language study for the benefit of the discipline as well as its sister

disciplines. Following are the notable contributions of the book:

1. It discusses the use of corpus in several important areas of

linguistics (e.g., language teaching, dictionary-making, dialect

study, word-sense disambiguation, TermBank compilation,

machine translation, lexicology, sociolinguistics, lexical

semantics, psycholinguistics, stylistics).

2. The observation, information, and arguments furnished in this

book are based on the analysis of language corpus of various

types.

3. From the perspective of the application of corpus in the areas

stated above, it shows how linguistic information and examples

obtained from a corpus contributes toward the growth, maturity,

and advancement of linguistics.

4. Discussions presented in this book are primarily built on

linguistic resources collected from the real use of language in

normal life. These are authentic and reliable than any

experimental results and intuitive speculations.

5. The book focuses on the qualitative and functional interpretation

of corpus data to understand the intricacies noted in internal and

external textures of a language.

6. Topics have strong academic and functional relevance in general

domains of corpus linguistics, applied linguistics, language
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technology, cognitive linguistics, computational linguistics,

natural language processing, and mainstream linguistics.

7. The book shows how new findings from a corpus are useful to

substantiate, validate, or refute previously made observations and

hypotheses about language properties.

8. The book searches answers to those queries of linguistics and

language technology which are relevant and useful for future

studies and research in corpus linguistics, language technology,

and applied linguistics.

9. The book tries to find answers to questions indirectly related to

cognitive, functional, and referential relevance of corpus in prime

areas of linguistics and language technology, which haunts scholar.

10. The book cites recent works carried out in several advanced

languages in various parts of the world. It helps readers to know

how and where novel approaches are used and how they make

improvements over traditional systems, models, and techniques

normally used in various domains of linguistics.

The book is referential in approach and analysis. It is

characteristically suitable to be used as a course-cum-text book at

undergraduate and postgraduate levels. It can also be used as a

reference book for language teachers of first- and second-language

teaching, researchers working in various areas of linguistics, and

people engaged in the development of tools and systems of language

technology. Finally, people from corpus linguistics, natural language

processing, applied linguistics, cognitive linguistics, lexicography,

discourse analysis, field linguistics, lexicology, language

documentation, translation, and others may find this book equally

useful for relevant data, information, observation, and analysis.
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Prof Bando Bhimaji Rajpurohit better known as B. B. Rajpurohit, a

noted linguist, Kannada writer-critic was born on 20.05. 1935 and

died at his residence in Saraswatupuram in Mysuru on June 23,2020

at the age of 86. He issurvived by two daughters .Hailing from Sortur

in Shirahatti taluk of erstwhile Dharwad district (now Gadag district)

Bando Bhimaji Rajpurohit did his schooling at Kurtakoti, Kundgol,

Hubballi-Dharwad. Prof. Rajpurohit completed his graduation and

post-graduation from Karnatak Colllege, Dharwad, India. He was

awarded his PhD degree from Karnatak University.

Dr. B.B. Rajpurohit has served the Central Institute of Indian

Languages (CIIL), Ministry of HRD , Govt. of India as its Deputy

Director. A close associate and disciple of Jnanapith awardee poet

laureate Da RaaBendre, Rajpurohit has written 11 books on Bendre’s

works besides 11 in English and 36 in Kannada. His book

‘Bendreyavara Samagra Sahitya Nighantu’ is hailed as a masterpiece.

He has also written on Shri Brahma Chaitanya Maharaj in Kannada

and Marathi.
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He was conferred with the prestigious Kannada Literary Prize in

1956. He was also honoured with Vidyaranya Prize in 1957. During

his studies he was awarded with various scholarships which include

scholarships like National Research Scholarship in Humanities of

Govt. of India, (1961-63).

Dr. Rajpurohit had been teaching Kannada and Linguistics for more

than 5 decades. He had been Visiting Research Professor, Tokyo

University of Foreign Studies, Tokyo. He has also served as

Honorary Visiting Professor, International School of Dravidian

Linguistics, Trivandrum.

He has hold various academic positions such as life member,

Linguistic Society of India (Pune), life member, Dravidian Linguistic

Association (Trivandrum), life member and Organizing Secretary of

Phonetics Society of India (Mysore) and member of Place Names

Society of India, (Mysore),member International Society for Phonetic

Science Florida University (USA), member,Board of Advisors to

Government of Karnataka on the recognition of Kannada as classical

language.

He has enormous publications in the field of Linguistics and

Kannada. He had published more than Twenty two books in Kannada

on different topics. His publications are widely acclaimed. His

famous publications include Kannada-English-Japanese Dictionary,

with N. Uchida, Tokyo University of Foreign Studies, Tokyo,

Foundation Course in Kannada, (in 4 vols), (Ed) 1988, IGNOU, New

Delhi. Acoustic Studies in Indian Languages published by Central

Institute of Indian Languages, Mysore.

He will be deeply missed by his students, friends, family and all who

knew him.






